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THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT.EINSTEIN
Introduction
This proposal is to request six-month funding for the planning of a
complete edition of the published and unpublished papers, manuscripts and
correspondence of Albert Einstein; this will include both his scientific and
non-scientific writings, and will thus include material touching upon scientific, philosophical, historical, social and political issues as well as
personal aspects of Einstein's life. The edition, which will have to be in
a number of volumes to be issued over a period of years, will present all
material in its original language; the questio? of translations into English
will be decided at a later stage of the planning. Each volume is expected
to include a general introduction, sketching the general cultural and scientific setting for Einstein's work in the period or on the subject covered by
that volume. Individual documents or series of documents will be provided
with introductory materials giving background information useful for the
understanding of the material in question, as well as annotations explaining
references to persons, places, etc. not clear from the context. The work on
the project will thus provide a summary of the existing state of research on
Einstein's work, as well as stimulating further research on the numerous
areas of his work. In other words, this edition will not be a mere reprinting
of Einstein's papers together with his unpublished manuscripts; it is hoped
that it will meet the standards of scholarship appropriate to make it the
standard edition of Einstein's works for the foreseeable future.
The Editor's Role
The Editor, appointed by the Trustees of the Einstein Estate and the
Press, will be Professor John Stachel of Boston University. His vita has been
submitted to NSF with an earlier application.
Among the responsibilities of the Editor of Professor Einstein's works
will be:
1. To begin a detailed analysis and catalogue of the holdings of the
Einstein Estate with the assistance of Miss Helen Dukas, Professor Einstein's
secretary from 1928 until his death, who has agreed to collaborate on the
project; and to institute a systematic search for any further relevant
material which may be or become available, to assure that the edition be as
complete as possible at the time of its publication.
2. To draw up a plan of organization of the material for its eventual
publication. This will involve such questions as: whether to arrange for
publication by subject matter or chronologically, whether papers and correspondence should be published in the same or separate volumes, how to deal
with successive drafts of the same paper, the style and extent of annotations,
etc.
3. To aid in making these and similar decisions, the
authorized to set up a small editorial committee to advise
in areas to which his own expertise does not extend. This
include physicists, historians of science, philosophers of

Editor has been
him, particularly
committee will
science, political
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and cultural historians.
planning of the project.

The selection of this committee will be part of the

4. In particular, it is felt by all involved that an associate editor
should be found who is primarily trained as a bistorian of science, and who
would work in close collaboration with the editor. A person with such a background in the internal and external aspects of the history of science in the
late nineteenth and twentieth century would complement the editor's background
of research in special and general theory of relativity and the foundations of
quantum mechanics, and philosophy of science generally. The search for such
an associate editor will be part of the planning of the project.
5. It is felt to be most important that a complete typescript of all
manuscript materials be prepared as soon as possible. This work will be done
in collaboration with Miss Dukas, who has already started work on it. Her aid
in the annotation of the material, particularly the correspondence, is invaluable. It is also most desirable that all living correspondents of Professor
Einstein be promptly contacted for their help in annotating their portion of
the correspondence. An editorial assistant with fluency in German, as well as
some scientific and/or publishing experience, will be needed. The search for
such a person will be part of the planning of the project.
6. The editor and associare editor will be responsible for setting up a
timetable for work on each volume, including decisions on such questions as:
whether work can proceed on more than one volume simultaneously, what additional editorial, consulting and secretarial help is .needed for particular volumes, etc.

7. The editor will be responsible for the preparation of the completed
manuscript for each volume, including all introductory materials and annotations which he may himself write, or which may be written by the associate
editor or any other persons specifically employed to work on particular portions
of the material.
8. The editor will be consulted on the format and layout of the volumes,
and will be responsible for proofreading of each volume; no volume may be
issued without his approval.
Legal matters.
The Trustees of the Einstein Estate control all literary rights as specified by Professor Einstein's will (copy enclosed, Annex A). The Trustees have
made a contract for publication of THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN (copy
enclosed, Annex B). This contract is binding upon the Trustees and their
successors, as indicated by legal opinions (Annex C). Thus, although the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem is the final heir and will become owner of the
physical papers themselves when the Trusteeship ends, it will be bound by the
present contract and Prfnceton University Press will be able to continue publication. Moreover it appears that the Hebrew University wishes to cooperate
with publication in every way, though it is unable to help significantly at
this point. A representative of the Hebrew University is a member of our
Editorial Advisory Committee. Even if the Hebrew University should decide to
take the original Einstein Papers to Jerusalem before the project is finished,
publication could proceed through the use of our microfilms, transcriptions,
and photoduplicates. Occasionally, when necessary to see an original, that
might be arranged through a visit to Israel or by sending a document here for

2.
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inspection.
Contents.
The Einstein archives may be divided into three categories:
1.

Scientific papers and correspondence

2.

Non-scientific papers and correspondence

3.

Notebooks and diaries

Lists of the principal items in these categories are attached (Annex D). It
should be said that the notebooks go back to 1896; the scientific and nonscientific correspondence are sparse before 1910 but become voluminous afterward.
Freedom of the Editor.
The Trustees, the Press, and the Editor wish to produce a scholarly edition that will satisfy the need into the indefinite future. We plan a comprehensive edition, including all aspects of Einstein's life and work, with
the fullest coverage possible. However, in carrying out their personal responsibility to Professor Einstein the Trustees have reserved the right to withhold material from publication on grounds of privacy only. The Trustees
affirm that at present they have no plans to withhold anything, but they feel
that they must reserve the right to protect Professor Einstein's privacy
because they do not know what may be discovered. Letters of Professor
Einstein to his first and second wife are owned by Einstein's daughter and by
his son's widow; we do not know whether or when these might become available.
If they do, they would be subject to the privacy rule if exercised by the
Estate. If there were a difference of view between the Trustees and the Press
on any document,· arbitration procedures are provided by the contract. It
should be emphasized that the right to withhold extends to matters of privacy
only, and we do not anticipate difficulties in this regard.
There are a few other reasons why some material might not be printed.
Material that is libellous to living persons (if any) may not be printed. We
seek to include letters from various people ~ Professor Einstein; in such
cases we must get permission of the authors of the letters or their heirs.
Except for these points we do not know of reasons why material would need to
be withheld from publication.
The Planning Stage.
Professor Stachel will begin as Editor on January 1, 1977. During the
initial months he will immerse himself in th~ material and work out a preliminary plan for the development of the series as a whole, concentrating
especially on plans for the first five years. Such plans will include the
employment of staff, organization of the work, and needs for searches,
special consultants, travel, and the like. At first Professor Stachel will
use offices at the Institute for Advanced Study and in the Physics Building
at Princeton University. It is expected that within a year the Einstein
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Offices will be established at Princeton University Press. The Editor will
have general responsibility to work out detailed plans which will form the
basis of an application for five-year funding.
We are applying for a six-month planning grant. We understand that the
NSF Panel on the History and Philosophy of Science might be willing to meet
with us in May 1977 in Princeton, to discuss long-range plans. That would
be most desirable from our point of view. We expect to satisfy NSF with a
long-range application and plan' to be submitted in the spring, but we
realize that NSF may refuse further funding. If so, we expect to proceed
in any case, and we would hope that your decision would be made in time for
us to develop alternate sources of funding.
Copyright and related matters.
We have discussed the legal requirements of NSF with the legal department (Mr. Raubitschek) and we understand that acceptance of our NSF grant will
not affect the copyright in the Einstein Papers. On the basis of those discussions we also understand that NSF will make no claim for reimbursement of
this planning grant, since it will not result in any income-producing product.
We also realize that if there is a later NSF grant for the long-term editorial
project, as expected, the Foundation may require reimbursement from a proportion of the income after the Press has recovered its full costs.

We believe that this great project cannot be postponed longer. We are
confident of our ability to do it justice in performance, and we think that
it will justify the support that is needed to carry it out.
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Princeton University Press
THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
Budget for a six-month planning grant.
Editor:

salary
fringe

Secretary:
Travel

J

$17,500
3,150

salary
fringe

]

$5,000
600

1

Telephone, office supplies, postage

$2~,650

5,600
1,500

2

3,000

Indirect costs at 5% of salaries

3,450
Total

$34,200

IThe Editor will need to consult experts on various aspects of Einstein's
life and writings, including historians and experts on documentary publication. It may be desirable to bring such experts to the Einstein archives
for consultation, and we will probably need a meeting of the Editorial
Committee (yet to be appointed).
2

There will be a large amount of international correspondence and possibly
telephoning in the early stages, partly to locate additional Einstein
materials and partly to check known materials with Einstein correspondents
who are still living.
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18, 1955

MAASS, DAVIDSON, LEVY, FRillD:\IAN

&
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AtlOI"1leyS

100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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IN THE NA1IE OF GOD, AMEN:
I, ALBERT EWSTEIK, of Princeton, New Jersey, being of
sound and disposing mind and memory, and mindful of tbe uncertainty of life and the certainty of death, do hereby make,
publish and declare this to be my Last Will and Testament, in
rnan.ner following, to wit:
FIRST:
I direct tbat all my just debts and funeral and testamentary

,expenses be paid as soon as practicable after my decease.
SECOI\T]) :
I give and bequeath all of my furniture and °household goods,

chattels and effects, of °eyery kind or Ilature, to my step-daugbter,
MAJJOOT EIKSTEIX.

THIRD:
I give and bequeath my books and all of my personal clotbo

0

ing and personal effects, except my violin, to my seeretary,
HELENA DUKAS.
FOURTH:
I give and bequeath my violin to my grandson, BERXRARD

CAESAR EIXSTEIK.

If he shall be not of legal age, then I au-

thorize and empower my Executors to deliYer the same to his
father, my son· ALBERT EIXSTEIX, In., in his belJalf, to be turned
over to my said grandson when be shall attain majority.
1

1
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FIFTH:

I gi,e and beqneath to my step-daughter, :If ARGOT EIKSTEIY,
the sum of TW·ESTY TllOUSAlm DOLLARS ($20,000.00).
SIXTH:

I give and bequeath to my secretary, IIELEXA DUKAs, the
sum of TWEYTY. THOUSAKD DOLL.\CS ($20,000.00).
SEVENTH:

I give and bequeath to my son, EDUARD EIXSTE:rn, the sum
of FIFTEEX THOUS.ULl DOLLARS ($15,000.00).
EIGHTH:

I give and bequeath to my son, ALBERT En'STEIN, JR., the
sum of TEY THoUSA.:m DOLLARS ($10,000.00).

If he shall pre-

decease me, then I give and bequeath the said sum to my

~rand

son, BERSHARD CAESAR E:rnSTEIN.

If my sister, 1I.\RIE "\VlNTELER, shall be li,ing at my death,
I give and bequeath the sum of TEY THOUSASD DOLLARS ($10,000.00) to my step-daughter, MARGOT EIXSTEIK, IX TRUST, NEVEBTHELESS, to hold, in,est and reinvest the same, aud to pay over
or to apply for the use and benefit of my said sister the income
and principal thereof, to the extent and in the manner which
my said step-daug-lIter shall decm proper, for the care, cOJUfort
and welfare of my said sister, for life.

If my said sister shall

survive me but shall die before said fund shall be exhausted,
2

,

•
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then the balance of iucome aud princi!Jal remaining at her death
shall pass aud be paid over by my said step-daughter, MAI:COT
EINSTEIN, to herself, for her owu use aud benefit. If my said
step-daughter shall die or for any other reason fail or cease to
act as Trustee of this fuud, then I designate my secretary,
HELENA DuliAS, as substitute in her stead.
TEKTH:
If any of the legatees hereinbefore named shall predecease

me, the bequest, legacy or fImd provided for his or her benefit
shall lapse, except as otherwise specifically hereinbefore provided, and the property or fund in question shall pass as part
of my residuary estate.
ELEVENTH:
If the amount of my estate shall be inadequate to provide

for the payment or setting up, in full, of the legacies and trust
fund prodded for in paragraphs FIFTH -through NINTH hereof,
then there shall be no priority, but the same shall abate proportionately.
TWELFTH:
After the foregoing legacies, bequests and trust fund shall
have been paid, deliYered or set up, and out of iny thcn remaining estate, other than the specific property allocated by me to
the trust fund next hereinafter pro-dded for, I direct my Executor to pay all transfer, estate or inheritance taxes which might
otherwise be chargeable or apportionahle upon or with respect
to the foregoing bequests, legacies and t!"Ust funcI, to the end
3
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that if tha amount of my astate shall permit, the same shall be
paid, delivered or set up in full as hereinhafore directed.
THIRTEENTH:
I gi,e and bequeath all of my manuscripts, copyrights, pub-

lication rights, royalties and royalty agreements, and all other
literary property and rights, of any and. every kiud or nature
whatsoeyer, to my Trustees hereinafter named,

IX

TRUST, XEVER-

THELESS, to hold the same for a term measured by the lives of
my secretary,

HF~EXA

r

DUKAs, and my step-daughter, lIAnGOT

EINSTEIX, and during such term to administer the said trust in
manner following, to wit:
(A) To sell, publish, license or otherwise dispose of any

or all of the said property aud rights' so bequeathed to them as
Trustees as aforesaid, and also any and all property received
in exchange therefor, and any investments or reinYeshnents at
any time held in this trust fund, in such manuel', and upon such
terms and conditions, as they, in their sola and ab olute judgmeut and discretiou, shall jointly determine from time to time.
(B) To pay and turn over to my secretary, th:LENA DUKAs,
all of the net income received or collected from time to time, and
as well any sum or sums of money whatsoe,er which shall constitute principal of tbis trust fund, and ,,-bieh may be received,
collected or held hereunder by my Trustees, at any time or from
time to time, all to the extent and in the manuel' to ba solaly
datenuinad by tha said IIELENA DUKAS in hal' own absolute diseration, and which may be required by hal', during hal' lifetime,
in writing dalivered to the Trustees then acting herenuue", other
than herself if she shall then be one of the Trustees.
4

1,
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(C) After the death of the said HELENA DUKAS, to pay and
turn o,er all such net income to my said step-daughter, :MARGOT
EINSTEIN, and similarly to pay and tUI'll o,er to her any sum
or sums of money out of the principal thereof to the same e>.-tent
and in the same manner as provided in the foregoing subdivision (B) hereof.

•

(D) To deliver and turn over to HEBREW UNITERSITY any
funds

01'

specific property held in this trust, at any time, upon

the written direction of the said HELENA DUKAS during her lifetime, and thereafter upon the written direction of my said
step-daughter,

~AnGOT

EINSTEIX, dUI'ing her lifetime.

(E) Upon the death of the said HELENA DUIUS and the said
MARGOT EINSTEIN, this trust shall terminate, and thereupon all
funds,or property, if any, still held in this trust, including all
accrned, accumulated aud undistrihuted income and all literary
rights and property, shall pass and be distrihuted to HEDREW
UNIVERSITY, subject only to the expell es or liabilities of the trust.
(F) In the interpretation of this provision of my will, it
is to be horne in mind that my primary object is to make further
provision for the care, comfort and welfare of my said secretary,
HELENA

DuK.~s,

during her lifetime; my secondary object is to

make such further provisiou for the care, comfort and welfare
of my said step-daughter, lIARGOT EIXSTEIN, during her lifetime;
and my final ohject is that any such property 'which may then
remain (whether it consist of original manuscripts, or literary
rights or property still owned by Illy estate, or the proceeds
from the di8position of any such property

01'

rights) shall, to the

extent that the samt> shall not ha\'e heen distrihuted

01'

paid over

to my said secretary and my said step-daughter, pass to HEBREW
5
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and become its property absolutely, to be thereafter

retained or disposed of by it as it may deem to be in its best
interests. To these ends, I direct that if tbe said IIELENA DuIUS
during her lifetime, or the said MARGOT ELxsTEnI thereafter, shall
require that any moneys be paid to them out of this trust, and
there shall be inadequate funds available for the purpose, then
property or assets of the trust shall be sold or otherwise dealt
with as may be necessary to produce such funds, but the Trustees
of this fund shall joinlly determine what shall be sold or otherwise disposed of, and llle time, terms and manner of such sale
or other disposition, and no such disposition may be made except
upon such joint consent.
.FOURTEENTH:
All of the rest, residue and remainder of my estate, of every
kind or nature, whether real or personal, and wherever situate,
I give, devise and bequeath to my step-daughter,

~!ARGOT EL'<STEIY,

or if she shall predecease me then to my son, Ar.nERT EINSTEIN,

In., for her or his own use and benefit.
FIFTEENTH:
Without limitation of the absolute nature of the bequest of
my residuary estate, if my sister,

:liARIE

"\VIXTELER, shall survive

me and the trust fund for her benefit under paragraph NINTH
hereof shall be thereafter exhausted, then I request my said
step-daughter, or if she shall predecease me, then my said son,

)

to make other or further provision, as may be necessary from

j

time to time, out of my residuary estate to be received by them
as aforesaid, for t1Je care, comfort and welfare of my said sister,
as long as she shall live.
6
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SIXTEENTH:
I direct that there shall be apportioned to and charged
against the trust fund under paragraph THmTEEYTH hereof that
proportion of all federal or slale transfer, eslate or inheritance
taxes 'imposed upon my eslale ,.-hieh the value of the property

1

1

allocaled to said trust shall bear to the al;llount of my net taxable
eslate before exemptions, all such values to be taken as they
shall be determined in the respective tax proceedings.

The

amount of such taxes to be apportiolled against such fund shall
be a charge thcreon, and thc assets and property alloca ted thereto
hereundcr may be sold or othenlise disposed of either by my
Executor alone, or by the Trustees of said fund, as may be
necessary to provide funds to meet such taxes.
SEVENTEE:.1TII:

(A) I nominate, constitute and appoint m)- friend, DR. OTTO
NATHAN, RS sole executor hereof.

.

(B) I further nominate, constitute and appoint the said
OTTO NATHAX and my secrctary, HELEXA DUKAs, jointly, as
trustees of the trust uuder paragraph THIRTEENTH hereof.
(C) I further nominate, coustitute and appoint my attorney,
DAVID J. LE\'Y, ESQ., of the Borough of Manhattan, New York

r
[

City, as substitute executor hereof, and substitute trustec of the
trust under paragraph THffiTEEXTH hcreof.
(D) I direct thnt my said executor, trustees nnd substitute
shall be permitted to qunlify and act hereunder, at any time and
in any jurisdiction, ,.ithout giving bond or other surety.
7
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EIGHTEEXTH:
I do hereby confer upon my executor, trustees, and any
substitute, the power,

au~hority

and discretion, without applica-

tion to any court, and in addition to the rights and powers otherwise prm-ided by law: (1) To hold and retain any assets or
property recei\-ed hereunder, and any property rcceivcd in
exchange therefor, either permanently or temporarily, as they
in their sole judgment and uncontrolled discretion shall determiue; (2) to sell, exchange or otherwise dispose of same, either
for cash or upon credit, secured or unsecured; (3) to mortgage,
lcase or sell any and all real estate on any terms and conditions;
(4) to grant options, and to participate, as to assets or property
held by them, in any reorganizations or rearrangements, upon
any terms; (5) to borrow money, withont personal liability,
and upon any terms and conditions deemed advisable, and to
secure repayment thereof; (6) to adjust, compromise or arbitrate
any claims or demands of or against my estate, including tax
matters; (7) to hold securities or property of my cstate in the
names of nominees, or in such form as to pass by delivery;
(8) to maintain a custody account or accounts, and to employ
investment counselor accounting services, charging the cost
thereof to my estate; (9) to make distributions either wholly
or partly in kind, and for that purpose to fix values; (10) to
determine and allocate income and principal and charge thereto;
(11) to payor apply income or principal for any minor beneficiary
hereunder either directly to such beneficiary or to his parent or
legal or natural guardian, or to any person standing in loco
parentis, or otherwise; and (12) to do, generally, any and all
8
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things with respect to my estate as they 'in their good judgment
shall deem wise and proper and in the best in terests of t.he
beneficiaries hereof, it being my int.ention that all of the foregoing shall be construed so as to give my said executor, trustees
and substit.ute the broadest and widcst latitude in t.he administration and management of my estate, so long as they shall act in
good faith.
LASTLY:

I hercby re'l"oke any and all wills or codicils hy me at any
time heretofore made.
IN WITKESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

III)"

hand and seal,

this 18th day of March, in the year one thousand nine hundred
and fifty.
.ALBERT EIXSTEDf

(L. S.)

SIOKEn, SEALED, PUULISIu:D and DECL\RED
by ALBERT EIXSTEIX, the Te tator abovenamed, to be his Last Will and Testament, in our presence, and we, at his
request, and in his presence, and in the
presence of each other, have hereunto
subscribed our names as witnesses, this
18t.h day of March, 1950.
KATHEIll<E RICSSELL
Residing at Winant Road, Princeton, N. J.
KURT GODEL

.I,

Residing at 129 Linden Lane, Princeton, •. J.
DAVID

J.

LEVY

Residing at 1092 East 21st St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

I
I
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madent Princeton, New Jersey, this
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22.. .1~.:

I'

I

r_•.::"r'

day

Of.CJ~-<\~·,.,;:::)"..·.. ·19.7.!

BETWEEN

.

!I

II

II

TH1;...r. S.'l:ATl'...OF. .1I1,.J).f. J\T-...f..I, 1l.5.'J:);lN... n.c. t;i. J:\ ~ ...t.h x. (11.1I.',h elf· 11.f:-. ~ ~J:1e ... D\ll;. as... and ...o.no..11 ath a n I'
Tru5tees untler the \·!ill of Albert Einstein
(hereinafter called the Proprietor and designated by the masculine singular pronoun)

,
2. 11,e "ork »ill be pgrforme'd I·lith the editorial coo?eration
of the InntitutD for Advanced Study, which houses the Einstein arcllives.
See also Paragraph 8.
3. To assure the scienti fic nnd scholnrly quality of the edi torial
the Proprietor nnd tIll' Publisl1er~ ~g.ree jointly to apnoint, in
consul ta tion "ith the Ins ti tute for Ad'JancDd Stl:dy, "n Edi torial Ae!viFoory
Doard of not lens them seven persons or such larger nlll::ber as may be
agreed upon by the Partie~ from tia,e to time. Vacancies on the Hoard
,·lill be filled in the same 'lay as the original aP1'oint",ents to the Board.

~10rk,

t
\.

4. On the advice of the Editor! al Advisory Board, the Proprietor
and the Publi.shers ,,'ill jointly nppoint th" Editor, who will have the
primary responsibility of or~nnj zinn .3nd pn~rnying the mnteriZ!.l for
publication, including any nece~sary copyril'ht clearances. The Editor
may appoint, "i th the consent of the Proprietor and Publishers, as~ocinte
edi tors or assis tan t editors for individual volu:::p.s or series of volul:'Ds.

5. The I-lork is understood to include the cOr.lplete Hritin!l~ of
Albert Einstei.n, published nnd unpu!>lis!led, scientific and non-sci.entific,
including correspondence, except for such p~pcrs ~s the Proprietor finds
it necessary to ,·,ithhole! for reasons of "rivncy. Standards of editorial
selection shall be e!etert:'.ined by the Editor in consultation with the
Editorial Advisory Board.
.\

I

~

6. All docuIT.ents included in the basic edition of the Hork shall
be incorpora ted in thei.r original lanlOuages. Othe r editions ,,'ill be
published at the discretion of the Puhlishers after cor.sult~tion Idth the
Ed'itorial l\dvisory Board and th" Proprietor. The pnbHshers aGree to grant
II royalty-free license to The '1>2hre'-I [ni versity, Jerusalem, Israel, to
publish a HebrelJ-language edition at their 0'-111 e:q>ense.
7. Publishing costs after preparation of rranuscripts suitahle for
the prin ter \ViII be borne by the Pub lishe rs. Editorial cos ts for !,reparation of Manuscrirts Hill be paid fran funds raised especiallv for the
purpose and deposi ted I,'i th, and ad::1inis te red by, the Puh li~'1,..,rs (a nonprofit corporation, to which contributions arc tax-deductible); the
Propri.etor a.nd the Publishers a1t"e jointly to seek contributions for
this purpose. A'1 annual budget for the editorial \Jork "'ill be <;lr",."!1 u"
lind rnntually approved by the Proprietor and the' PublishC'rs.
Durin; the
budget ye~r the Pub lishe rs ,d 11 have authori t)' to ap1' rove ch an ges in the
provisions of tr.e bud.,"t for editorial ex:--e.nses. The Publis:1ers shall
prepare an annual accounting of incor.e and e:{penditnre aCId shall sub".it
a copy of that aceountin\; to the ?ronrietor. Any surplus of the funds
raised that rr.ay be left after comnletion of the editorial \Jork I-lill he
used to further the ide:ls and ideals of Albert ;:i.nsteil~ Uf'on joint decision
by the Proprietor :lnd the Publishers, but such use will be restricted to
tax-exempt purposes:
8. Other institutions or individuals IT.ay be enlisted in the effort
to carry out this project, as sponsors of othen"ise, by mutual agreet:'cnt
of the Proprietor and the Publisl1ers •.

1-'
','
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2. The! I-Iork \-lill be p~rformed Hith the editorial cooperation
of the Institute for Advanced Study. which houses the Einstein archives.
Sec also Paragraph 8.
3. To assure the scientific nnd scholnrly quality of the editorial
the Proprietor nnd th" Publis~lers "gree jointly to appoint, in
consul tation Idth the Ins titute for Ad'J;mced Stt:dy. an Edi torial Advisory
Board of not less th:m seve.n persons or such larBcr nor.ber as may be
agreed upon by the Parties from time to time. Vacancies on the Board
,·,ill be filled in the same way as the original appointments to the Board.

~1Ork,

•~
\.

4. On the advice of the Editor! al /ldvisor)' Board, the Proprietor
and the Publishers will. jointly ~lf\?oint the> Editor, who will have the
primary responsibility of orgnnjzing ond prcpn~in6 the mAteriel for
publico tion, including any necessary copyri~h t clearances. Th~ Edi tor
may appoin t, \-Ii th the consen t of the Proprietor and Publishers, <'\ssocinte
editors or assistant editors for individual volu:,p.s or series of volu~cs.
5. The Hork is understood to include the cOr.1plete \-Iritings of
Albert Einstein, published nnd unnu!:>lis~led, scie.ntific and non-scientific,
including correspondence, except for such papers as the Proprietor finds
it necessary to Hithhold for reasons of !,rivncy. Stand"rds of editorinl
selection shall be dcterr.tined by the Editor in consultation ,o/ith the
Editorial /ldvisory Board.
.\

,~

6. /Ill docultents included in the basic edition of the Hork shall
be incorporated in their original laneua",es. Other editio"s Idll be
published at the discretion of the Publishers after consult1'.tion Idth the
Editorial ,\dvisory Board <end the Proprietor. The pnbl.i.shers aGree to f,ra:1t
a royalty-free license to The 11'2brelo/ t:niversity, Jerusalem, Israel, to
publish a Hebrelo/-language edi tion at their olo/n expense.
7. Publishing costs after preparation of rranuscripts suitahle for
the printer Hill be borne by the Pub lishers. :C:di torial cos ts for "reparation of r.1anuscrirts Hill be paid fror.1 funds raised esreei "II\' for the
purpose and deposited l.-ith, and ad::linistered by, the Puhlis'1~rs (a nonprofit eor;>oration, to -"hi6 contributions arc tax-deductible); the
Proprietor and the Publishers a,rp.e jointly to seck contributions for
this purpose. An annual bud<;et for the editorial Hork I··ill be drm,-n up
and mutually arproved by the Proprietor and the· Publish"rs.
Durir.~ the
budge t year the Pub Ushers ,·,i 11 have authori t)' to ap? rove ch an ges in the
provisions of the budget for editorial cx:'cnscs.
The Pu~lis:1ers shp.ll
prepare an annual accou~ting of: inco~e and ex?cnditure a~d sh~ll sub~it
a copy of that accou~tin~ to the Proorietor. A~y surplus of t~e funds
raised that teay be left after comnletion (If the editorial I,'or', Hill he
used to further the ide::s and ideals of Albert i:instei" upon joint decision
by the Proprietor and the Publishers, but such use Hill be res tric ted to
tax-exempt purposes:
8. Other institutions or individuals r.1ay be enlisted in the effort
to carry out this project, (l,S 5ronsor~ of othep...'ise, by mutual agrcer:'cnt
of the Proprietor and the Publi~:lers . .
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made.at1'rinceton, New Jersey, this

__ .......

d,,),

!, I,
197 J I I

Of.CJ"'S~!'.,,;:'J'

I .

II :

WEE N

.n.c.t:.i. n,~ ..th,r.()nf.',hGf Il~J.C.nl:...lhlk:ls ... iJnrl ...C\ t.to.. Nn.thm,,' ,
Truntees un<ler the \·?i11 of Albert Einstein
I, :
(hereinafter cal!Ct! th~ Proprietor nnd designated by the mascnline singular pronoun)

!,

1'1.11';...1;$ 'L'/\.JE.. OF. "1,BF,,1U.

I

I
I

F.T.ns:rn:i

'i .

II

I

AND

i

I

iI
!
I

I,
i

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, of Princeton, Ne\,' Jersey (hereinafter called the
Publishcrs)
relating to a ,~ork now entitled
'I11E PIIPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEDI

i II

Ii

I

II
!

I. 'II
!I I,
i I
I

,I

:-;t<lli(lil)lCs 1. The Proprietor hereby grnnts and assigns to the Publishers the full :lnd exclusive right
cil.Xii!j: ! during the IeI'm of copyright and renewals to publish 01' to cause othcrs to publish the said work
in illl forms :lnd in nil langunges throughout the world,

II
I
I
•
'.

I

I :

! .
I

the Prooric tor' s
The Proprietor authorizes the Publishers to tnke out cop)':ight in btU: nome in the United
Stntes, nnd in other countries if Ihey deem ndl'isnble. The 1'ropr:etor promises full and sensonnble
cooperation in efZecting copyright rellel':nl, which he agrees to nssign to the Publishers,
Insert Pnrar.rar hs 2 - 8 . '

Ii

r

l

·1:, II

said work nnd thnt he has full pOI'. er to make this ngreement nnd grnnt; that the said work docs

not infringe th~ copyri3'ht or other proprietnry right or any other personj and th~t the s:lid work
contains no libe!ous or other unb\';fu1 Inatler, :ind l11:lkcs no improper inv:1sion of the privacy
of an)' olher person. The Proprietor undert:lkes to hold hnrm!ess the Publishers from :Illy clnim,
suit, Or proceeding Jsserted or instituted on the grounds that the said work infri:1gcs such rights
Or contn.ins such hurtful mntter, nnd to indemnify the Publishers for such renson~ble expenses
as may be incuITed in defense ngainst such clnim, suit, or proceeding.

I
I
I
I

!
I

10.
x\<::{~

Ji. The Publishers ogree to publish the snid work nt their own expense (unless otherwise
specificnlly prol'ided in this n;recment) within n rensonable ~eriod in such form ns they deem
most su it:tble. r r·6~:j{t·~:i:\1Z~:.~(-\'t'"t":: lJi.:'C"::tii x~~~:t·t.::c· :6f ;D:':'\"~(''t~~ :·i}1··~Uti~t5i:t:~ill~·:~ H~·t~}:\:p')le :'~(rL'U
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·11. TIIC Proprictor nn\, r.ontJ.nllc to nublish, Or pcrnit to bc nubUshed,
those of Albert Ein~tcinl!'i \\'riti!1:-',s ""hich \Jere pll~11islJcd before the date
of this Clr:rC'cn~llt, rlnd tr.1n~;llltion.s thr:rC'of.
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9.
:2:, The Proprietor represents nnd gU3l'nntees that he is the sole l{\1O:l:fr;}lY.H:t:;~ projJrietor of the .i
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OF m~ps, clwrts, drawings, or other matcri~l (except index) to uc illclut!t,! in thc '1'01'1:, IHJt bt"r

i

MhNUSCltll'T : thall
. If thc Proprietor shall fail to makc delil'ery uy th~t <lnte,
(he l'ublbl1t'rs shall be rel0a'ed from all obligations ullder this agreement unless thcZf,~l'c
adviscd thc Proprictor in writing of their willingness to postponc the delil'cry date; ).ut the
Proprietor shall not be free to cause pubJiC:llion of the s~id work elsewhere until he shall have
reon'ered it (0 the Publishers under thc terms of this agrecment.

SIZE OF i 6. The malluscript of the work as submitted .to the Publishers cOllsists of:
MANUSCRIPT

In allY revision which he m~)' undertake before tbe work ~o~s
. to production the Proprietor
sh~Jl not add to the size of the manuscript or number of illust . tions without the wTitten permission of the Publishers.

7. The Proprietor agrees to present a legibly typed n;nnuscript and illustraticns, charts, elC.,
suitable for reproduction. If submitted in such form that editing (aside from routine "copyreading" customary nmong publishers) is rcquired,/~r that retyping of manuscript or rcdr:lw~

FOR'I OF
MA:-:USCRIP1'

i:lg 01' other processing of illustrations is neccssary; such work shall be done by the Publishers
EDITINC I and chargcd to the Proprietor's account. Vnless :i special request as to spelling, capit:tlization,
punctuation, nnd typographic style shall be mdde by the froprietor, and unless a manuscript
consistently following such style sh:tll be fUI;nished, the Publishers arc authorized to make the
manuscript conform to the stde which the\"beliel'e to be most suitable for the work, prol'ided,
howcl'er, that the Publishers' shall not berfree, in the process of editing, to make substantil'e
J:-:DEX : chnngcs in the manus~ript lI'ithout the e,.press ~pprol'al of the Proprietor. The Proprietor agrees
that if the book is to includc an index' he ".. ill prepare it promptly nfter page proof has been
submitted, or, if he fails to do this, ":ill compensate the Publishers for their expwse in preparing
I'ERWSSIO:-<S the index. The Proprietor agrees te/pay all permission fees (if any) for the use of text or illustrations controlled by others, ond/upon request to furnish the Publishers with written el'idence
of the copyright owner's authorization to use the material.
.
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p' "bm '<I,d b,

ALTERATIO:-:S

tbe author, exclusil'e ~f/the cost of correcting printer's errors) made by the Proprietor in type
and/or plates shall he borne by the Publishers to the extent of 10% of the cost of original
composition, but b~yond that amount shall be charged to the Proprietor's account. The cost or
Author's Alterations in illustrations, exclusi\'c of correction of printer's or platemaker's errors,
shall be borne b}' the Publishers to the cxtent of 10% of lhe cost of making the original plates
or llegati7s the case may be, but beyond that sholl be charged to the Proprietor's account.

REVISF.O
£OI1'IO:-:S

9. The,Proprictor agrees to rel'ise the first and subsequent editions of the work and to supply
any u~~' Illaterial necessary from time to time to keep the work up to date as Illay be desired by
the f'ublishers; a'nd in Ihe el'ent Ihot the Pro!'rietor shall ne:!lect or be unable to make such
I rel'1sion or to supply such new material then to permit tbe Publishers 10 engage some other
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10, The Publishers sh~1I t~l:c thc "me c'.re of an;' manu'cript, ilIu'tr:rtion, Or aliter materi:tl
I

>j~(j)!;\i~j'in '

pbced in their h:,nd~ by thc .\li:iiiir as 'hey \I-ould of their own propnll', but thel' shaI: not be
rcsl,ollsiblc for its loss or ,1:Im:lgc ueyolld the amoullt (if an}') for which thc ,\,':ll'lui' requcsts
illwrili"g that it be insured at his expense.
~..s'rjclor

13.
11. Six months "rter fI"t pllhlic:ltioll or [he work, the Puhli,hers ,1,all rrr'l'"re a 1'o\,:lItl'
~l:tttl1\l'lll r\!\('rillg' '\:lk" of the work to tli:,t <1:'ttc. :lIId \\ ilhill (in r!:ty" llH'I'l':dttT ~h:dl Jl:l~' th~
I'rol"it'lOI·tlll' :IIIHlUill dllt'. 'J'lte't':1fler the l'III,li·.h'·ls :,It,,11 1':11' the I""l',;",,,r ill th" nio1lli ... oi
III:IIch ,,"tl Sel'll'lIIlll'r of (':I('h ye:1r [I,e ,o):.Ily l':1y:.I,I,· :r': of lite 11I1 ... ·dill~: F"'JrlI:1r\, 1 "lid
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amount less than $25.00. No ro),alty shall be paid in an)' year in which less than HI'e dollars
($5.00) has accrued in royalties. The :nnount o[ royalty ,hall be calculated as follows:
of eneh volume
I
On book solcs"withill the limits of the United States (except [or the special cases listed below),
the following stipulated percentage of the list price:

~'i;

'I
II '

10% on the first 5,000 copies sold, 12-1/2% on the next
5,000 copies sold, 15% beyond 10,000 copies sold. This
royalty scale will apply separately to each individual
volume published.

II
I-

I

lOOiWi~

On book snles outside the limits of the United States, one·half the above stipulated percentage

XKtJThl-f.

On sales of sheet stock or on book sales at special discounts of 50% or more from the list price,
or on book sales of a special edition issued by the Publishers and retailing at less than two·thirds
of the Jist price of the regular edition, the regular domestic royalty rate (as stipulated aboye)
calculated on the net amount actually received by the Publishers.

~I of the list price.

I
I
I

msoo~

)f,XX':m.llX '
ll;'il'i~~

~\th-m\~~xa

~'i<'iM

)l,Wl>lX!XroX

.j

I;
i

In the event of publication of an abridged, expanded, or revised edition necessitating the
resetting of twenty per cent or mOre of the work, the said edition shall be considered a Ilew
work and a new agreement shall be arranged 011 mutually agreeable terms.
No royalty shall be paid on my copies lost or destroyed, or on damaged or o';erstocked copies
sold at or below manufacturing cost, or given away for the purpose of aiding the sale of the work.

I
I

~X

r,ll'i.x,)ix.-'O\~l():.'i-t;"\moil'{.~)(;i)i3'ililli:x,,mlCC1Jill):s'ct!Y.:{>~xmrx'xtl:'lx.'G<:to.""'lxth<OOXX:ffi):oopt~~X

roYli'f~5:\&'ii\;n~~li~T~1i:'"'1~'qtill~'i·Xl--05:l1)qlYLWlOL'(.~}jl)JrJ{:t~\lbijllffil{

II'

XXI{« :

I

PRINCETON!

I

PAPERBACK I

I

EDITION

I

If the Publishers should issue their own paperback edition of the work, the regular royalty',
rate shall be fil'e per cent of the paperback list price, and the above-listed stipulations with 'I
respect to foreign sales, special discounts, l'\lllullW<¥~~~I""'II>~ revised editions, and royalty-free ,I
copies shan apply,
on the first 10,000 copies sold, 7-1/2% beyond 10,000 copies sold.

14.
lO:NXKJll:i X'l. The Proprietor grants and assigns to the Publishers the full, sole, and exclusive right to
ID:"liliXK arrange for the sale or licensing of the following rights relating to the said work, and constitutes

the Publishers his representatives and attorneys-in-fact for that purpose. If such rights are sold
or licensed, the Publishers snail pay to the Proprietor, ~t the time of the next royalty payment
after receipt of tbe funds, the following portion of the Det amount actually received for such
sale or licensing:
(a) Translation, first and second serial rights, selection, abridgment, paperback, condensation,
digest, adaptation, syndication, omnibus volumes, receipts from a license to another publisher
to reprint in whole or in part, or from a license to a book club to manufacture its OIl'll edition
{or distribution to its members-50% of the net amount actually received by the Publishers.

I

I

II

(b) Dramatization, public reading, radio, television, and motion picture rights (sight and I
sound) or the right of reproduction by other mechanical devices-85% of the net amount actually
received by the Publishers. Tne Publishers will make decisions on all the rights
mentioned in this paragraph after consultation with the Proprietor.
I
15.
each volume of
I
lUN:lQi:l'l:X IS". The Publishers shali give the Proprietor 10 free cop.es oij\fhe Said work. For additional
WiiU:X: copies, not for resale, the Proprietor shal~ pay the list price less 40<;0 discount, Lo.b, Princeton,
New Jersey.

!

16.
mMr~MN:':'<

lX. If, after three years following the date of publication of the said work, the Publishers shall
advise the Proprietor in writing; to his. Inst hnown address tit at the~' lind it necessary to di,con·
JOO:V:.r~J( _ tinue publication, or if the Publishers fail to keep tlte work in print and neglcct to reprint it
wi,hin six months of the Proprietor's wTitten rcquest thot thry do so, then the Proprietor shall
have the right to terminate tltis agreement by written notice. Upon such notice of termination
the Proprietor shall hove the ri:;ht at his option witltin 30 ,lay; of such notice to purehcse at
25% of the actual co,t (including composition) the type :lnll/ol' phtes of tlte work, should any
exist, :mcl to pUl'c!l:,.,c at actual l\\:lIlUf:u...:turin[.;' co~t :lny copies and '01' !,hcdc; Tl'm:linillg' in the
Pultli,hcrs' hands. If tlte Pl't'pri"tOl' sh:dl fail to e'ercbe thi, option within 30 tbys, tit"" tlte
Publi',hers sh,dl be free to dcstl'oy 0" lli'I""e of tlte type nnd phleS, if any, :IIlti to tlispo,e of
Itny copies anti/or skets in :lny way Iltey see fit without poyment tlf :IIlY royalty nn suclt clJpi,"
nnd/ol' sheets. Upem lcrlllin:tlinn of the :lt~I'CCll\Clll, tile P\lIJlbhcl'~ n!~rcc to nc;'-li~;1l the copyright
~,
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of thc ~uiclll'ork to thc Proprietor; therellpon :dlLhe then e"isting right:; r;rallted to ~h('l'ubli~herh
undcr Lbis agrremcnt shall I cl'ert to Lhe l'ropriclo:.
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17. In cns~ of disw;reet:1ents bet>Jeen Proprietor nnd publi.shers for ,:hid, i
thev cannot find a solution thet:lsC'lves. the controversial matter I-1ill. hC!
sub;ni tted to the '\!"eric:m Arbi tration Association IdlOSC deci.sion wi 11 he
,
I binding upon both parties.

I

I!

.118.

11,e Proprietor rr.nkC!s and C!ntC!rs into this agrC!ement in th~ fiduciary 'j
ca!'ncity as ~hove described and not perzonally, and 'lccordin!!ly no liability
or oblir,ati.on arisin?, hereunder shall attach or may under any ci.rcu::,stnnccs
,he cnforced against thC! individuals personally, hut only in their trustee-~
ship carad t.y. '1115 ar,reerr.ent n'ay not be changed or terminated orally.
:
19.
.
!~
:1:0:>: This agreemcnt sldl be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the hcirs, cxecutors, 'j
}lllJSmJ'i);::~
administrators, and assigns of both p~rtics.
11
;UJ;!J:-)\X·XXH
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I

)\ASll<J>.GX

This agreement may be assigncd by either party with the written consent of the other, which
conscnt must be obtained in advancc, and the assignee thereof shall hal'e all the rights and
rcmedics of the original parties insofar as the same are assignable. But this agreement shall be
assigncd only as a \I'hole :lJld not as a part, nor as to any part interest thercin.

IN WlTl\'ESS WHEREOF, the Proprietor has hcreunto placed his
hand am] seal, and the Publishers hal'e caused this agrecmcnt to be
executed and their seal to be afilxed by authority of their Board of
Trustecs.
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March 5, 1971

CABLE AC.ORESS

TELEPHONE: (ZIZl

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
RE:

Estate of Albert Einstein

Dear Mr. Bailey:
In your letter of October 29, 1970 addressed to
Roger D. Smith of this firm, you requested our opinion
whether a contract between Princeton University Press and
the Trustees of the residuary Trust created under the Will
of Albert Einstein for the Dublication of the late Dr.
Einstein's "collected papers" would be binding on Hebrew
University, the remainderman of the Trust. Pursuant to
such a con~ract, Princeton University Press would undertake
to obtain copyright on the "-papers" in connection with
their pUblication. He understand that the "papers" in
question have not heretofore been pUblished or copyrighted
and also understand that royalties accruing under the proposed contract will be payable to the Trust. The Trustees
of the residuary Trust are presently Helena Dukas and Otto
Nathan. Helena Dukas is the first life income beneficiary.
Margot Einstein, the second life income beneficiary, is
still living.
You have furnished to us for review a pro-forma
contract, entitled "Hemorandum of Agreement", \'lhich we
understand ~rill be the basic form of contract to be entered
into by the Trustee. Paragraph 16. of the contract provides as follows:
"BINDING ON
HEIRS AND
ASSIGNS

16. This agreeoent shall be binding
upon and inure to the benefit of the
heirs, executors, administrators,
and assigns of both parties."

~SUMMONS"

867-<4-090
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Article THIRTEENTH of Albert Einstein's wiil provides in part as follow~:
"I give and bequeath all of my manuscripts, copyrights, publication rights,
royalties and royalty agreements, and all
other literary property and rights, of any
and every kind or nature whatsoever, to my
Trustees hereinafter named, IN TRUST, NEVERTHELESS, to hold the same for a term measured
by the lives of my secretary, HELENA DUKAS,
and my step-daughter, 11ARGOT EINSTEIN, and
during such term to administer the said trust
in manner following, to wit:
(A) To sell, publish, license or otherwise dispose of any or all of the said property and rights so bequeathed to them as
Trustees as aforesaid, and also any and all
property received in exchange therefor, and
any investme~ts or reinvestments at any time
held in this trust fund, in such manner, and
upon such terms and conditions, as they, in
their sale and absolute jUdgment and discretion, shall jointly determine from time to
time.
(B) To pay and turn over to my secretary,
HELENA DUKAS, all of the net income received
or collected from time to time, and as well
any sum or sums of" money whatsoever which shall
constitute nrincipal of this trust fund, and
which may be received, collected or held hereunder by my Trustees, at any time or from time
to time, all to the extent and in the manner
to be solely determined by the said HELENA
DUKAS in her o~m absolute discretion, and which
may be required by her, during her lifetime, in
writing delivered to the Trustees then acting
hereunder, other than herself if she shall then
be one of the Trustees.
(c) After the death of the said HELENA
to pay and turn over all such net income
to my said step-daughter, MARGOT EINSTEIN, and

DUF~S,
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similarly to pay and turn over to her any
sum or sums of money out of the principal
thereof to the same extent and in the same
manner as provided in the foregoing subdivision (B) hereof.
(D) To deliver and turn over to HEB~i
UNIVERSITY any funds or specific property
held in this trust, at any time, upon the written direction of the said HELENA DUKAS during
her lifetime, and thereafter upon the ~lritten
direction of my said step-daughter, ~ffiRGOT
EINSTEIN, during her lifetime.
(E) Upon the death of the said HELENA
DUKAS and the said !·IARGOT EINSTEIN, this trust
shall terminate, and thereupon all funds or
property, if any, still held in this trust,
including all accrued, accumulated and undistributed income and all literary rights and
property, shall pass and be distributed to
HEBRElf UNIVERSITY, subj ect only to the expenses
or liabilities of the trust.
(F) In the interpretation of this provlslon
of my vall, it is to be borne in mind that-my
primary object is to m~~e further provision for
the care, comfort and welfare of my said secretary, HELENA DlfLAS, during her lifetime; my
secondary object is to make such further provision for the care, comfort and welfare of my said
step-daughter, J.1A:rtGOT EINSTEDi, during her lifetime; and my final object is that any such property which may then remain (Whether it consist of
original manuscripts, or literary rights or
property still owned by my estate, or the proceeds from the disposition of any such property
or rights) shall, to the extent that the same
shall not have been distributed or paid over
to my said secretary and my said step-daughter,
pass to.HEBREI'l UNIVERSITY and become its property absolutely, to be thereafter retained or
disposed of by it as it may deem to be in its
best interests. To these ends, I direct that
if the said HELENA DUKAS during her lifetime,
or the said ~GOT EllfSTEI' thereafter, shall
require that any moneys be paid to them out
of this trust, and there shall be inadequate
funds available for the purpose, then property

·.
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or assets of the trust shall be sold or
otherwise dealt with as may be necessary
to produce such funds, but the Trustees
of this fund shall jointly determine what
shall be sold or othervQse disposed of,
and the time, terms and manner of such
sale or other disposition; and no such
disposition may be made except upon such
joint consent."
Article EIGHTEENTH of the decedent's Will provides
in relevant part as follows:
"I do hereby confer upon my executor,
trustees, and any sUbstitute, the power,
authority and discretion, without application to any court, and.in addition to the
rights and powers otherwise provided by law:

***
(2)

to sell, exchange or otherwise dispose of same, either for cash or upon credit,
secured or unsecured;

***
(12)

to do, generally, any and all things
vrith respect to my estate as they in their good
judgment shall deem wise and proper and in the
best interests of the beneficiaries hereof, it
being my intention that all of the foregoing
shall be construed so as to give my said
executor, trustees and substitute the broadest
and l\~dest latitude in the administration and
management of my estate, so long as they shall
act in good faith."
Based upon the foref,oing facts and provlslons of Dr.
Einstein's Will, it is our opinion that the Trustees of the
residuary Trust may enter into a binding contract with
Princeton University Press, vlithout the consent of the remainderman, for the copyrig~t and publication of Albert Einstein's
manuscripts, papers a~d other literary property over which he
acquired no copyright during his lifetime.
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However, since Article THIRTEENTH (D) of the Will
provides that the Trustees must deliver to Hebrew University
any specific property held in the trust upon the written
direction of Helena Dukas during her life and thereafter upon
the written direction of Margot Einstein, VIe believe that the
written consent to the contract for publication must also be
obtained from the life income beneficiaries of the Trust.
Once having obtained such written approval, the
Trustees may contract for the copyright and publication of
such literary property in a manner solely vdthin their discretion, provided that the Trustees use reasonable care and
skill in avoidins any unreasonably low rate of royalties to
the Trustees under the con~ract. Pursuant to the terms of the
Will, both Trustees must enter into and execute the publication contract.
17 United States Code Annotated, Sec. 9 provides in
part as follows:
"The author or proprietor of any work
made the sUbject of copyright by this title, or his
executors, administrators, or assigns, shall
have copyright fo ... such Hork under the conditions
and for the termE specified in this title:***"
Under this Section, no one may h~ve a valid copyright
except by virtue of authority from the author. A proprietor is
the equivalent of an "assign" and must trace title from the
author. Quinn-BrOl-ID Publishing Corp. v. Chilton Co., Inc., 15
F.Supp. 215 (1936). The Trustees trace their title to Dr.
Einstein's manuscripts, papers and other literary property over
which he acquired no copyright during his life to the author,
Dr. Einstein himself. They acquired title and actual possession of the property by virtue of the provisions of his Hill.
The Trustees are therefore "proprietors" of his manuscripts,
. papers and other literary property Iqi thin the meaning of 17
U.S.C.A. Sec. 9.
Under present New Jersey law, Trustees have power
and discretion with respect to the investment, management,
conversion, sale or other disposition of the trust estate,
whether real or personal, as given by the Will or other instrument creating the trust.N.J.S.A. 3A:6-16.2 (Eff. Sept. 4, 1968).
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Prior to the enactment af N.J.S.A.3A:6-l6.2, case law established that the p01"ers and duties of trustees were those
which were conferred upon the Trustees by the terms of the
Will. So long as a fiduciary acts in good faith, and within
the scope of his powers, his acts cannot be assailed. Heisler
v. Sharp, 44 N.J. Eq. 16 (1888). Articles THIRTEENTH (A) and
EIGHTEENTH (2) and (12) of Dr. Einstein's Will give ample
power to the Trustees to enter into the proposed contract.
The Trustees have the duty and responsibility to manage the
trust property and to consider the best interest of all the
beneficiaries and in performing such duty they must act with
the skill and care which a man of ordinary prudence would
exercise under the circumstances. In re Bayles' Estate, 108
N.J. Super. 446, 261 A.2d 684 (1970). In our opinion, the
execution of a contract by the Trustees in the basic form of
the pro-forma contract submitted to us would not of itself
constitute a failure of the Trustees to meet the standards of
fiduciary duty required of them by law. Assuming such a contract does not provide for an unreasonably low rate of royalties to the Trustees, the terms of the contract will be binding on Hebrew University.
Hebrevl University is not at this time an "assign" of
the Trustees within the meaning of paragraph 16. of the p,roforma contract. Hebrevl University may become an "assign I at
such time in the future as Trustees shall assign any rights
under the contract to Hebrew University, e~ther during the
continuance of the trust or upon and after the termination
of the trust. At such time, assuming all the terms of the
contract are reasonable, the contract will be binding on
Hebrew University by virtue of the provisions of Dr. Einstein's
Will and the exercise of the powers conferred on the Trustees
thereunder.
If you have any further questions with regard to this
matter, please do not hesitate to communicate with us.
Very truly yours,

CWU:epj
PRI03101
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DAVID C. WESTON
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CAVID.J

KENNETH l. GRECNST£IN
.JOSEPH SPANIER

BEN.J. ,.. SCHREIBER

November 11, 1970

COUN".

Dr. Otto Nathan
24 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10011
Re: Albert Einstein Estate
Dear Otto:
I refer to your request for my opinion as to the authority and
duty of the trustees in relation to a project for the publication of the
collected works pursuant to an arrangement to be entered into between the
trustees and the Princeton University Press.

In this connection I have

seen the draft of the proposed Memorandum of Agreement

dat~d

November 3,

1969 among the Estate, the Israel Academy of Sciences (purportedly "acting
for and jointly with the Hebrew University") and the Press, which you have
•

informed me was never completed; also the inconclusive correspondence ensuing between you and President Avraham Harman of the Hebrew University
between June 12, 1970 and September 18, 1970; and of course I have studied
the last will of Dr. Einstein, particularly Article Thirteenth thereof relating to the trust of literary property.
The project would involve the organizing, editing and publishing
of the Papers, including previously published and unpublished writings
(technical and otherwise) and correspondence, and would provide machinery
for determination as to what should be included or excluded, and at least

·

---_.-.. ....
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principles and policies to be,observed in the final formulations.

Finan-

cial considerations would also be taken into account and provided for, to
the end that on the one hand the papers would be made accessible to the
world at large, and on the other the interests of estate beneficiaries
would be fairly and reasonably dealt with.
The questions submitted for consideration may be formulated in
broad terms, namely (1) do the trustees of the estate have the authority
to make such an arrangement; (2) if within such power, would the transaction be valid and binding as to beneficiaries; and (3) would the arrangement be binding, so as to protect the interests of the Press, notwithstanding termination of the trust.
The pertinent Article Thirteenth of the will gives and bequeaths
all of the decedent's "manuscripts, copyrights,· publication rights, royalties and royalty agreements, and all other litetary property and rights,
of any and every kind or nature whatsoever" to the trustees, in trust during the lives and for the benefit of the two designated successive beneficiaries, with direction that upon the death of both and the consequent
termination of the trust "all funds or property, if any, still held in
this trust

***

and all literary rights and property, shall pass and be

distributed to Hebrew University, subject only to the expenses or liabilities of the trust".
The payments to the successive life beneficiaries are directed
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to consist of all net income and any moneys constituting a part of the
principal at any time, to the extent determined by the beneficiaries at
their sole discretion and required by them in writing.
The.final subdivision (F) expresses the concept that the entire
provision is to be read in the light of the primary object of providing
for the care, comfort and welfare of the first designated beneficiary
during her lifetime; the secondary object of making similar provision for
the second life beneficiary; and the final object that "any such property
which may then remain (whether it consist of original manuscripts, or
literary rights or property still owned by my estate, or the proceeds
from the disposition of any such property or rights) shall
Hebrew University and become its property absolutely".

***

pass to

This is followed

by direction that if the respective life beneficiaries require payment of
moneys, and there should be inadequate funds

a~ilable,

then "property or

assets of the trust shall be sold or otherwise dealt with as may be necessary to produce such funds", and the trustees jointly are to determine all
things pertaining to any such sale or other disposition.
As to the first question, I am of the opinion that the trustees
jointly have the authority to make an arrangement of the character described, pursuant to the broad phraseology empowering them to sell, publish, license or otherwise dispose of any or all of the described literary
property and rights given to them in trust.

The project, although its

-- - ---------
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does not seem to involve a sale of any

of the property or assets of the trust but only arrangement for publication, and accordingly the restrictions on sale set forth in the latter
part of subdivision (F), i.e., that this is to be done when necessary to
produce funds required for payment to the beneficiaries, would not apply.
No outright transfer of title to the physical embodiment of literary
property, e.g. manuscripts, is contemplated, and these would be retained
for ultimate delivery to the University.

On the other hand, the broad

authority given in subdivision (A) to publish "any or all" of the literary
property and rights, and this "in such manner and upon such terms and conditions" as the trustees jointly determine, would have little or no meaning if interpreted to preclude publication during the lifetime of the
individual beneficiaries, since it would be all but impossible to conclude publication arrangements without appropriate degree of exclusivity,
or if the arrangement could be pretermitted by termination of the trust
and after substantial investment made by a publisher.
As to the second question, the binding effect of the transaction
upon the beneficiaries, the intereS:s of both the income beneficiaries and
of the University must be considered, as the trustees must act impartially
and in the interests of all, except as subdivision (F) creates a selfexplanatory order of priority of objectives; but the trustees have the
further duty of acting fairly, reasonably and prudently as to the publica-
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tion terms, financially and otherwise.
Finally, as to the third question, I am of the opinion that
the proposed arrangement would be binding notwithstanding its continuation beyond the termination of the trust, for if this were not so the
broad authority given in subdivision (A) would be frustrated, this upon
.the reasonable assumption that publication could not, in a realistic
sense, be practicable otherwise.
Now, with these questions dealt with, I deem it proper to note
the following further observations:
1.

In view of the highly unusual -- if not unique

circum-

stances taken in entirety, the trustees should endeavor to obtain the
prior approval (or even the collaboration) of the University in the
carrying out of the project, for it is in the last analysis the principal
party in interest and in essence the heir to

~nique

literary property,

given to it because of the deep interest of the deceased both in Israel
and in the University.
2.

The specific written approval of the individual benefici-

aries should, if feasible, be obtained prior to consummation, so as to'
foreclose any possible question by them or their successors in interest
(of course, one of the beneficiaries will have given such approval by
her trusteeship participation).
3.

The publication agreement should be carefully formulated
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and approved by counsel, and should expressly relieve the trustees from
any individual liability.

4.

The agreement should exclude any representations or war-

ranties and limit the publication license to the right, title and interest of the trustees in the literary subject matter, and provision
should be made for reviewing or clearing conflicting rights under other
agreements made by the decedent or the estate or otherwise residing in
third persons.

5.

Consider further the suggestion, in the interests of all

parties including the University, that the agreement be made 'subject to
approval of the court in proceedings to which the University would be
made party, along with the trustees, the individual beneficiaries and
the Press, since such court approval would foreclose future question or
any uncertainties of a nature which might thwart the project or its
purposes.
Yours sincerely,

•
David J. Levy

DJL:JG
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Annex D

THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
Contents of the Archive
NSF has asked for a description of the contents of the Einstein archive.
The most useful description is the "target sheets" of the complete microfilm of the archive made in 1976; it runs to 59 pages and one copy is being
sent with this application to Dr. Overmann. l{hat follows is an excerpt and
condensation.

Part I.
A.

The Scientific Papers.
Scientific manuscripts and notebooks.
Manuscripts of books and articles, 14 notebooks kept by
AE from 1896 to 1930, 4 books of notes on lectures
given by AE, typescripts of articles, obituaries of
eminent scientists written by AE, various identified
and unidentified scientific drafts and notes, travel
diaries with scientific observations.
Five folders of published scientific manuscripts.
Manuscripts for Autobiographical Notes and replies to
critics.

Two folders of unpublished scientific manuscripts.

B.

Scientific correspondence.
Letters to and from (with gaps) about 400 scientists
from Friedrich Adler to R. Zaycoff, dating from 1901
to 1955.

Part II.

The Non-Scientific Papers.

Holographic and non-holographic manuscripts from 1915 to 1955.
Travel diaries and personal documents 1879-1955, including birth
certificate, documents relating to education, marriage, academic,
and family correspondence.
Correspondence relating to the Nobel Prize, honorary degrees, and
birthday convocations.
Verses, limericks, poems, "curiosities," press clippings.

Correspondence with persons of note (Freud, Ghandi, Mann,
Roosevelt, Schweitzer, Shaw, etc.).
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Correspondence with political figures (Hoover, Lie, Litvinov,
Masaryk, etc.)
Correspondence with Writers and Artists (Adler to Zweig).
Correspondence on the League of Nations.
Correspondence with }Iusicians (Bloch, Casals, Verdi, etc.).
Correspondence with Jewish Leaders and Organizations.
Correspondence regarding patents.
Personal correspondence (friends, children, publishers, regarding
lectures, intellectual freedom, etc.).

.
.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540
Telephone-609·924-4400

EINSTEIN PROJECT

Apri 1 30, 1977

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Dear Harry:
I tried to contact you midweek, but Miss Labrutte told me you had just
left for Washington, and wouldn't be back until Monday, I had wanted to
leave the draft of the draft enclosed with you, to get suggestions before
even submitting the preliminary version. However, I will have to be content with you comments at this stage, which still leaves plenty of time
for changes in the final revision.
Herb told me about his talk with you; I think we should look at the space
you suggested for the Einstein Project in the near future, so that we can
start making some decisions about where to settle. By the way, I have that
young Harvard graduate, Peter Galison, about whom I wrote you earlier, coming to help out this summer. Is there any chance we could have space for
him for the three months June-August?
I've been hearing tantalizing rumors about Kaysen, and am dying to know if
,.. they are true. Its more fun observing social scientists than doing
social science:
All the best,

John Stachel
JS:fsb
enclosure
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April 30, 1977
TO:

The Editorial Advisory Board, THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

FROM:

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

SUBJECT:

Status Report and NSF Proposal

Much has happened during the past year, and no doubt I should have
given you a status report earlier. On the other hand, some of our
progress has been gradual and not particularly reportable, while at
other times we have had to act quickly without time to consult. In any
case, the Einstein project is now in a much better position than it was
a year ago.
As you all know, Professor John Stachel of Boston University has
accepted appointment as Editor of the Einstein Papers. In order to
receive funds by January I, when it was expected that Professor Stachel
would begin work, we had to act quickly last summer to place a longrange proposal with the National Science Foundation. In late fall we
heard from NSF that they did not want to accept our proposal, but
wished us instead to apply for a six-month planning grant, to work out
details of the project more carefully. Again we quickly put together a
proposal which in due course was granted, and under which we are now
operating. Professor Stachel started in Princeton in January, and we
are now at the point of presenting a new long-range proposal to NSF and
NEH.

Meanwhile there has been one other major development, as you ~~ll
see from the enclosed draft NSF proposal. A donor (for the time being
anonymous) has promised to give a professorship at Princeton University
to be held by the Editor of the Einstein Papers. This professorship
will not become available until 1978, but it solves one of our long-range
problems and essentially insures that the project can go ahead. This
professorship will not be publicly announced until next December, so I
must ask you to keep it to yourselves, but it is clear that you must
know about it, since it affects our plans.
2. Enclosed you will find a draft of our application to the National
Science Foundation, on which we would like your advice. You will see that
the draft consists of separate statements from the Editor and from the
Publisher. A statement from the Einstein Estate, along with the budget,

+

PCBLISHERS

OF

BOLLl);GE,"

SERIES
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will follow shortly. We would be grateful for your comments or suggestions on any of these matters. Such comments, which could be in the
form of a letter or of a marked copy of the application, should be sent
as soon as possible to me at Princeton University Press. We shall do
our best to take account of them in our final revision of the application.
We will need such comments quickly, by May 8 if possible, since we must
meet a deadline in distributing the application for consideration by the
NSF and NER panels on the history and philosophy of science. I hope this
urgency will not be too inconvenient for any of you. Please don't hesitate to telephone (collect) if you wish. Stachel: 609-924-4400 ext.
225. Bailey: 609-452-4902.
3. In the process of working on the NSF application, Professor
Stachel has of course been familiarizing himself with the Einstein
Archives and thinking of the form that the edition will take. He has
already made a few interesting minor discoveries, and although his
training is in physics he is increasingly familiarizing himself with the
problems of historical editing. He plans to attend a seminar on historical editing conducted by the National Historical Publications and Records
Commission in July, and of course we are aware of the need to engage a
professional historian of science as a staff member in the project. We
would be glad to have suggestions of people who might be suitable.
4. There have been some changes in the membership of the Editorial
Advisory Board. We are happy to announce that Dr. Harry Woolf of the
Institute for Advanced Study and Professor Banesh Hoffmannn of Queens
College, Flushing, New York, have been appointed to the Editorial Advisory
Board. We regretfully report that Professor Thomas Kuhn has resigned from
the Board, though he has generously said that he would be available for
consultation when needed. Also you will note in the application that we
expect to form a smaller board of scholars who would be available for
frequent consultation, and this board could be a subcommittee of the
larger Advisory Board. We would be glad to have your views on that. In
any case we are grateful to the Editorial Advisory Board for its continued interest, and we shall hope to hear from you.
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THE COMPLETE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
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FIRST DRAFT -
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NOT FOR QUOTATION

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this Project is the publication of a complete printed edition of the published and unpublished writings and correspondence of Albert
Einstein.

It is all to be published in the original language, with intro-

ductory material, supplementary documents, annotations and indices in about
twenty vo1umes .
Albert Einstein lived from 1879 to 1955.

His life span thus encompassed

the major scientific upheavals of the first half of the twentiety century:
development of statistical mechanics, of relativity and of quantum theory.
also lived through or witnessed such social upheavals as:

He

two World Wars, the

German Revolution, and Weimar Republic; the pacifist movement between the wars,
the rise and fall of facism; the growth of anti-Semitic propaganda; the growth
of Zionism and self-awareness among the Jewish people, and the founding of the
State of Israel; the invention of nuclear weapons and the threat of global destruction from nuclear war.

In all of these happenings, Einstein played a role,

as actor or commentator.
In the scientific transformations which changed the structure of classical
physics, a structure which had been erected and elaborated in the preceding
three centuries, Einstein's role was pre-eminent.

As Melba Phillips has put it: l

Einstein was creative in a unique way. This statement is probably
appropriate to every great man, but Einstein's insights and contributions are more nearly analogous to those of Shakespeare than to
those of many scientists: he was not so much inventive as profound.
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His earliest work showed an ability to penetrate to the deepest levels
of theoretical physics--the conceptual underpinnings of the structures which
most physicists are content to elaborate--and to expose the tensions and contradictions among these foundational concepts.
missing symmetries:

He had a profound feeling for

his unhappiness with the asymmetry of an explanation when

the phenomena manifested a symmetry, for example, played a large role in his
development of the special theory of relativity.
But beyond this profound critical sense, which made him receptive to
philosophical issues at an early stage in his career, he had the ability to
utilize these tensions and contradictions creatively, to play one conceptual
scheme against the other in such a way as to yield new points of view; new
concepts which could be elaborated into new theoretical structures.
from the Diary of Count Kessler: 2

To quote

I talked for quite a while to Albert Einstein at a banker's jubilee
banquet where we both felt rather out of place. In reply to my
question what problem he was working on now, he said he was engaged
in thinking. Giving thought to any scientific proposition almost
invariably brought progress with it. For, without exception, every
scientific proposition was wrong. That was due to human inadequacy
of thought and inability to comprehend nature, so that every abstract
formulation about it was always inconsistent somewhere. Therefore,
every time he checked a scientific proposition his previous acceptance of it broke down and led to a new, more precise formulation.
This was again inconsistent in some respects, and consequently resulted in fresh formulations, and so on indefinitely.
Thus, it seems that his simultaneous concerns with the foundations of statistical
concepts as applied to ensembles of particles; with Maxwell field theory, and
with the relativity principle in Newtonian mechanics exerted a cross-fertilizing influence upon each other.
Out of this process arose the concept of the photon--the first full appreciation of the need to assume a particulate structure for electromagnetic

2
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radiation.

Einstein's resulting skepticism about the ultimate validity of

Maxwell theory led to his desire to found his relativistic considerations
on as fundamental a set of assumptions as possible; this led him to the postulate of the constancy of the velocity of light.

Out of the need to reconcile

this postulate with his profound conviction that the relativity principle
could be extended from mechanical to electromagnetic phenomena arose his
critical study of the simultaneity concept, and ultimately the new special
relativistic

kine~atics

and dynamics.

Out of his realization that Boltzmann's

association of entropy with probability could be read in the reverse sense arose
his ground-breaking studies of fluctuation phenomena, which reinforced his belief in the particulate structure of the radiation field.

This list could be

continued jndefinitely through the course of Einstein's scientific career, but
perhaps enough bas been said to indicate the importance of studying Einstein's
work as a whole.
While he worked in relative isolation from the scientific community during
the crucial period in which he was elaborating his first work in all of these
areas, after 1905 he came into increasingly closer contact with the leading
figures in that community.

During his years in Berlin he played an important

role in a number of German scientific institutions, both formally and informally.
He maintained an extensive correspondence with leading scientists and philosophers
about the issues raised by his work and that of others.

Thus, in addition to the

almost 300 scientific papers published in his lifetime, his correspondence--in
vast majority unpublished--promises to shed much light on the evolution of physics
and its philosophy during the first half of the twentiety century.

Its publication,

together with unpublished manuscript drafts, will also be of importance to scholars
in many fields besides the history of physics, such as the study of scientific
creativity, the evolution of the physics community in this century, the emergence

3
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of the scientist as a public figure, as well as for a much more detailed and
profound investigations of Einstein's unique role.
On social and political issues, it seems to have been the First World
War which prompted Einstein to his first public interventions:
counter the war hysteria among German intellectuals.

an attempt to

It will be interesting

to see what earlier material exists in the private papers leading up to his
pronouncements on such issues.

At any rate, from World War Ion, and especially

after the world-wide publicity given to the confirmation of his general theory
of relativity by the famous 1919 English eclipse expedition, Einstein was
increasingly called upon--or felt himself called upon--to correspond with many
public figures on these issues, as well as to make numerous statements on current events.

He was well-known in the 1920's for his work on international

reconciliation, through the League of Nations, and for resumption of intellectual
cooperation between the former enemy

nations~

to awaken a sense of selfhood among

the Jewish people through Zionism; as well as for the pacifist cause.

In the 1930's,

after the rise of Hitler to power, he made his voice heard in defense of world
Jewry, and in warning against the facist peril, which led him to revise his pacifist credo.

He spoke up for socialism as a solution to the world economic crisis

while voicing his skepticism about the Soviet experience.

In the 1940's his sup-

port of the Grand Alliance against facism led to the famous letter to Roosevelt
on the danger of a German atomic-bomb project.

The actual development and use

of atomic weapons by this country caused him to throw his support to the atomic
scientists' efforts to educate and mobilize public opinion here and throughout
the world to the dangers of a nuclear arms race, and to issue frequent calls
to develop some form of world government to bring the arms race to a halt.

The

advent of the cold war and McCarthyism in the late forties and early fifties led

4
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him to repeatedly urge American intellectuals to resist pressures for conformity and abdication of their rights.

The holocaust and its tragic post-

war aftermath--the fate of the Jewish survivors--led him to see the
establishment of the State of Israel as the only realistic answer to the
plight of the Jewish people, while urging the need for some form of accommodation with the Arab peoples.
Einstein concerned himself with many other public issues:
civil rights, religion to name just a few.

education,

In a rough breakup of his cor-

respondence and published papers, the non-scientific material stands in a
ratio of about three to two to the scientific material.
Among the famous non-scientists with whom he corresponded were Sigmund
Freud, Ghandi, Thomas Mann, Jawaharlal Nehru, Romain Rolland, Bertrand Russell,
Albert Schweitzer, George Bernard Shaw and Chaim Weitzmann--to make an almost
arbitrary selection.
Thus, it is to be expected that this edition will make available material
that will be of value not only to physicists and philosophers, sociologists and
historians of science, but also to general historians, especially of twentiethcentury German and American history, political scientists, Judaica experts,
and others.
In addition, the publication of the correspondence, notebooks, and drafts
of his papers will provide material of value for psychologists and others interested in the phenomena of creativity at the highest level.
It may also be added that no large-scale, really adequate biography of
Einstein has yet been written, nor will one be possible without access to his
complete writings.

5
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iI.

HISTORY OF THE PROJECT
Einstein stipulated in his last Will (see Appendix A) that the literary
property contained in all his published and unpublished writings be vested in
a Trust to be established after his death and to be administered by two Trustees,
Dr. Otto Nathan and Miss Helen Dukas.

The Trustees have considered it one of

their foremost obligations to make the Einstein material available to competent
scholars, and, eventually, to provide for the publication of a complete edition
of Einstein's writings and papers.
In the years since Einstein's death, the Einstein Archive at the Institute
for Advanced Study has been organized for the use of scholars under the supervision of Miss Dukas, who has acted as the Archivist.

Her service since 1928

as Professor Einstein's secretary gave her unique faml iiarity with the material
which enabled her to undertake this immense task.

She has had the advice and

help of a number of physicists and historians of science, notably Professors
Gerald Holton, who advised on setting up the Archive, and Martin Klein, in this
work.

In addition to the work of organizing and partially indexing the collec-

tion, the Trustees have carried out an extensive search for additional material
to add to the Archive, and have been able to acquire a large number of documents
for the collection.

Through extended correspondence with scholars, libraries,

and dealers in rare documents in different parts of the world, it was possible
to obtain originals or copies of letters or other writings of Einstein, particularly from his earlier years when he wrote letters and papers in longhand, without retaining copies.

Arrangements were made, frequently with some difficulty,

to exchange Einstein material for copies of material owned by the Archive, and
this has produced important additions to the Archive.
The nature and extent of the current holdings will be discussed in the
next section.

6
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In 1971 the Trustees entered into an agreement with Princeton University
Press to assume responsibility for the publication of Einstein's Writings in
book form (see Appendix B).

The edition is to be a complete, printed edition

of the collected papers, published and unpublished, the correspondence and such
other documents and editorial material as may be deemed important for the understanding of these writings.

It is estimated that this edition will comprise on

the order of twenty volumes.

(See attached Publisher's Statement for additional

details.)
An Editorial Advisory Board was established, appointed jointly by the
Trustees and the Press, to assure the scientific and scholarly quality of
the editorial work. (See Appendix C for a list of Board Members.)

This Board

was active in the search for an editor, and will continue to be consulted during the course of the project, on matters of general policy.
In June 1976, Dr. John Stachel was appointed Editor of the Papers of
Albert Einstein, by the Trustees and the Press, with the advice of the Advisory
Board.

(See Appendix 0 for letter of appointment.)

He has primary responsi-

bility for the collecting, organizing and preparation of the material for
publication of The Papers of Albert Einstein, comprising the complete works
of Albert Einstein, published and unpublished, scientific and non-scientific,
including correspondence.

He is guaranteed normal editorial freedom for such

a project, including determination of material to be included in the volumes-such normal exceptions as infringement of rights of privacy, copyright and
libel being understood.

He is also guaranteed complete freedom of editorial

annotation and comment on the documents to be published.

(See statements by

Trustees and Publishers.)
Dr. Stachel started work on January 15, 1977, taking leave for 18 months
from his post as Professor of Physics at Boston University to move to Princeton.
7
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Within six months of this time, he is required to prepare and submit to the
Trustees, Press and Editorial Advisory Board a preliminary plan and description of the intended edition for discussion with them.
A smaller, working Editorial Committee is also being set up.

It will

consist of about half a dozen persons who will be expected to contribute
expertise on various topics needed for the editorial work on a fairly regular
basis, and also to consult on many detailed editorial questions.

It is planned

to include Professors Peter G. Bergmann (theoretical physics, especially relativity), Gerald Holton and Martin Klein (history of twentieth century physics),
Fritz Ringer (German intellectual and cultural history), and Robert S. Cohen
(philosophy of science).

An American cultural and intellectual historian, and

someone with senior editorial experience also will be included.
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III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLECTION
The Einstein Archive consists of 28 file drawers filled with manuscripts,
printed papers, correspondence, memorabilia, etc.

There does not exist a

complete catalogue or index to the entire collection; however, the collection
has been separated into two sections, Scientific and Non-Scientific (note that
this division will not be reflected in the published edition) and an index
prepared for the Scientific Correspondence.

There is also an index of the

Scientific Manuscripts, both published and unpublished.

The Scientific

Correspondence, ranging from post-cards to lengthy letters, includes about
4000 items, dating from 1901 to 1955.

Although the rest of the collection is

not indexed (there does exist a small index of the correspondence with some
well-known public figures), and no count of the total number of documents
has yet been made, an idea of its extent can be gathered by comparision with
the microfilm.

The entire collection, except for the published papers, has been

put on microfilm, and takes up 61 reels.

There are about 1000 frames per reel;

thus, the entire co11ection--exc1uding printed versions of published papers,
but including all extant manuscripts of these papers--contains about 50,000
pages of material (allowing for some duplications, blanks, prefatory notes,
etc. on the microfilms).

These 61 reels break down into:

52 3/4 reels of correspondence
5

reels of published and unpublished manuscripts

1
3 /4 reels of notebooks, travel diaries, personal

documents, etc.
(For a slightly more detailed breakdown of the contents of the microfilm, see
page 10.)
Typewritten explanatory notes identifying published versions of manuscripts,
identifying correspondents, giving cross-references and bibliographical information
9
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CONTENTS OF MICROFILM OF EINSTEIN ARCHIVE

SCIENTIFIC PAPERS
Item # Reel #

# of Reels

1.

1

Published scientific manuscripts, 1914-1955

2.

2

Ms of Meaning of Relativity, with appendices,
Autobiographical Notes & Replies to Critics
(Schilpp), unpublished ms.

3.

3-4 1/ 2

4.

4 1/ 2 -5 1/ 2

5.

51/ 2 -end

6.
6-24

1

Notebooks of Einstein and two students' lecture
notebooks.
Typescripts &non-holographic versions of scientific ms.

1

Obituaries of scientists by Einstein, identified and unidentified drafts and notes, transcripts of travel diaries.
Scientific correspondence:
1. Correspondence with colleagues, alphabetical
listing.

25-27

2.

Miscellaneous scientific correspondence, Berlin
series (less than one reel) & Princeton Series

19
3

NON-SCIENTIFIC PAPERS
1.

28

29

5.

30

Holographic ms on non-scientific subjects, 1918-1955
Non-holographic ms, 1915-1948

1/ 6

Travel diaries - originals plus transcript.

liz

Personal documents, 1897-1950

1/ 3

Correspondence relating to Honorary degrees, Nobel
Price, and 50, bO, 70 & 75th birthdays

6.

31-32 1/"

Verses and limericks by Einstein, 1919-1954, poems
to Einstein, curiosity file, press clippings, etc.

7.

32 1/,,-61

Non-scientific correspondence

Tota1s
Correspondence: 52 3 /" reels
Published and unpublished ms:
Miscellaneous: 3 1/" reels
Complete microfilm:

5 reels

61 reels
10

P/"
29 3 /"
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have been prepared by Miss Oukas for a large number of the documents and filed
with them.

These have been used as the basis for the index to the scientific

correspondence (about 4000 letters), arranged alphabetically by correspondent
and chronologically by year of the letter, and the index to the scientific
manuscripts.
It is felt that there is a great need for a complete catalogue and index
of the entire collection.

A preliminary card catalogue will be prepared this

summer, based on the descriptions that accompany most of the documents written
by Miss Oukas, as soon as a full-sized duplicate set of the Archive, now being
made from the microfilm, is available.

However, it is our consideration, based

on consultation with the Editors of the Joseph Henry Papers ,3 that a computerized
cataloguing and indexing procedure will make for the ultimately most efficient
utilization of the information stored in the index.

A preliminary survey is

under way now to determine the most feasible method by which this may be done.
It is hoped to index each document by category, date, names mentioned, and subjects mentioned.

11
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IILA.

THE PUBLISHED WRITINGS
The Readex Microprint edition of the Collected Writings of Albert
Einstein

(Reade~Microprint Corporation,

New York, 1960) is the most com-

plete edition available of the published writings.

All articles are repro-

duced in the original language, as well as in English, French and German
translation if one of these was not the original language; and selected
translations into other languages.

It is divided into 274 Scientific Writ-

ings, 307 General Writings, and 25 Selected Interviews, for a total of 607
items (not counting translations as separate items).

Since its appearance

Miss Dukas has uncovered about a dozen additional items, and a small number
of errors of attribution, etc.
In addition, a number of uncollected speeches, letters, statements, etc.,
on public questions have appeared in the collection Einstein on Peace, edited
by Otto Nathan and Heinz Norden (Simon &Schuster, New York, 1960); the German
edition:

Albert Einstein Uber den Frieden (Herberg Lang & Cie AG, Bern, 1975)

has independent value for the publication of German texts in the original language.
There exist

no manuscripts for published papers before 1914.

From that

date on there is a fairly extensive, but by no means complete, collection of
autograph manuscripts and typescripts of published papers, or photocopies of
such manuscripts and typescripts.
A rough estimate of the extent of the published papers has been made, based
upon counts of items in the published bibliographies where page numbers were
listed; and upon inspection of the Readex edition where they were not.

It indi-

cates over 7,000 pages of material, about equally divided between scientific and
non-scientific items.

If anything, this estimate probably errs on the high side.

12
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III.B.

THE CORRESPONDENCE
The scientific correspondence, comprising almost 4,000 letters (a chronological breakdown is found on page 14) takes up 22 reels of microfilm; while
the non-scientific correspondence occupies 29 3/4 reels.

If we assume the

letters to be of roughly equal average length in both categories, this would
lead to an estimate of about 5400 non-scientific letter-so

Thus, the correspond-

ence comprises almost 10,000 letters to and from Einstein.
So far, there have been four major publications of Einstein correspondence:
the letters to Solovine,4 the Born-Einstein correspondence,S the SommerfeldEinstein correspondence,6 and the Besso-Einstein letters. 7 In addition, a
number of Einstein letters have appeared in a book of letters on the early
history of wave mechanics 8 ; various biographies, and other books and articles,
reproduce a small number of additional letters or excerpts from letters (see
bibliography).

The four major publications, especially the Einstein-Besso

correspondence have been greeted as a major contribution to the understanding
of the development of modern physics, as well as of Einstein's career.

For

example, Boris Kuznetsov and A. Frenk, the Russian historians of science,have
stated in their review of the Einstein-Besso correspondence 9 :
The correspondence of Einstein will undoubtedly occupy, in the
eyes of succeeding generations, a place in the front rank of
the scientific and literary heritage of the first half of our
century. By its mixture of scientific thoughts (expounded
spontaneously in their new-born form), of moral and political
opinions, it gives a vivid image of one of the greatest geniuses
of human culture.
Alfred Brunner, in a review of the Einstein-Sommerfeld correspondence in the
Neue Zuericher Zeitung,lO stated:

13
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EINSTEIN'S SCIENTIFIC CORRESPONDENCE
Chronological Table

Year

1901-6
1907
1908
1909
1910
19li
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925

No. of
Items

Year

15
17
31
31
16
liO
34
35
25
12
49
155
54
74
121
91
156
494
124
102
82
73
90
471

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

145
106
79
127
137
594

1931
1932

106
li8
224

No. of
Items

1933
193 4
1935

59
24
72
155

1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

86
61
96
76
7'
390

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

35
41
40
49
55
220

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

84
45
84
101

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

lli69
101
144
208
168
43
664

3946 dated i terns
Undated i terns
3951

~
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It is amazing that up until now there has been no edition of
Ei nstei n' s 1etters, t:le 1etters of certa i nly the most important
natural scientist of the century. The letters of great scientists
are, like their original articles, cultural documents of the first
order; they often take us more directly than works already corrected for publication, to the sources of new ideas, theories and
discoveries; and can provide information about the difficulties,
the errors that even the greatest minds are not spared; but also
about the sensations of joy, of satisfaction when a great stroke
succeeds.
Paul Forman, in his review of the Einstein-Sommerfeld letters,ll makes
some comments which apply to the correspondence as a whole:

he first notes

the importance of correspondence during the period 1900-1930:
. . . social and technological developments had not yet
proceeded so far as to short-circuit the written word.
Exchange of letters was still a most important mechanism
of interaction, and in t,lis period was of unique frequency
and intensity.
He goes on to say:
. . . insofar as intellectual history is the history of the
intellectual, the correspondence here published is, as a whole,
of those known to me, one of the best exemplifications of this
point; that is, the correspondence of these two giants of conceptual development is one of the densest sources of information about scientific life in physics in the German academic
world during the twenty-five years 1912-1937, and most especially
during the crucial five years 1918-1922, from which over half the
letters stem.
But this book is more than an important addition to the literature
and sources of the history of science. It is--or ought to be for
every reader--an edifying vicarious experience of a man who is
fully conscious of the inescapable ethical content of all social
life and determined to face that situation not by reliance upon
conventional models and consensual values, but rather by eliciting the true ethical implications of alternative courses of action.
And that Einstein's foil here is a very decent man in the conventional sense, serves rather to sharpen than to blur this distinction.
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Yet the four published correspondence
less than 5% of the total.

include only about 450 letters, or

While not all of the correspondence can be expected

to be of equal importance, it should be pointed out that there has been little
or no publication of the correspondence with Niels Bohr, Elie Cartan, Paul and
Tatiana Ehrenfest, Marcel Grossman, David Hilbert, Jacob Laub, Paul Langevin,
Max von Laue, H.A. Lorentz, No1fgang Pauli, Max Planck, Hans Reichenbach, Erwin
Schroedinger, Moritz Schlick, Hermann Wey1--to name only some of the scientists
and philosophers with whom Einstein maintained an extensive correspondence,
whicn is in the Archive.
The publication of an annotated edition of the complete correspondence
will finally make available the materials from which a more complete and detailed
picture of Einstein's development and interaction with other scientists can
emerge.

16
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III.C.

UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS
There is no catalogue yet of the non-scientific papers, but there are
at most a handful of unpublished, non-scientific articles since they were
almost always written for a specific

~urpose.

The Archive has autograph manuscripts of 33 complete or incomplete drafts
of scientific papers which have, so far, not been identified as drafts of published articles.

These date from 1911 to 1952, and number somewhat over 200

pages.
In addition, we know there exists a 72 1/

2

page complete manuscript of a

review article for the Handbuch der Radio10gie, edited by Professor Erich Marx.
This was written about 1912, but was not published because the volume in which
it was to appear was delayed by the First World War, and Professor Einstein refused to allow its unrevised publication after the war.

The projected revised

version was apparently worked on by Dr. J. Grommer, at Professor Einstein's
suggestion; but it is not known whether the version was ever completed.
any rate, it was never published.

At

We now know who is holding the original manu-

script, and efforts are being made to secure a copy.

This is the only major un-

published work known to exist which is not in the Archive.
There are also a number of autograph notebooks kept by Professor Einstein.
These include:
2 notebooks of lectures by Professor Weber at the ETH,12 dating from
1896 to 1900;
4 notebooks of notes for lectures by Professor Einstein at the University

of ZUrich dating from 1909-1911;
1 research notebook from ZUrich dating from the same period;
2 notebooks of notes for lectures given at the University of Berlin,
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one from 1914-1915, one from 1918-1919;
1 research notebook on unified field theory, probably from Berlin, 1928;
1 research notebook on unified field theory and general relativity,

fro~

Princeton, 1937;
1 pad containing his last notes, Princeton, 1955.
There is also a memo book from 1911-1914, containing scientific notes, personal memoranda, addresses, etc; and a memo pad used about 1930 during sessions
of the League of Nations Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, with later scientific notes.
There are copies of eight notebooks kept by Walter

0~11enbach,

a student, of

Einstein's lectures at the ETH between 1912-1914; and also four notebooks of
notes kept by Walter Bloch, a student, of lectures in Berlin, 1916-1918.
There is a transcript of the stenogram made by Karl Korsch of a lecture
on causality given by Einstein in Berlin in 1930.
There are seven travel diaries kept by Professor Einstein, which often
contain scientific notes, as well as travel notes and notes on conversations:
1 for 1922-23 trip to Japan, Palestine and Spain
1 for March-May 1925 trip to South America
1 for November 1930-January 1931 trip to United States
1 for April-June 1931 trip to England
1 for December 1931-February 1932 trip to United States
1 for December 1932 stay in Pasadena, California
1 for January-February 1933 stay in Pasadena, California
There are also copies of two school essays and a set of three exercises in
geometry of Einstein as a student at the Kantonsschule of Aargau, Switzerland,
for 1895-1896.
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IV.

SEARCH FOR ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
The Trustees have carried out an extensive search over the years since
Einstein's death, which has resulted in a large volume of material being
added to the Archive.

This search will continue, based upon personal con-

tacts, perusal of auction catalogues of rare manuscript dealers, advertise~ents,

etc.

For example, it is known that certain members of the Einstein

family hold some private letters, and efforts are being made to secure copies
for the Archive.

There is also an effort being made to get a copy of the 72 1/ 2

page scientific manuscript mentioned in Section III.C.
However, it is felt that a systematic search of archives and libraries
in this country and abroad should be made.

A study of the National Union
Catalogue of Manuscript Collections in the United States 13 is being made, and
letters will be written to all libraries listing holdings of Einstein material
asking for permission to examine those holdings.

In addition a list of li-

braries and archives in this country and abroad, particularly in Switzerland,
Germany and France, is being compiled and letters will be sent to them enquiring about possible holdings.

It is anticipated that several thousand such letters

may ultimately be sent.
The Editor has been in contact with the American Institute of Physics Center
for the History of Physics (Dr. Spencer Weart and Ms. Joan Warnow), and will have
their help in compiling the list, and receiving information from them on any new
sources which they may come across.

He has also been in contact with Dr. Bruce

Wheaton, Project Director for the Inventory of Primary Sources for 20th Century
Physics, sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities; Dr. Wheaton has
promised to be on the lookout for, and keep us informed of, any Einstein material
in the extensive archive survey they will be conducting.
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An on the spot examination of the archives of especially likely sources
of new material in this country and in Europe is planned.

For example, the

records of the Swiss Patent Office will be examined for documentation of
Einstein's early patent opinions; and the archives of the German Academy of
Science will be examined for documentation of Einstein's role there.
The coming centennial of Einstein's birth in 1979 is likely to facilitate
this search, since many institutions are known to be currently examining their
archives to find Einstein material.

For example, the German Academy of Science

is planning to publish all of the materials they can find to document Einstein's
relations with the German academic world.

We are in contact with this project,

and hope to receive copies of any new documents found.
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V.

CURRENT ACCESSIBILITY TO SCHOLARS
As mentioned above (see Section III.A), there exists an almost complete
edition of the published papers of Einstein, the Readex edition, which is available
in many libraries.

In addition, there are three bibliographies of his published

papers (see bibliography) which facilitate locating them in the original
journals.
The published editions of the correspondence, as well as various collections of published and unpublished material, such as Einstein on Peace, mentioned above (see bibliography for details) also are readily accessible.
As previously mentioned (see Section III above)the entire Archive has
been microfilmed (except for the published papers), and the negative is stored
in the Princeton University Library, along with one positive.

Another positive

is in the Library of the Institute for Advanced Study, and a third positive
is housed in the Editor's office.

As additional material is accumulated in the

Archive, supplementary microfilms will be made and similarly deposited.

The

copy of the microfilm in the Princeton University Library has been made accessible to scholars by an agreement between the Library and the Trustees.
papers are divided into two major categories:

The

scientific and non-scientific.

Access to the scientific papers by responsible scholars is at the discretion
of the Librarian or his deputy.
approval of the Trustees.

Access to the non-scientific papers is by

Permission for photocopies of unpublished documents

must be obtained from the Trustees, as well as separate authorization for the
publication of such documents.

A complete index to the collection is in prepara-

tion as part of the Project, and a copy will be made available to the Princeton
University Library when it is ready.
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VI.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PLAN OF THE EDITION
The Editor is mandated by his letter of appointment, as well as the
agreement between the Press and the Trustees, to prepare a complete collection of the writings of Albert Einstein, to be published in printed edition
by the Princeton University Press.

This edition is to include all published

papers, scientific and non-scientific, all unpublished manuscripts, all correspondence by Professor Einstein; and as much of the correspondence to him
as is deemed important, and for which permission can be secured to publish
from the present legal owners of the rights.

The only grounds on which

material may be withheld from publication by the Trustees are those of personal privacy, in case of reference to intimate family affairs (see attached
Statement of the Trustees).
In addition to the material mentioned above, additional documentary material, letters not to or from Einstein, but referring to him, excerpts from
published or unpublished memoirs, dairies, etc., referring to Einstein, will
also be included, if they serve to add important information about his life or
activities, or report conversations not otherwise recorded.
In addition, there will be general introductions to various sections of
the Writings; as well as introductory notes to some of the documents, IIhich
will provide background information to aid in the understanding of the documents,
or refer to published sources of further information.

Reference to individuals,

places, incidents, etc., in the documents will also be annotated to facilitate
their comprehension.
All material included in the Writings will be published in the original
language, while all additional material will be published in English.
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may have to be certain exceptions to this rule if the original language is
not English, French or German:

for example, a book recording the texts of

certain of Einstein's lectures during his visit to Japan in 1922 was compiled by Dr. Jun Ishiwara (see bibliography), his former student and the
translator of the talks at the time they were given.

As this record in

Japanese of these talks is the only one available, and they are of some
importance, it is planned to publish an English translation of them.
We can give some idea of the level of annotation at which we are aiming
by discussing some existing editions of Einstein's writings:

the Einstein on

Peace volume, and the four volumes of correspondence (see bibliography,and
Section V for a discussion of these). The Solovine letters include a photoreproduction of Einstein's letters to Solovine with a French translation.
There is no annotation at all, although there is a valuable introduction discussingSolovine's early friendship with Einstein. The Born correspondence contains
the Briefwechse1, with annotations by Born himself, as well as a running commentary on the correspondence.

This has the charm of personal recollections,

as well as the advantage of personal insight into the significance of certain
allusions; but is not a serious historical annotation (see review by Paul Forman)14.
The Sommerfeld and Besso Briefwechse1 were edited by historians of science,
Armin Hermann and Pierre Speziali, respectively.

Both print the correspondence

chronologically; Spezia1i divides the correspondence into three periods, but
has no commentary; while Herman subdivides the much smaller number of letters,
covering a shorter span of time, into seven periods, and introduces each with
a commentary.

Speziali, however, prefaces his volume with a long introduction

in which he discusses Besso's life, as well as a number of the themes developed
in the correspondence.

Both give a fairly complete annotation of the letters,
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Speziali's tending to be more detailed and ranging farther afield.

Although

he had technical scientific help, it must be said that the only unsatisfactory
feature of the Speziali edition lies in some of the scientific annotations.
In addition to some erroneous statements, some of the notes tend to editorialize
about rather subtle scientific issues.
The Nathan-Norden edition of the Einstein writings on public issues contains introductory notes on practically all the documents, as well as annotations, explaining many obscure references to people and events, and bibliographical indications.
We hope to achieve a level of annotation somewhat along the lines of the
Speziali, Hermann and Nathan-Norden editions.

Naturally, the larger scope of

this edition will provide opportunity for more general discussions covering
extended periods or topics; and we hope to take advantage of this opportunity
to acquaint the reader with the state of existing scholarship on the issues
involved.

But where controversies still exist, we shall try to present a sum-

mary of various viewpoints, if important to the understanding or interpretation
of the documents; or at least references to the literature from which the interested reader can acquaint him/herself with the issues.

We shall try to avoid undue

editorializing, preferring to let the documents speak for themselves--or rather,
providing the background material which will enable the reader to form his/her
judgment as to their significance.
We have started to look over other editions of the collected writings of
various eminent figures, scientific and non-scientific, to get some guidance
on this question.

While no figure is exactly comparable to Einstein--nor any

collected edition exactly comparable to any other, for that matter--it became
clear that there is a wide range of degrees of editorial comment and annotation,
24
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ranging from editions of "The Scientific Papers of X," which do no more than
reprint--or photocopy--tne papers as printed, perhaps with an introduction and
bibliography, to those editions where up to one-half of the volume consists of
editorial matter.

We hope to follow a course avoiding bare reproduction of

texts on the one hand, and the imposition of an interpretation of the material
on the other.

Our aim will always be to keep in mind the scholarly reader anxious

to deal with the writings themselves, but grateful for reasonable guidance through
the intellectual museum they form by those who have been taking care of the collection--so long as the guides do not become tiresome and distract attention from
the exhibits themselves.
We plan to reproduce the printed writings photographically from the first
published edition.

This will both avoid the problem of introducing new misprints

into the material, as well as serve to give the reader some feelings of contact
with the original publications. 15 It is anticipated that we can develop a scheme
of indicating misprints in the original in the margins of the page.

Where a draft

or drafts of the article exists, this will be indicated, and significant changes,
omissions, etc., will also be indicated.

If a German draft of a paper exists

which was published originally in a translation, we shall give the German text as
well.

Drafts differing in a major way from the final printed version will be re-

produced in their entirety, or in the portions so differing.

Although a certain

number of photographs of original manuscripts will be reproduced in each volume,
to give some feeling of the originals, all handwritten documents will be published
in transcription, with notation of all words changed or crossed out, marginal annotations, etc.
The material in the Archive falls basically into three categories:

published

papers and articles, together with drafts of these works; unpublished manuscripts;
and the correspondence (see Sections III.A,6,C).

It is possible to divide the pub-

lished and unpublished papers into scientific and non-scientific ones fairly easily.
25
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However, the correspondence is not so divisible.

One and the same letter will often

range over scientific, nolitical, ~ocial and personal questions, a~d it ~ardly seems
proper to chop up a letter into portions in order to fit them into one category or another--particularly since delimiting the boundaries of these categories would create a new set of problems if such a division were seriously
be to attempted.

Neither would a mere count of the number of lines devoted

to various topics--nor even a less subjective decision-- seem a proper way
to decide what the major interest of a letter was, in order to classify it,
particularly since the need for elaborate cross-references to all the other
topics in the letter would not thereby be avoided.

Since any classification

scheme will not be able to avoid the need for a number of indices, involving
cross-referencing, it seems most appropriate on balance to choose the chronological order for the publication of the letters.
advantages. as well as some drawbacks.

This will have a number of

Among the advantages are:

the principle

of classification is immediately accessible to anyone; the totality of issues
occupying Einstein at any period of his life, in so far as they are reflected in
the correspondence, will be obvious; varying discussions of the same issues with
different persons at the same period of time will be available in close proximity.
Some drawbacks:

letters to the same person will be spread through a large number

of volumes, as will letters on similar topics.

On balance, it seems to the Editor

that the advantages outweigh the drawbacks; and that the drawbacks can be sufficiently overcome by QOOO indexing.
Once it has been decided that the correspondence should be arranged
chronologically, there remains the problem of how to arrange the rest of the
material.

It could be published in two or more series:
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papers, non-scientific papers and correspondence.

But, since the largest

part of the material is correspondence, and especially since a republication
of the published works would be made so much more useful to scholars if the
correspondence from the same period is made simultaneously available, it seems
better to publish all of the material from the same period within the same
volume(s).

Within these chronological volumes, the material will be divided

into published papers, unpublished manuscripts, and correspondence.

Again, a

division into scientific and non-scientific papers within the volumes would
be possible, and may ultimately be preferred.

But, at the moment, we favor

letting them appear chronologically in order of submission or publication (in
the main) in order to give some impression of the interweaving of Einstein's
concerns at a given period.

It might be preferable to print them in order of

composition; but since a record of their dates of composition does not exist,
it seems that the date of submission, or of publication, will have to be used.
Unpublished manuscripts are not very numerous, but are of course of special
interest, and will often present special problems of dating; so that it seems
best to publish them in a special section of the volumes in which they belong
chronologically.
We shall be working as far as possible from photoreproductions of the
entire archive, currently being made from the microfilm negative, plus copies
of the printed papers, consulting the original manuscripts when necessary.
While a certain portion of the manuscript material has been transcribed in typescript by Miss Dukas, no accurate estimate of what fraction of the total is
already transcribed has yet been made.
than half.

It is probable that it is a good deal less

All of this transcribed material will have to be rechecked against

the original manuscript; and transcriptions of the remaining material made, and
checked against the original.

Then we shall have to work out a system for
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preparing these transcriptions for publication, indicating changes, cancellations, additions, etc., by some standard method.

In the work of establish-

ing our text, we shall be mindfu.l of the words of Hhiteside in his Editorial
16
Note to the Newton manuscripts
An 'accurate' text is, of course, a literary fiction: such a
text is perhaps that which best accords any given time with current, contingent scholarly and typographical criteria of manuscript reproduction and can at best hope to set a standard for
future scholarship. These criteria in turn are imbedded in our
capacity to comprehend a sequence of irregularly patterned inkmarks absorbed not always legibly into a thickness of paper, and
upon them we raise a complex structure of hypothesis which combines a not completely consistent mass of external documentary
knowledge with our interpretative assessment of authorship and
dating of handwriting, speed and sequence of composition and,
not least, the significance of cancellations. At a more sophisticated level we dare to restore fragmented phrases and amend syntactical inconsistencies and then seek to place each piece of text as a
component in a higher-order structure of explanation, guessing at
the previous existence of documents needed to fill gaps in our
scheme, revising first interpretations as our knowledge of context
widens and continuously checking our understanding against simplifying canons of logical consistency and historical reasonableness.
Ineluctably, each stage of the editing process imposes its compromises on the na've ideal of unaltered facsimile reproduction of the
original manuscript filled out with pertinent objective comment.
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VII.

PLANS FOR PERIOD OF THE GRANT REQUEST (5 YEARS)
Einstein's career seems to fall into three main sections--each capable
of further subdivision, of course:
1.

the pre-Berlin years, 1879-1913

2.

the Berlin years, 1914-1932

3.

the Princeton years, 1933-1955

The first period includes:
a.

childhood and early schooling, 1879-1895

b.

student years at the ETH, 1896-1900

c.

years at the Patent Office, 1902-1908

d.

early academic career in Bern, Zurich, Prague

This was the period in which Einstein laid the foundations of his work in
a number of fields, and 'developed an approach and style of his own, which
were to characterize his entire scientific career.

His involvement with

philosophical and epistemological considerations as intimately associated with
his concerns in theoretical physics; his search to grasp the essence of physical
problems rather than master a mass of detailed data; his mastery of the foundations

of statistical reasoning; his feeling of profound unease with the bases

of classical physics and sense of the need for introducing radically new concepts to solve the problems with which theoretical physics was confronted; his
attempt to bring together the foundations of mechanics and of Maxwell's theory,
which led to the special theory of relativity; his attempts to extend this theory
to the realm of gravitation which led him to the general theory of relativity:
17
all of these themes of his life-work are to be first found in this period.
Most of the work that has been done so far by historians of science on
Einstein's development, and on the development of his work, has been concentrated
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on this period.

In addition, there has been a growing number of studies

of the growth of the German physics community, of the development of national
styles in science, on the reception of the theory of relativity in various
countries, on the early history of the quantum theory, which will all be of
great help in the preparation of the editorial material for the volumes covering this period.

Thus, there is already in existence a large literature on

which the editors of the Collected Works can draw for the preparation of introductory material and annotation of the works of this period.
of this period is also simpler to handle for another reason.

18

The work

Although Einstein's

reknown within the scientific community grew tremendously within this period-indeed the documentation of the rise from obscurity of the patent clerk of 1905
to the Academician of 1914 will form one of the leitmotifs of this section of
the Works--sti11, this reknown was by and large confined to the scientific community, and in this respect Einstein's career was still comparable to that of
several other physicists of eminence.

It was only after the first World War

and the enormous publicity given to the results of the eclipse expedition, conforming Einstein's prediction of the deflection of light by the sun's gravitational
field, that Einstein the public figure--and the myth--started to develop.

Thus,

the problems presented by materials from the first period will be more similar
to those presented by the papers of other scientists than can be expected to be
the case for later periods. Of course, in view of the later developments, it
will be important to point out signs indicating the future course of events
where they occur.

For example, Einstein's relationship with Felix Adler as

fellow student and then as a professor assumes special significance in view
of the later efforts by Einstein to help Adler after the latter was sentenced
to death for the assassination of the Austrian Prime Minister in 1916.
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It is proposed during the next three to five years, while completing
the necessary preliminary work on the whole Archive (see Section III), to concentrate on preparing the material from the first period for publication.

Since

a large amount of material on the history of the Einstein family, and on
Einstein's student years exists, it may prove advisable to collect this into
a volume of Juvena1ia, and postpone its publication until later, in order to
concentrate on the material from the ETH days onward, which can be presumed
to be of interest to a much larger body of scholars.
What material exists from this period?
1.

There are 58 published scientific papers from the period 1901-1313,

conprising about 650 pages.

There is one major unpublished paper, of which

a manuscript is known to exist: a review article on special relativity prepared
about 1912 for the Handbuch der Radio10gie, but never published.
secure a copy of this manuscript are still under way.

Efforts to

There are no other manu-

scripts for these early papers known to be in existence.

At that time, Einstein

usually discarded the manuscript after publication. The papers range over the
subjects of statistical mechanics, quantum theory, the special theory of relativity, and early attempts at a relativistic theory of gravitation.

There are

no non-scientific papers from this period.
2.

There are seven notebooks from Zurich, dating from 1896 to 1911.

Of

these, 2 are student notebooks of Weber's lectures on physics at the ETH between
1896 and 1900.

Four appear to be lecture notebooks prepared for courses given

by Einstein from 1909-1900 at Zurich University; and 1 a research notebook dating from 1909-1911.

There is also a pocket memorandum book, dating from 1911-

1914, containing scientific and personal notes, memoranda of appointments, etc.
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3.

There are photocopi es of ei ght notebooks kept by Wa Her 01111 enbach, a

student of Einstein's at the ETH between 1912-l9l4, covering Einstein's lectures
on:
l.

Analytical Mechanics

180 pages

2.

Analytical

180 pages

3.

Physics Seminar

130 pages

4.

Thermodynamics

180 pages

5.

Statistical Mechanics

100 pages

6.

Electricity and Magnetism

180 pages

7.

Theory of Relativity

r~echani

cs and Mechanics of Continua

gO pages
total

4.

1040 pages

There are 204 letters in the scientific correspondence; if we accept the

estimate that was made above of the ratio of non-scientific to scientific letters
as applicable to this period,there should be about 270 non-scientific letters,
for a total of almost 500.
5.

In addition, there are a number of biographical reminiscences by friends

and acquaintances of the period.

Some of these may be included in the collected

works, others summarized or excerpted, and all known to us will be listed in
the bibliography of the Writings.
6.

Since the documentation for this early period is comparatively scarce,

and so important, a special attempt to "locate documents and letters referring to
Einstein from this period will also be made; and some of these may also be included in the published edition.
It is anticipated that this material will comprise at least two volumes
of the total.
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VIII.

PERSONNEL
It is anticipated that the staff of the Project will ultimately include:
The Editor, an Associate Editor, two Assistant Editors and the Archivist, as
well as several consulting editors from time to time.
be two secretaries, and several student assistants.

In addition, there will
The function of each of

the staff members is envisioned as follows:
Editor:

coordination of the entire project and ultimate responsibility

for decisions about the project; primary responsibility for editing those
aspects of the material concerned with scientific and philosophical problems;
share in writing of editorial notes and annotation; setting up indexing system
and initiating search for new material.
Associate Editor:

assume major share of the decision-making about the

Project as a whole; primary responsibility for editing those aspects of the
material concerned with historical and social problems; primary responsibility
for the search for additional material not in archives; share in writing of
editorial notes and annotation.
Assistant Editor:

primary responsibility for cataloguing of material,

continual indexing of material; supervise transcription of handwritten materials,
share in writing of editorial notes and annotations, supervise preparation of
index for the volumes.
Assistant Editor:

transcription of handwritten materials in form

suitable for editing, management of office, checking accuracy of final copy
against original documents.
Archivist:

the Project is in a uniquely favorable position in that

Ms. Helen Dukas, Secretary to Professor Einstein from 1928 until his death,
and who has served as Archivist of the Einstein Papers since then, has agreed
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to continue in this post and cooperate in the preparation of the edition.
Her personal knowledge of the papers, as well as many of the people and incidents involved in Einstein's career, has proved and will continue to prove
invaluable.

She will also help train the Assistant Editor in the decipher-

ment of the manuscripts.

Luckily, Professor Einstein's handwriting is fairly

easy to read, and he hardly ever used Gothic script, so that no major problems
are anticipated here.
Consulting Editors:

from time to time, it is planned to invite scholars

with expertise in certain areas to work on particular aspects of the papers
where it is felt that sufficient research has not been done.

This will both

stimulate work in these areas for its own sake, as well as help to prepare the
ground for editing this material.
In addition, Professor Valentine Bargmann, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Physics at Princeton University, a co-worker of Professor Einstein's
for a number of years, and a member of the Editorial Advisory Board, has expressed the desire to work part-time on the project.

It is expected that his

scientific expertise, language skills, and familiarity with Professor Einstein
and his milieu will substantially benefit the Project.
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VIlLA.

THE EDITOR (see attached vita)
Dr. John Stachel was educated at the City College of New York and
Stevens Institute of Technology.

He has worked at Lehigh University, Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh and Boston University, where he currently is a Professor
of Physics, and Director of the Institute of Relativity Studies.

He is on

leave for the remainder of the current and next academic year from Boston
University, to work on the Einstein Project.
Dr. Stachel 's training was in theoretical physics; he completed his
doctorate on the Cauchy Problem in the General Theory of Relativity at Stevens
in 1961.

Since then, he has worked mainly in the field of general relativity,

publishing a number of articles in this field (see Vita).

He has also done

work in the field of philosophy of science, largely as a result of his association with the Boston Center for the History and Philosophy of Science (see Vita).
Dr. Stachel is also interested in the wider social relations of contemporary science, and has taught a course on "Modern Physics and Current Political
Problems" for several years at Boston University.
He has done wide reading on the history of relativity theory, and the
development ofmorlernphysics generally, as well as on the career of Albert
Einstein.

This work resulted in his offering a course on "Albert Einstein:

The Man, the Times, the Achievement" at Boston University for the first time
last year.

He has also commented on a number of papers about Einstein's work

at the Boston Colloquium for the Philosophy of Science.
Dr. Stachel has had experience in organizing both large and small scientific
conferences, including two smaller ones (about thirty participants each) sponsored by the Institute of Relativity Studies on "Gravitation and Quantization,"
and "Absolute and Re1ati ona1 Theori es of Space and Space-Time"; and
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had the major responsibility for organizing the Eighth Texas Symposium on
Relativistic Astrophysics (850 participants) held in Boston last Oecember.
He is currently organizing a session of the 1978 AAAS meeting for Section L
on Topics in the History of General Relativity.
He has had some editorial experience, starting as a graduate student
when he edited the notes of Professor C.
summer school for publication.

M~ller's

lectures at the Brandeis

He also helped edit the proceedings of the

Conference on Relativistic Theories of Gravitation held at Jabonna in 1972,
and the proceedings of the aforementioned conference on "Absolute and Relational Theories of Space and Space-Time."

He helped edit the Festschrift

for Dirk Struik on the occasion of his eightieth birthday, and is currently
editing, with Professor Robert S. Cohen, the posthumous collection of the
papers of Leon Rosenfeld.

(See Vita for detailed references.)

Dr. Stachel has not had any previous editorial experience on a project
of the magnitude of the Einstein Papers.

Therefore, he has been visiting

other projects, such as the Wilson Papers, the Jefferson Papers, and the Joseph
Henry Papers and talking with archivists, such as those at the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission and the American Institute of Physics Center
for the History of Physics, to get more expert advice.

He has also been accepted

for the two-week summer· school for historical editors being held this June by
the National Historical Publications and Records Commission at the University
of South Carolina.

He expects to continue his on-the-job training over the next

few years.
He is currently Principal Investigator on a Grant from the National Science
Foundation, SOC 75-20179 entitled "Quantum Logical Approaches to the Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics:

Their Relation to Logical Theory, Space-Time Struc-

tures and Quantization of the Gravitational Field," to expire September 1, 1977.
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He is drawing no salary from this grant this year.

He is also Co-investigator

on a Grant from the Cooperative Science Program in Latin America of the National
Science Foundation, INT 76-05769, expiring October 31, 1977.
from this grant.
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.VIlLB.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Since the training and background of the Editor have been primarily
in the fields of theoretical physics and philosophy of science, especially
relativity theory and the foundations of quantum mechanics, it is desired
that the Associate Editor have training and experience primarily in history
of science.

It would be especially helpful if that experience were in late

nineteenth and early twentieth century science, both its internal and external
aspects, and included work with German language materials.

It is also desired

to find someone at a senior level, so that major overall responsibility could
be shared with the Editor.

People with all these qualifications are not easy

to find, nor are they usually uncommitted to other work, so that it may ultimately be necessary to compromise on some of these qualifications.

Just to give

an idea of the type of person being sought, we are looking for someone of the
caliber of Paul Forman, Martin Klein and Russell McCormmach.

However, it

may well turn out that we shall have to turn to someone considerably less
senior, such as Arthur I. Miller or Lewis Pyenson--or look outside the United
States.

A number of historians of science have been asked to suggest names,

and Professor Roger Stuewer, Secretary of the History of Science Society, has
agreed to assist with the search.

VIlLC.

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Since the Editor has not had previous experience on a large editing project, nor is it anticipated that the Associate Editor will have, we should like
to have an Assistant Editor who has had such experience as a major part of hisl
her background, and who would therefore be able to supply expertise with the
"nuts and bolts" aspects of such a project.
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person would be of relatively junior status.

We have been in contact with

the National Historical Publications and Records Commission, which maintains
a roster of persons looking for such positions, and hope to find someone with
their help.

VIII.D.

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Although the person taking this job may not necessarily have an academic
background, it will be a position requiring very special qualifications.

The

person will assume major respondibility for the transcription of the German
language handwritten documents, and later on for the checking of the final
typescript against the originals, etc.

Thus, we shall need a person who is

completely bilingual, preferably with a German and English education, sensitive
to cultural nuances in German, with good secretarial skills and experience in
the preparation of manuscripts for publication.

As it is also anticipated that

this person will take charge of day-to-day operations of the office, experience
in office management will be desirable.
already.
Appendix.

We have several candidates for the job

A sample vita, that of Mrs. Brigitte Hirschfeld, is included as an
Mrs. Hirschfeld has expressed a willingness to work on the Project

when and if funding is available.
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NOTES
1. Melba Philips, review of Einstein: The Life and Times, by Ronald W. Clark,
Science and Society, 37 (1973), pp. 94-98.
2.
Harry Kessler, In the Twenties:
Rinehart, and Winston, 1971).

The Diaries of Harry Kessler (New York:

Holt

3.
Gratitude is expressed to Dr. Nathan Reingold for showing us the system used
by the Joseph Henry Papers, and for making available a written description of the
system, by James M. Hobbins.
,
4.
M. Solovine, Albert Einstein: Lettres a Maurice Solovine (Paris: GauthierVillars, 1956). (Hereafter referred to as Einstein/Solovine Letters)
5. Max 80rn, ed, The Born/Einstein Letters (New York:
(Hereafter referred to Born/Einstein Letters).

Walker and Company, 1971).

6. Armin Hermann, ed., Einstein/Sommerfeld Briefwechsel (Stuttgart: Schwabe and
Company Verlag, 1968). (Hereafter referred to as Einstein/Sommerfeld Briefwechse1.)
7. P.ierre Speziali, ed., Albert Einstein/Michele Besso: Correspondance, 1903-1955
(Pari s: Hermann, 1972). (Hereafter referred to as Ei nstei n/Besso Correspondence.)
8. Karl Przibram, ed., Schr~din er-Planck-Einstein-Lorentz: Briefe zur Wellenmechani k (Vi enna: Spri nger, 1963. Trans 1ated by Marti n Kl ei n, Letters on \~ave
Mechanics: Schr~din er, Planck, Einstein, Lorentz (New York: Philosophical Library;
London: Vision Press, 1967 .
9. Boris Kuznetsov and A. Frenk, review of Einstein/Besso Correspondence, in Revue
Hist. Sci. Applic., 27 (1974), pp. 77-82.
10. Alfred Brunner, review of Einstein/Sommerfeld Briefwechsel, in Neue Zuercher
Zeitung (24 Mai 1969), pp. 73-74.
11. Paul Forman, review of Einstein/Sommerfeld Briefwechsel, in Isis, 61:2:207 (1970),
po. 287-288.
12. The Eidgenbssische Po1ytechnische Hochschu1e, or Federal Polytechnic in
ZUrich.
13. National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections, compiled by the Library
of Congress with the Advisory Committee on the National Union Catalog of Manuscript
Collections (Ann Arbor, Michigan: J.W. Edwards, Publishers, 1962).
14.

Paul Forman, review of Born/Einstein Letters, in Isis, 61:4:205 (1970), pp. 553-555

15. See "Editorial Method" in Julian P. Boyd, ed., The Papers of Thomas Jefferson,!.
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950), pp. xxv-xxvi:
. scientific devices that produce such efficiency and such
accuracy exact thei r pri ce, generally a twofold 1evy. The fi rs t
is esthetic and has never been so well stated as by Nathaniel
Hawthorne. . . . ". . . in truth, the ori gi na1 manuscri pt has
always something which print itself must inevitably lose. An
erasure, even a blot, a casual irregularity of hand, and all
such little imperfections of mechanical execution, bring us
close to. the writer, and perhaps convey some of those subtle
intimations for which language has no shape."
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16. D.T. Whiteside. ed .• The Mathematical Pa ers of Issac Newton. I:
7 pp. X-Xl.
(Cambridge. England: Cambrl ge nlverslty

1664-1666.

17. A number of studies in recent years by Gerald Holton. Martin Klein. Russell
McCormmach, Tetu Hirosige and others have discussed Einstein's works during this
period and detailed their unity. See Section of the Bibliography for references.
18. See, in addition to works mentioned in the previous note. those by Stanley
Goldberg, Lewis Pyenson, Forman, Heilbron and Weart, Armin Hermann, Brigitte
Schroeder, mentioned in the Bibliography.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

This list does not pretend to completeness, nor even to inclusion of
all material of importance.

It represents the present stage of an attempt

to compile a working bibliography, and assemble a working library for the
Project.

It is based upon the personal collections of the Editor and the

Archivist; and has been supplemented by a review of the Isis critical
bibliographies.

The three-volume index to the first 90 critical bibliog-

raphies was used for this period [Magda Whitrow, ed., Isis Cumulative Bibliography:

A bibliography of the history of science formed from Isis Critical

Bibliographies, 1-90. (London:

Mansell)], and then each subsequent critical

bibliography was reviewed for relevant items.

In addition, a number of well-

known scholars working on Einstein or related topics, such as Russell McCormmach,
Paul Forman, Lewis Pyenson, Brigitte Schroeder, Gerald Holton, Martin Klein,
etc., have been asked to contribute copies of their own articles and suggest
other titles.

The work of assembling the bibliography and collection will

continue, and it is hoped that at some stage, when it is sufficiently complete to be of wider use, that the bibliography can be published.
(We have compiled, so far, approximately 700 titles.)
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D R AFT
April 30, 1977
Application to the National Science Foundation for Support for
THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
Statement of Princeton University Press
1.

A professorship for the Editor, the search for funds:

A

provate donor has promised to provide funds for a professorship in
Princeton University for the Editor of the Einstein Papers (the professorship and the name of the donor will be announced in December 1977).

Thus

the salary and fringe benefits of the Editor will be supported from this
sourse, and we are applying only for other project expenses.

At this

time we have no other guarantee of support for the editorial research for
the Einstein Papers.

We hope that primary support will come from the

National Science Foundation.

However, we are hoping for coordinated sup-

port from the National Endowment for the Humanities, in consideration of
the potential importance of Professor Einstein's papers for humanistic
studies.

We have discussed the project in a preliminary way with the

National Historical Publications anq Records Commission, which seems
favorably inclined, and might provide some modest support.

We have kept

the Sloan Foundation informed of our plans, and they are interested in
principle, but we have not made any formal request to them.

On our

behalf some preliminary explorations have been made with regard to the
possibility of help from the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology.
In addition we are studying the possibility of seeking endowment funds
from private and corporate sources for operating expenses.
2.

The completeness of the Edition:

It is our intention to pub-

lish an edition of the Einstein Papers, in the original languages, as
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complete and accurate as possible.

p. 2

The agreement between the Einstein

Estate and Princeton University Press provides that the Estate can withhold material from publication for reasons of privacy only.

The Estate

also affirms, understandably, that it cannot agree to the publication
of material

~hich

it has not seen and which it may regard as invading

the privacy of Professor Einstein or living persons.

We do not regard

the restriction on the grounds of privacy as a significant bar to the
project.

It should be added that the editorial content (introduction,

notes, and the like) will not be censored by the Estate or by the Press;
the Editor will have the

usual editorial freedom and responsibility

accorded to editors of scholarly editions.
3.

Publishing arrangements:

It is our intention that the publish-

ing costs will be carried by Princeton University Press, but that the
editorial research will be paid for by foundation grants.

In fact,

however, Princeton University Press has already incurred costs exceeding
$10,000 in efforts to make arrangements for the research, and it may be
necessary for the Press to make further expenditures in support of the
research, depending on the timing and amount of grants, though we hope
that would not be necessary.
It is impossible at this time to say how the published volumes will
eventually be priced, since it will be three to five years before any
volumes can be published, and we do not even know how many pages there
will be in each volume.

For reference, however, we can say that if the

volumes run to approximately 500 pages, under present costs we would
expect to charge $30 to $35 per volume.

The pricing will depend to some

extent on whether the edition is recognized by the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission, so as to be eligible for publication support.

If publication support is available from NHPRC, the price
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could be lower.

p. 3

Also we expect to provide a ten percent discount for

subscribers.
The only publication in addition to the complete edition already
planned is a selected volume of scientific papers in English translation.
Plans for this volume are preliminary and have not been approved by the
Estate.

It seems likely that there will be other ancillary volumes

developed as the project progresses, such as selected correspondence in
English, but it is impossible now to be more specific.
4.

The choice of Princeton University Press as publisher:

Prince-

ton University Press was the first Einstein publisher in America, having
published THE MEANING OF RELATIVITY in 1922.

The Press was also

Einstein's last publisher, having published his "Generalized Theory of
Gravitation" as an appendix to the fifth edition of THE MEANING OF
RELATIVITY; Professor Einstein died shortly before the fifth edition was
published.

Shortly after Einstein's death the Director of the Press and

the Estate discussed the possibility of publishing Einstein's writings.
For various reasons no definite plan emerged immediately, but there were
intermittent idscussions over the years, and in 1971 a contract was
signed between the Estate and the Press for publication of the complete
writings of Albert Einstein.

The contract provides for royalties to the

Estate in accordance with the responsibilities of the Estate under
Einstein's will.

The reasons of the Estate for choosing Princeton Uni-

versity Press include the Press's long association with Einstein, its
location in Princeton near the Archives, the Press's reputation as a
publisher (especially of such editions as WILSON and JEFFERSON), and
the Press's demonstrated seriousness and commitment to the project.
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Apparently NSF has not previously made research grants to publishers, though there is no legal bar to such grants, and there are
precedents.

For example, between 1967 and 1976 the Press administered

a series of grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities supporting the eaitorial research for the PRINCETON ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
CLASSICAL SITES, which was published in July 1976.

At present the

Press is administering a grant from NEB for the translation and editing
(including the preparation of introductions and bibliographies) of four
important modern works on the Middle East.

In addition the Press

administers the research for several major editions in the Bo1lingen
Series, with funds provided by the Bollingen Foundation, including THE
COLLECTED WORKS OF S. T. COLERIDGE, THE COLLECTED WORKS OF C. G. JUNG,
THE SELECTED WRITINGS OF UNAMUNO, and others.

In short, there are

precedents for this kind of grant, and we are not inexperienced in the
management of such projects.
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June 17, 1977
Dr. Ronald J. Overmann
Assistant Program Director for
History and Philosophy of Science
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street, NW.
Washington, D. C. 20550
Dear Dr. Overmann:
Ref: Grant #SOC-76-8ll8l
This grant, as you will recall, is the planning grant to enable us
to put together a long-range plan and application for NSF support for
editorial preparation of the Einstein Papers. The original grant was
for six months beginning January I, 1977, but it has been extended through
December 30, 1977. The original grant funds will run out shortly, and we
are therefore applying for a supplementary grant to carry us through the
remaining period, expecting to submit a complete revised application for
the project in September, with hope for action by NSF by the end of the
fall. The details of the supplementary application are given in the
attached budget. You will see that our primary need is for a special
meeting of an enlarged editorial committee, and in this regard we are
eagerly waiting for your suggestions regarding possible new members of
that committee. We would hope that the meeting could take place during
July, and we have allowed for a meeting of ten persons for two days, with
an honorarium of $100 per day and travel at $300 per person, for a total
cost of the meeting of $5,000.
We anticipate no major travel for the Editor during this period,
though there may be short trips on the East Coast, for which we have
included a modest sum. The secretarial expenses for six months include
fringe benefits. We have included the employment of Mr. Gallison, the
Assistant Archivist and Indexer, who will work for ten weeks during the
summer to organize and catalogue the photo duplicates in a way that will
help with long-range planning; planning is difficult without digging into
the documents, and we want to minimize the handling of the originals.
It should be noted, in accordance with our telephone conversation,
that our efforts to revise the long-range application will be concentrated on Sections 2 and 6. That is, we will be addressing ourselves to
the question of governance, most specifically with respect to the sharing
of responsibilities between the Institute for Advanced Study and Princeton University Press under the basic contract between the Press and the
Estate of Albert Einstein. A preliminary draft of this arrangement is
already under discussion, but it will need considerable further discussion
and redrafting during July. In this regard we are anxious to have your
comments and those of your legal department and of the grants office.
Secondly, we shall be addressing the question of the plan of work in the
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light of comments and criticisms provided by the Panel of NSF. Again,
we are anxious to have a statement of those comments and criticisms so
we can address ourselves directly to them.
It should also be noted here that some of the expenses of the project to be incurred during the s~-month extension are not covered in
our application for a supplementary grant, most notably the salary and
fringe benefits of Professor Stachel. This expense and other expenses
for which we have not applied will be carried by Princeton University
Press. One grant of $5,000 from an interested ndividual has been
supplied for this purpose. Additional monies will be supplied from
other Press funds.
With many thanks for your interest and concern,
Sincerely,

Herbert S.
Director
/ba
Enclosure:
cc:

budget

Harry Woolf
John Stachel

Jr.
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National Science Foundation, Ref:

Grant OSOC-76-8ll8l

Reques t for Supplementary Grant
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
The Einstein Papers
June 20, 1977
Meeting of the Editorial Committee
10 persons for 2 days, honorarium of $lOO/day
Travel at $300 per person
Travel for Editor for consultation

$2,000
3,000
500

Secretarial expenses, 6 months

6,000

Assistant archivist and indexer (Gallison)

2,000

Duplication of new application

300

Telephone

150

Supplies and equipment (general)

200

Xeroxing

280

Postage

120

Special card supply for indexing*

400
$14,950

*8,000 triplicate cards, so they can be filed in different
categories (chronological, alphabetical, and contract file).
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June 17, 1977
Dr. Ronald J. Overmann
Assistant Program Director for
History and Philosophy of Science
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street, NW.
Washington, D. C. 20550
Dear Dr. Overmann:
Ref:

Grant SOC-76-80135

You will recall that we were awarded this grant of $5,000 in fall
of 1976 to enable us to get started with work on the Einstein Papers.
The grant budget had only two lines, $500 for travel and $4,500 for
photo-duplication, telephone, supplies, etc. We will be sending our
formal report within 90 days, since the grant runs out on June 30,
but my purpose now is to ask for a supplementary grant to cover an
overrun on photo-duplication and related expenses.
Our costs for photo-duplication and related expenses came to
$8,000, $3,500 over the original $4,500 budget. The main part of the
overrun was photo-duplication, which came to a total of $7,400, whereas
the other expenses (telephone, stationery, etc.) came to $600. The
photo-duplication cost was exceedingly difficult to estimate because of
the varying numbers of documents on the different reels of microfilm.
We now have full-size duplicates, which are being arranged into the
form of a duplicate archive, so that the originals need not be handled
so frequently.
Since the costs in the second line of the budget therefore ran to
$8,000, as compared with $4,500 budgeted, we are asking for a supplementary grant of $3,500 to cover these additional costs.
We shall be grateful for whatever consideration you can give to
this application.
Sincerely yours,

Herbert S.
Director
Iba
cc:
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EDWARII R. TUFTI:., THOMAS H. WRIGHT

June 17, 1977
Dr. Ronald J. Overmann
Assistant Program Director for
History and Philosophy of Science
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street, NW.
Washington, D. C. 20550
Dear ROOt

I hope these two letters are what is needed. Please telephone
i f there are any questions. At this point I want to express my own

very great appreciation for your interest and help during the interim
period between the end of the original planning grant and the possibility of a new grant in support of the project itself. As you know,
I had expected that Princeton University Press would have to carry
the burden of the project during the interval, by itself, from Press
funds that are ordinarily needed for other things. I was willing to
undertake that responsibility because of my very great commitment to
this project. We shall need to use Press funds in any case, but the
amount will be substantially diminished by the extent to which we are
able to receive supplementary grants from NSF.
I would like to add that I think that our interaction with NSF
is indeed helping us to prepare a better plan and that the project
will be more successful in the long run on account of the efforts we
are going through now. It is a magnificent project; can one think of
another in the history of science that would be more important? I
feel that it is a great privilege for us to help to bring it about,
and I feel that it is especially fitting that the United States Government, through the National Science Foundation, should be a prime
sponsor. Thank you again for all your help.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
/ba
Enclosure
cc:

Harry Woolf
John Stachel
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May 19, 1977

TO:

lhe Editorial Advisory Board
H. S. Bailey) Jr.

SlffiJECT:

Appl~cati~n to NSF for support for
Einstein papers

editi~g

tbe

Enclosed is a copy cf the final form of the applica:icn,
for your infJP~tio~. Professor Stachel and I wish to thank
you all for yOEr p~ompt responses to our request for advice
and

co~ents.

(som~times

~je h~ve d~jne

our best to incorporate your

conflicLiug) advice in the final

I 1oJould like to

com.~ellt

versio~.

on one c.ha3ge with respect to

the praclised professorship. In order not to anticipate the
formal pr-ocedures of Pr:!.nceton University we have refer-eed 1.0
it as a fund to s:lpport t:,e Editor of tehe Einstein papers.
We are hopeful for a favor,,!:le outcome.

In early June Ile

will meet with the NSF panel and officials to d~scuss th~ rroject, but we shall prcba~ly not know th~ir decision un~~l domewha t la ter. Meam·.~hiie we tv3~t to thank you again for Your

help.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540
Telephone-609-924-4400

EINSTEIN PROJECT

May 16, 1977

Dear Colleague:
Now that I have just finished the final reV1Slon of the grant applications
to the NSF and the NEH, I want to thank you for your response to the draft
proposal. I also want to tell you how much help the collective response
to the draft was in revising it--extensively, as you will see from the copy
being sent to you. I could not follow every suggestion--in some cases they
were even antithetical--but I did think over everyone.
I will send each of you who sent detailed comments an individual response
next week, when I return from a trip to the Midwest. However, I didn't want
to postpone any longer my acknowledgement of your help.
Comments and suggestions on the final version are still useful. First of
all, the NSF has agreed to let us make revisions after the panel meeting
of the Division of History and Philosophy of Science here in Princeton on
June 4. Secondly, the work is more important than any proposal, so comments
directed to the substance of the editorial work will always be useful.
With thanks and best wishes,

~~ ~~~Q ~
J~n

JS:fsb

Stachel
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON, D.C 20550

July 20, 1977

Dr. John Stachel
Department of Physics
Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

08540

Dear Dr. Stachel:
I hope the NHPRC course on editing proved to be as useful as I've heard
it to be. If you are down here sometime, I'd like to hear your reaction
to it. Perhaps I should refer other prospective editors in the history
and philosophy of science to it.
I realize that it is essential that I report to you in writing on the
requirements for the revised proposal. I have not yet received all of
the reports from our Panel, but I do not wish to delay any longer.
first, I want to emphasize what I told you over the phone after the Panel
meeting: we all feel that, with some revision, this proposal is very
likely to be successful. This is due, in large part, to the excellent
impression you made at the Panel meeting, plus the obvious abilities you
displayed in the preparation of the last proposal. In addition to this,
we were pleased with the role of the Institute for Advanced Study as a
sponsoring agency and found the discussions with Herb Bailey and Miss
Dukas to be very helpful and reassuring. I should add, however, that
neither the Panel nor I have the final say in this matter. Legal and
technical matters must be resolved before the Division of Grants and Contracts can approve an award. These issues are listed in detail in the
enclosed memorandum written by Mr. Redecke in consultation with Mr.
Elmer Havens and Mr. Martin Lefcowitz. The National Science Board will
have final review and approval. We feel the prospects are good, if you
can satisfactorily resolve the issues raised in this letter and in the
memorandum from the Grants Office.
As I told you in our telephone conversation after the Panel meeting, the
proposal should be revised in two general areas:
the governance of the
project and the general principles and plan o( the edition. These are
essentially Parts II and VI of the proposal.

The governance of the project is of great concern to the Program. It is
essential that the relationships between the Trustees of the Einstein
Estate, the Press, the Institute and the Editor be clarified. In our view,

•.

'
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these relationships should all focus on what you have called the Editorial
Advisory Board. Despite Herb Bailey's insistence that this Board as
presently constituted is not simply "window dressing,

II

one cannot help

but get this impression. The Board must have real policy-setting powers.
It was suggested that the Board should meet at least once a year. Representatives of the Press (and possibly the University), the Institute, and
the academic community should serve on it. They should have the authority
to hire or dismiss staff, to supervise the quest for funds for the project,
to establish the policies governing the project, and to supervise the
progress of the project. Furthermore, it is essential that the Editor
have direct access to the Board because it is the Editor who will propose
staff members, propose policy for approval of the Board, and nominate for
approval of the Board the members of the Advisory Committee. The Editor
may also wish to seek support from the Board in any disagreement with the
Estate on issues of privacy. \-1hile the Board would not have final say here,
they may be able to resolve issues without need to go to arbitration. We
feel that these powers must be vested in the Editorial Board to guarantee
adherence to the highest standards of academic excellence. The appearance
and the reali ty now seems to be tha t the Trus tees of the Es tate have complete control over all of these issues. !-!hile the Trustees do own the
literary rights of the Einstein Papers, they should not have complete control of this project. The purpose of the project is the promotion of
scholarly research, not the benefit of the Estate.
Because of the importance of this Board, the membership should have considerable standing in the academic community. It has been suggested that
the Board have about fifteen members. I do not know if this is an optimum
number or not. At any rate, names suggested to date are:
Richard Hewlett, ERDA Historian
Thomas Hughes, University of Pennsylvania
Thomas Kuhn, Princeton University
C. Vann Woodward, Yale University
Robert Nerton, Columbia University
Lawrence Stone, Princeton University
Frederick Seitz, Rockefeller University
William Goetzmann, Texas University
Murray Gellman, CIT
Arthur Chandler, Harvard (Editor of Eisenhower Papers)
Harry \.]oolf
The Advisory Committee is the second part of project governance that is
a matter of concern. The relationships getween the Committee and the Board
should be clarified. As we see it, the Committee should be a working group
which advises the Editor on actual details of the project. It should be
chosen by the Editor with the approval of the Board. It is essential that
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this Committee be sufficiently small to be of real help, but sufficiently
broad to provide competent advice on matters outside the areas of expertise of the Editor and his associate. A "suitable" board would require
a "real" philosopher or two, a historian of American culture, a historian

of German culture, and an experienced editor.
out the Committee are:

~lembers

proposed to fill

For philosophy of science:
Carl Hempel
Ernest Nagel
Adolph Grunbaum
\~esley Salmon
Patrick Suppes
Pe te r Achinstein
Ernan t1cHullin
For general philosophy:
Stephen Toulmin
Alan Donagan
Roderick Chisholm
G.Il. von Wright
Jaako Hin tikka
Fo r his to ry, these we re proposed:
Fritz Ringer, Boston University
Mack Walker, Johns Hopkins
Peter Gay, Yale
Fritz Stern, Columbia
John Higham, Johns Hopkins
Ernest May, Harvard
Neil Harris, Chicago
Arthur Chandler, Harvard
Paul Forman, Smithsonian
Margaret Gowing, Oxford
Daniel Kevles, CIT
Nathan Reingold, Smithsonian
I emphasize that you need not feel bound to select from the suggestions
for members either of the Board or the Advisory Committee. Rather, you
should recognize concerns broader than the ones reflected in your original
choices and you must select individuals whose work demonstrates high
standards of rigour. I must also state that you should not feel any
special pressure to choose Thomas Hughes for the Board or Nathan Reingold
for the Committee because they are members of our Panel. I am simply
passing on to you suggestions made for membership. If you should select
one or both for memberships, however, they will no longer participate in
the review of your proposal for NSF.
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The primary purpose of the supplement to the current planning grant ~as
to provide funding for selecting and convening this Co~ttee to advise
you on revisions of the general principles and plans for the project.
This brings us to the second part of the proposed revision of the proposal.
There are several substantive and procedural issues that you and the
Advisory Committee should address. It is important in the revision that
you provide a clearer rationale for the decisions you make concerning
scheduling, annotation, chronological breakdown, organization, etc.
First, there is a considerable variance in the estimates of the size of
the edition and, consequently, the duration of the project. Estimates
range from twenty to forty volumes, with consequent time estimates of
18 to 35 years. Can you clarify this at all?
Second, there was some disagreement concerning the organization of the
project. It is fair to say that the History and Philosophy of Science
Panel is, in general, sympathetic to the chronological organization you
propose, though no t wi th the way you had it broken down. I must also
say, however, after listening to the N£H Panel, that there is serious

question as to whether the chronological organization is optimal both
for efficiency of organizing the project and for salability of the volumes.
Therefore, I hope this issue is not closed. I hope ynu, Herb, and the
Advisory Committee will rethink the organization of the volumes and come
up with the best argument you can for whatever you decide. 1 suggest that
you contact George Farr for the pros and cons of alternative organizing
principles.
TIlird, the annotations and editorial apparatus are still unclear. A concern was expressed by the Panel that you should avoid as much as possible
getting involved in interpretations of areas \o.rhich are no\"I in dispute.

I am sure that there is a certain lack of understanding about what you and
the Panel are saying to each other in this regard, and I hope you and the
Committee can clarify what you intend to do.
Fourth, you should clarify the ~orking procedures of your staff: who will
do what and how. Again, George Farr should be consulted on this matter-his Panel went into considerable detail on procedures.
Fifth, the organization of the search for new materials should be reexamined. There was a feeling expressed that the search will be much more
difficult than you suppose.
Finally, we do not think that the role of "consulting editors" as you
have it ou tlined in the proposal is appropria te. I f someone wan ts to do
research on Einstein and requires support for this research, he or she
should come directly to the NSF or NEH for funds. We do not want to delegate authority to your project for the dispersal of research funds on
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Einstein. This does not mean to say that there is no role for eonsultants.
It would be appropriate for us to inelude eonsultants' fees in the proposal,
if you want to query an expert at length about some partieular aspeet of
the projeet. This does not mean, however, that the person would have longterm support via the grant as seemS to be envisioned in your proposal.
~lile

these were the major areas of eoneern, there are still other aspeets
that must be addressed in the revisions. One is the problem of the Assoeiate Editor. If an assoeiate eannot be named by the time the revisions
are eomplete, you should state explieitly that you are searehing for an
assoeiate of sueh-and-sueh a type. The final deeision will be subjeet to
approval of the Editorial Board and eontinuing support from the NSF will
be made eontingent upon its approval of the appointee. These provisions
in the proposal are not only neeessary for our purposes, but should improve the general acceptability of the projeet in the researeh eommunity.
Second, we will need a clearer idea from Herb of the size of the publication.
How many copies of eaeh volume are going to be printed? ,fuat

a re the expeeted sales?
I hope I have been suffieiently elear in this letter about what we need
and why. If you or Herb require any clarifieation, please feel free to
give me a eall. Coneerning the matters in the attaehed memorandum, please
eontact directly either Hr. Havens (202-632-5938), or Hr. Lefcowitz
(202-632-4398) .
Good Luck:
Sincerely,

Ronald J. Overmann
Assis tan t Program Di reetor for
History and Philosophy of Sdenee
Enelosure
Copy to:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Hr.
Hr.
HPS
Hr.
Dr.

CIa rk
Costner
Farr
Havens
Lefeowitz
Panel members
Bailey
'~oolf
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
DATE:
REPLY TO
ATTN OF:

SUBJEC.T:

TO:

JUt I 2 1977

memorandum

Deputy Director, Division of Grants and Contracts
Publication of Einstein Papers - Princeton University, Prinecton Press
and Institute for Advanced Study
Dr. Ronald Overman, SOC
The History and Philosophy of Science Program is currently considering
a proposal from the Princeton Press to publish a series of volumes to
be called the "Complete Papers of Albert Einstein". The same proposal
is being considered by the National Endowment for the Humanities. It
is contemplated that the project may be funded, in part, by NEH and
NSF, although the precise mechanism for this joint venture has yet to
be determined. Following a panel site visit in Princeton on June 3-4,
1977, several discussions were held by NSF staff from SOC. OGC, and DGC
in an attempt to try to layout issues that would require the Institute
for Advanced Study to address in the preparation of a proposal which
would supplant the present proposal from the Princeton Press.
Under conditions contained in Einstein's will, the two present beneficiaries are to receive all income derived from the disposition of
any or all of the estate. Managing the will are two trustees who are
enpowered to make all decisions. The trustees have entered into an
agreement with Princeton Press which, among other things, provides
for royalties from sales of the intended volumes to go to the two
beneficiaries. It seems to us that provisions should be made with the
trustees, beneficiaries and Princeton Press to insure that some portion
(perhaps 50%) of such royalties be returned to the Government in view
of the very large investment of Federal funds that would possibly be
involved.
Further, in the event of the demise of tbe two present beneficiaries,
the trusteeship will terminate and the remainderman would inherit all
of the remaining estate. While it is not totally clear whether the
agreement between the Trustees and Princeton Press would continue in
effect with the remainderman (Hebrew University in Israel), it has
been implied that the agreement will remain in effect. If such is the
case, we feel that the remainderman should be requested to vaive all
royalty rights and that all royalty income Should be returned to the
Government.
Also, some form of assurance should be obtained from the remainderman
(Hebrew University) that they would allow the project to be continued
"as is".

Attachment A, with some modification, provides the basic "Income clauses"
that should be included in the award document i f the Foundation does decide to fund the project. Attachment B is a copy of NSF Circular 106,
dated 1/25/72 which outlines NSF policy with regard to "Income Under

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
(REV. 7-76)

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101·11.1
SOlD-In
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Foundation Grants and Contracts".
Additional considerations need to be addressed in the Institute's proposal
in order to resolve several other situAtions. In the event the Trustees
(or the remainderman) or Princeton University, or the Institute decide to
replace the present editor of the series, it would seem to us that NSF
(and/or NIDl) approval should be obtained. In this connection someone
from NSF should be permitted to read over Dr. Stachel's employment agreement (but not to copy it). This point raises several other issues which
need formal clarification. Dr. Stachel's employment agreement is between
he and Princeton Press.

However, Dr. Stachel will occupy a "chair" at

Princeton University, be paid by them with funds being provided to Princeton University by an "anonymous donor." Such funds will also be used to
contribute to the Press's (now to be the Institute's) cost sharing: We
are of the opinion that NSF should be provided with sufficient information to satisfy ourselves that any possibility of a conflict of interest
is clearly ruled out.
The Institute should also provide NSF with a clearer definition of the
"Privacy Determination" section in the agreement between the Trustees

and Princeton Press.
Finally, to meet some of the concerns expressed by the H & PS Panel,
would it be possible to request that an additional set of the microfilm,
now housed at the Princeton University Library, be reproduced (at NSF
expense, of course) and placed in the Library of Congress where it would
be more easily accessed by scholars? After all, Washington, D. C. is
not quite as difficult to reach as Princeton.
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CLAUSE
31

Curriculum Incone
l.a.

(PES and HES)

Income, as used herein, means gross revenues received by the
grantee, except royalties as defined in 2 below, including any
interest earned thereon, except interest earned on advances

of grant funds. Income may include but is not limited to
proceeds received by the grantee from the sale, lease, rental,
or other disposal of books, monographs, reports, films and
other w4terials and properties, exce?t inventions developed

or produced l'ith ::SF support. Income accruing to the Government means the Government's share of income which will be in
proportion to the Government's share of the costs of the activity as determined by the Government and the grantee.
b.

Income generated as a result of the activities supported by
this grant,

~ill

be accounted for and

mnintai~ed

in a separate

account which shall b~ interest bearing to the extent practical.
Such income, to the extent practicable shall be used to offset
costs othen"ise allowable and char£eable to the grant. Income
receipts and disbursements viII be reported to the Foundation
semi-annually during the grant period and for
years fellowing the expiration of the grant. Income accruing to the
Government not used for the above purpose will be remitted to
the Foundation's Grants and Contracts Office with such reports.
2.a.

Royalties, as used herein, means moneys received by the

grantee fron a publisher or distributor for the right to
manufacture, sell or distribute materials developed or
produced with ~SF support, including payments to the grantee
based on sales and any interest earned thereon. Royalties
accruing to the Government means the Government's share of

royalties which will be in proportion to the Government's
share of the costs 0f the project as determined by the
Government and the grantee.
b.

Royalties generated as a result of the activities supported
by this grant, will be accounted for and maintained in a
separate account \:hich shall be interest bearing to the extent
practical. Royalties will be reported to the Foundation semiannually during the grant period and ror
years following the expiration of the grant. Royalties accruing to the
Government \Jill be

remitt~d

to the Foundation's Grants and

Contracts O[rice with such reports.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Office of the Assisr-nt Oir«for (or Adm;nlStnf/on
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20550

NSF CIRCULAR NO. 106
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

January 25,1972

Subject: Income Under Foundation Grants and Contracts
I. Purpose. This Circular establishes Foundation
policy and delegates responsibilities governing the
management and disposition of income generated under
Foundation grants and contracts.
2. CanceUation. This Circular cancels OlD Staff
Memorandum 61, Disposition of Foundation Receipts,
dated October 22, 1964.
3. ~rmition of Income. As used throughout this
Circular. income refers to that portion of gross revenues,
including royahies, received by or accruing to iii
Foundation grantee or contractor through activities
undertaken in the perfonnance of its grant or
cost-reimbursement type contract whether received
during or after the grant or contract period. Income
includes but is not limited to proceeds received by iii
Foundation grantee or contractor from the sale,
licensing, lease. rental, or other arrangement for the usc.
release, dissemination. or other disposal of books.
monographs, films. and other material and properties,
except inventions.
developed or produced with
Foundation support. Income also includes any interest
earned on all such revenues and proceeds. but interest
earned on grant or contract funds is not included.
4. Policy. Prior 10 making a grant or contract
award, the Foundation will consider the nature of the
project. the purpose of Foundation support, the amount
and source of expected income. and other relevant
factors and determine what provisions the award should
contain regarding the disposition of anticipated income.
In the event that realized income is 10 excess of the
estimated amount or unforeseen Circumstances should
arise. the grant or contract may be amended to provide
for other appropriate disposition of such income.

(2) Normally, where total income is
estimated to be less than SIO,OOO, the grant may provide
that income not used as provided in the grant shall be
retained by the grantee to be used for science or science
education purposes, provided, however. that any.
remaining income in excess of SlO.OOO, or such lesser
amount as may be specified in the grant. shaU be
remitted to the Foundation.
(3)
Where appropriate, grants may
specify other uses for income such as (a) in certam
deficit support type grants, income may be permilled
to be used to cover reasonable expenses associated with
the project during the grant period and thereafter which
were not reimbursed from other sources, or (b) in
certain grants where the purpose is to make an activity
self-sustaining, income may be permitted to be used to
continue the activity.
(4) Where total income is estimated to
exceed SI0,OOO, the grant will provide that all income
not used as provided for In the grant will be remitted
to the Foundation.
(5) All income required 10 be remilled
to the Foundation will be kept in a separate account
and will be reported on and remitted semiannually for
len years or such other period as may be specified in
the grant. provided. however. that should such income
fall below S2,SOO per year, for any two successive
calendar years. the requirement for further reporting and
remittance may be waived.
b. Contracts. The disposition of all income
in which the Foundation may have an interest shall be
provided for in the contract and. to the extent
appropriate. shall be consistent with grants policy.

Grants.
(I) All income will be accounted for
and. normally, grants will provide that (al Income
received by a gran lee dunng the life of a grant will.
to the extent practicable. be used by the gramee to
offset costs otherwise allowable and chargeable to the
grant and (b) income will be used to cover reasonable
expenses associated with the administration of the
Income producing activity.

(I)
Use of Income During Life (If
Contract.
ormally. income received by a contractor
during the life of a cost-reimbursement type contract
will be accounted for and to the extent practicable.
unless otherwise provided by the contract, be used to
offset costs chargeable to the contract.
(~l
Rcrum Unused Income. To the
extent that income received or accrued during the life
of the contract is not used as prOVIded by (I) above,

a.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540
Tclephone·609·924-4400

EINSTEIN PROJECT

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WITH RON OVERMANN OF NSF
June 6, 1977

He started by statin9 that he had presented the Advisory Panel (on History
and Philosophy of Science of the NSF) with four alternatives; 1) recommend
approval with some revisions of the application; 2) request complete rewriting of the application; 3) I can't remember, but less desirable for us;
4) complete rejection. He stated panel had adopted first recommendation.
The sections of the Proposal where revision will be required are two:
1)
2)

GOVERNANCE OF THE PROJECT (Section II)
GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PLAN OF THE EDITION (Section VI)

He stated that the panel recommended a continuation of the planning grant to
cover the period of preparation of the revisions. However, the NSF staff members,
discussing this on the trip back to Washington, did not see any money available
to cover my salary until at least November 15. After that, money for my salary
may be available, too. He is not going to send us any written notification of
the decisions, or discussion of the nature of the revisions, until after the
NEH panel meeting next weekend, so that both recommendations may be coordinated.
However, he did say that they were going to suggest a list of additional names
from which I could choose for my Editorial Committee. They did not object to
present names, and it is up to be whether I wish to keep them or not; but felt
they were not broadly representative enough. However, there would be enough
leeway in their list so that I would not feel that names were being forced upon
me. They will not have contacted the persons suggested, so that it is not
certain that they would accept. I mentioned my interest in having Nathan Reingold
on the Committee, as the person with editorial experience closest to our problems,
and the question of his membership on the panel. Overmann thought this a good
idea (mentioned that one reviewer had asked why Reingold was not on list), and
said he would look into how to overcome conflict of interest problem.
Overmann said that one of the problems with writing up the decisions of the
panel meeting was that he got conflicting advice, and that he will have to integrate this into overall recommendations. He also strongly implied, in response
to my question of just what final approval of the revisions by the NSF meant,
that he would be making that decision.
On the problem of Associate Editor, he said that NSF was willing to let us proceed
on search, with advice of the revised Committee; but might make its grant conditional on approval of the person chosen--i.e., a right of veto.
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Memorandum of Conversation with Ron Overmann, NSF
June 6, 1977

•

Page 2

I asked how long we might have to wait for final O.K. after submitting
revised proposal, and he said about three months, unless NSF Science Panel
(i.e. the overall advisory board of the NSF) decided to review it in detail,
which might add a couple of months. He feels project will take 25 years and
cost NSF $2 million; such a commitment is new for NSF and cannot be made without informing the Science Panel. He will write them a short note, and then
it is up to them to decide whether they need to make a final review of the
decision.
He stated that lawyers were now satisfied there was no legal problem hindering
award of a Grant.
He said that he is
week ago, and that
He still felt that
confident it could

much more optimistic about the project than he was even a
the panel members had been very impressed with my responses.
there was a lot of work to be done on the proposal, but was
be successfully done.

JS:fsb
June 8, 1977
TO:

HERBERT BAILEY, Director, Princeton University Press
WOOLF, Director, Institute for Advanced Study
OTTO NATHAN, Trustee, Estate of Albert Einstein
HELEN DUKAS, Trustee, Estate of Albert Einstein

~HARRY
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Dr. Otto Nathan
Estate of Albert instein
55 ast 10th Street
New York. ew York 10003
Dear Dr.

athan:

I aa pI se to receive your letter of March 7, though 1
sorry that there appears to be soma coufusi
s to tbe relations of
the four p rties intereste in publication 0 Professor Einstein's
scientific .,ap:> ,nuely the Estate. the Institute for Advance
tud,..
Professor alantin Bar
d Princeton University Press. I should
like to elaborate on thes relationships as I aee t em.
Professor l1rgaann ba8, out of hia own interest in the _terisl
and hi8 respect for Prot Baor Binst in, undartaken to collect. select.
snd e it Professor Einstein's scientific papera for publications. In
doing this be has not cban e ~he text except for obvious typographical
errors which cause difficulties for readers. I know th t he han be n
scrupulous a out this, eince he haa discussed proble
with
occasiooally.
It is a f ct that aany of Professor inatein's papers do contain superficial
typographical aistakes that should be rectified in a efinitiv edition.
1 remember t at wben we published the third (or possibly the fourth) edition
of Tll
G OF RELATIVITY w took the opportunity to correct _n,. typographical errors in the aain bod,. of the work. and 1 recall at the time
asking Professor instein how there happened to be so IUn,. autakee, ae
laughed and re arked that, once h had written a work, he just didn't
like to read proof. In effect. auch of what Dr. Bar
n is doing conetitutes very sophisticated proof reading, and occasionally he is adding
footnotes or otb r explanatory material clearly identified as bis own.
In other words, his ala is to present a clear and accurate text of
Profeasor Einstein's scientific papers.
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Harch 9, 1906
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
I'm enclosinp a copy of a letter just received from Dr.
along with a draft of a possible reply.

athan,

You will be annoyed by Dr •. athan's letter, as I was, since so much
in it is completely unfounded and is purposefully obfuscatin~. There is
nothing in your address in Paris to indicate tnat 'essential chan es
have been made in Einstein's papers, and since 'e h~ve informed him
completely as to the contents of tne proposed work, there is no reason
to delay in makinv ~n agree~ent.
I continue to hope that we can pprsuade him to cooperate with us.
It appears to be a question of pride: he was not consulted as to the
"pertinent problems and decisions." Perhaps we can assua!!e his pride
by lettin him make an introductory statement on behalf of the Estate.
Ordinarily I am a very trustine soul, but his position in insisting
on seeing the manuscript before agreeing to anything gives me pause. I
think we should do everything possible to get an agreement in advance,
and at some point we should explicitly make him aware that the work of
Dr. Bargmann and his assistant in determinin an accurate text is itself
protected by co~on law copyright: that is, Dr. athan cannot simply decide
to appropriate that work and have the papers published elsewhere. If Dr.
athan does not respond favorably to my proposed letter, or some variation
of it I think we should point this fact out to him very plainly. That is,
as long as the papers are protected by copyri!!ht we cannot proceed without
him: but also he cannot proceed without us.

/
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I should be glad to know what you think about all this. I am
sending a carbon copy of this letter to Val Bargmann, since of course
he is very much concerned as well.
With very best wishes,
Sincerely,

Herbert S.
HSBJr:eb
P. S.

I was deli~hted to see your Paris address printed in the NEW YORK
REVIEW this week.

Enclosure
Copy
Professor Valentine Bargmann
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Dr. Otto Nathan
Estate of Albert Einstein
SS East 10th Street
New York, New York 10003
Dear Dr. Nathan:
I was pleased to receive your letter of March 7,

thou~h

I am sorry

that there appears to be some confusion as to the relations of the four
parties interested in publication of Professor Einstein's scientific
papers, namely the Estate, the Institute for Advanced Study, Professor
Valentine Bargmann, and Princeton University Press.

I should like to

elaborate on these relationships as I see them.
Professor Bargmann has, out of his own interest in the material and
his respect for Professor Einstein, undertaken to collect, select, and
edit Professor Einstein's scientific papers for publication.

In doing

this he has not changed the text except for obvious typographical errors
which cause difficulties for readers.

I know that he has been scrupulous

about this, since he has discussed problems with me occasionally.

It is

a fact that many of Professor Einstein's papers do contain superficial
typographical mistakes that should be rectified in a definitive edition.
I

rem~~ber

that when we published the third (or possiblv the fourth)

edition of THE 'ffiANING OF RELATIVITY we took the opportunity to correct
many typographical errors in the main body of the work, and I recall at
the time asking Professor Einstein how there happened to be so many
mistakes.

He laughed and remarked that, once he had written a work, he

just didn't like to read proof.

In effect, much of what Dr. Bargmann

is doing constitutes very sophisticated proof reading, and occasionally he
is adding footnotes or other explanatory material clearly identified as
his own.

In other words, his aim is to present a clear and accurate text

of Professor Einstein's scienrific papers.
The Institute's position is that it wants to see the papers properly
published, for their own sake and for the sake of the memory of Professor
Einstein, and it has been willin
kind of sponsor.

to help in this regard by acting as a

In particular, the Institute has provided a qualified
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assistant for Dr. Bargmann.

Dr. Bargmann is of course not being paid for

his work, but his assistant is on a stipend from the Institute.
The interest of Princeton University Press is to publish a clear,
accurate and definitive edition of Professor Einstein's scientific papers.
We are proud to have published his book THE MEANING OF RELATIVITY, and we
would like to be the publishers of this edition, which we would regard as
a project of major importance.

We would expect to publish the papers at

our own expense, and to pay appropriate royalties to the Estate.
I believe that all of us are Willing to do whatever is necessary to
cooperate with you to bring about publication of Professor Einstein's
scientific papers.

There is no prohlem of your seeing the manuscript

when it is completed, and I am confident that you will not find that
anything has been improperly changed.

A formal contract would give everyone

confidence in proceeding, and since we have already given you a complete
list of the contents, I don't see why such a contract cannot be made.

I

would be glad to have your views as to the form of such a contract; I am
confident that an agreement can he worked out if you are willing to do so.
Perhaps, since four parties would be
contract should be a 4-way agreement.

contributin~

to the project, the

The main thing is to

~et

agreement

on what is to be accomplished; then a contract expressing that agreement
can be drawn.
In your letter you say that the Estate has never been consulted about
any of the pertinent problems and decisions, but in fact we have kept you
informed of our intentions as to the purpose of the publication, its
inclusiveness, and our methods of

proceedin~.

Or at least we have tried

to do so, and we have hoped that you would concur with our purposes.
We would be glad to have your suggestions, and we would be receptive, for
example, to the idea of a statement from the Estate about the project, to
be printed in the volumes.

I hope that you can be persuaded to work with

us to push this project to a successful completion.

A formal agreement at

this point would be helpful, and I don't see why such an agreement could
not fully protect the interests of the Estate, by providing for review of
the manuscript and the like.
Please let me know your further thoughts on this matter.
Sincerely,
Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
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ESTATE O. ALBERT EINSTEIN
SS EAST 1011:1 STREET
NEW YORK 3, NEW YORK

March 7, 1966

tIr. Herbert S. Balley, Jr.

Princeton UniYersity Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Dear flIr.

Bailey:

Thank you for your letter of February 17, 1966.

I noted that the manuscript of the proposed edition of Einstein's scientific works vill be
submitted to the Estate in due time. I do not feel that any final
decisions can be made before ~e have had an opportunity of examining
the manuscript. Dr. Opnenheimer's pUblic statement in ?nris leads me
to assUIlle t!lat essentis.l changes haTe been made in Einstein's papers.

I am not sure how to interpret the last paragrsIlll of your letter and the
suggestion thaj; "e draw up a for::lal agreement for publication. Since the
Institute for Advanced Study assU::led rez?onsibility for ~~e project, 8S
indicated in Dr. Oppenneimer'~ le~ter t? me of September 22, 1955, I had
assU::led ~at a publication agreement would be signed by the Institute and
Princeton University Press. Although you stated in a let~er of May 18,
1957, tiat Princeton Universi~y Press should be co~sidered "the primary
part,..' in the plan as far as "publication" is concerned, there has been
no reason to assume that the Institute would not continue having the
responsibility for the dete~ation of the contents of ~~e publication,
the editing of the papers, the possible preparc.tion of explanatory notes,
etc.
e were confir.::J.ed in that belief by Dr. Oppenheimer's letter to the
Estate of September 4, 1956. Tae Estate, which has nenr been consulted
about any of the pertinent problems and'decisions in regard to t.'le project,
1s in no position to sign a pub::'ication agreement.
You have asked me ho'!! we should proceed from now on. As far as we are
concerned, we cannot take any further steps before the mlUluscript is submitted for exantination. We shall then be able to ascertain whether any
of the papers selected by the Institute for the project are in the public
dOQain, and consider to issue ?ublication permissions for those of Einstein's
writings in which the Estate owns the literary property. It appears that
royalty negotiations cannot be usefully conducted before the Press and the
Estate '~ have reliable infomation about the copyrighted material to be
incorporated in the project. With kindest rel\:ards,
Sincerely yours,

tJh /4.p,..- .

ON:jl

Otto Nathan
Trustee

•
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SECKER,

February 17, 1966

Dr. Otto Nat~
Eatate of Albert Einatein
55 Eaat 10tb Street
ev York, New York 10003

Dear Dr. Natban:
In responae to your letter of January 18, I vant to aay that
I aee no reason at all vhy you sbould not see the entire aanuacript
of the proposed edition of Profeaaor !inatein's acientific papera
before it ia publiahed. I do not anticipate that there vould be
anything in tbe propoaed edition to which you would object, but you
are aurely acting within your righta and reaponaibilities in requesting
to aee tbe aanuscript. We would be glad to aske such a proviaion in an
eareament for publication.
Thus, unless there is aoae difficulty of which I
unaware, there
aeema to be no real barrier to reaching an agreement to publiah. Since
you affine that the Eatate nov owna tbe literary property in all of
Einatein's publicationa of which the copyright haa not yet expired,
including thoae vorke that vere copyrighted in Burope, the proble- of
rights is a1Jopier than I bad realized. Appare tly I did not fully
c prehend your earlier atatement.
How shall we procee now? I wrote earlier about poasible ter.s,
and I should be glad to discusa these . .tters furtber with you. Would
you not like nov to draw up a foraal egre
nt for publication of
Profesaor Einstein's acientific papera? The, as soon .. Profeseor
Bargmann is finiahed golng through the papers and prepar1D8 thea for publicatio , you could clear the aanuscript, and we could proceed. I ahall
look forward to hearl
tr
you.

Sincerely,

Uerbert S. Bailey, Jr.
HSBJr:eb
Coptes: (Silent)
Rohert O~penheimer Professor Vale tine

--~~_.1.

Rarg~ann
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BECKER.,

January 25, 1966

J. Robert Oppenheimer
The Institute for Advanced Study

----~gRr.

Professor Valentine Bargmann
Department of Physics
Princeton University
Gentlemen:
I'm enclosing a copy of a letter just received from
Dr. Nathan, and I would be glad to know your further
thoughts. I have not yet replied to Dr. Nathan's letter.

Sincerely yours,

HSBJr:eb
Enclosure
Cy Dr Nathan's Itr 1-18-66
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
S5 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK 3, NEW YORK

January 18, 1966

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Mr. Bailey:
I just received your letter of yesterday's date lind wish to thank you
for its detailed information.
I regret that the situation has changed since I ~rote you on October 28,
1965. Dr. Oppenheimer meanwhile may hcve advised you of the letter which
I felt compelled to address to him several days ago. You certainly know
about the remarks Dr. Oppenheimer made in the address which he delivered
at the U-N-E-S-C-O sessions in paris which I attended myself. Under the
circumstances, I have the duty to request that the entire manuscript of
the forthcoming publication be submitted to the Estate before it can be
cleared for reproduction. The u~ualified st~ternent weich I made in 1955
that the pertinent "~terial would be "Ade available for Dr. Oppenheimer's
project can no longer be maintained.
I have carefully noted the contents of your letter. I shall Attend in due
til:te to the examination of copyrights which you suggested. Hov·ever. I
should like even nov.' to Cli 11 your attention to 11 statement which I made
in OOT nrev10vs correspondence years ago. to the effect th~t the Estate
owns the literary property in all of Einstein's publicutions of vnich the
copyright has not yet expired. This. of cours~, also refers to works of
Einstein "11.ieh "'ere copyrighted in Europe £ond which are still protected by
unexpired copyrights.
I very much appreciate the sentiments ~hich you express in the penultimate
paragraph of your letter. I am sure you reulize that the Estate is in no
way responsible for any delays that have occurred in the past and will do
its best to avoid any delays in the future. With many regards,
Sincerely yours,

t?h
ON:jl

~.

otto Nathan
Trustee
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BECI:EK,

Jauuary 17, 19 6

Dr. Otto Nat au
55 Baat Te th Street
ev York, ev York 10003
Dear Dr.

at

I . . at loaa last abla to reply to y ur latter oC October 28
regardin
ur proposal to publiah the collected scieotific ~ritiQis
of Albert &insteio. lD that 1 tter you requaated a full table of
c t ta, and I _ happy to eacloae one
rew1th. It tuea tbe fona
of a typewritten a eet giT10 Profeaaor Eioetain'a later publicationa
that we ope to includa, plua a Xerox copy of t
Bibliography of t e
Sch1lpp "01
• in which I have c eeked in red pancil tbe ita a which
_
uld like to ioclude. I a uld ad that ware DDt yet aure vbether
we want to include botb tbe Geraaa and
gl1ah veraions of tbe autobiographical otea frc. the Scbilpp vol
, nor ara _ certain that ve waut
to include all "era1oua of tbe append1cu 1n I:
KEANI G OF RELATIVITY.
I abould t iok that theae . .ttera could ba aettled later, s10ce tbey are
quite .1uor. Thlla I
pe _ CaD sooo aettla t a q stiooa of copyright
aud royalt1ea to vh1ch you refer.
In your letter you alao
a out t
penataa10ua w ch Dr.
OppeDbeaer obtainad a
yeara ago. The. . penataa10aa will be valuable
to ua only to tbe exte t that rigbts in Prof aor &inatein'a writings _y
ba retained by forailu publia ara
not tr8ll8ferred to the Eatate. That
b, becauae 1n
y urop.- c
tr1 a coPyrilbt r
for fifty yeara beyond
tbe autbor' a l1feti_, the publ1abina righta 10 a - . of Prof aaor Einstein' a
earlier vr1tioca _y at111 ba 1u th handa of the oriaioal publ1abera. On
the othar band, I know tbat . . Executor you
e an att..-pt to latber all
tha publiabiDI r11bta to the Batate, and you will recall that at Priocetoo
UIli....raity Preaa we cooperated with yOll in that effort. Tb
what we aot
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Dr. Otto

atbaD

is, first. ths enthusiaatic coop ratio of the Eatate ia carryi g out a
project
ich
Id surely have
valcaae by Profe aor Eiuatein hiaaelf
and vbicb vould be a boon to the vorld of aci ceo
d aecond, to obtain
oa a reaaooable and juat basia peraiaaio. fr
the atata, vbere...er it
controls the ri&hts, to publia Professor i tei.'s sci.ntific writings.
I do.'t vant to add to your burdena, since I k ow that you are
extreaely b y, but I hops t at for th. aake of . .king Profesaor Einstein's
acientific vritiDgs vi .ly available you viII be able soon to Bake an agreet with
ao that
ca. proceed. You viII b ve to go tbrougb the propoa.d table of cont.nta, cbeclting each one to s.e v ether you control tbe
rights. or v eth r th.re sre any restrictioD8 OIl the right.. SiDce you can
giv.
p.ralssioa to publisb O'Dly wbare you cODtrol t
ri bta. we .hall
need to knov vbere at er perala.io
are
e ed or
ere there are any
reatrictiolU that
t b. cleared.
e do 'DOt want to bur eu you witb a taill1Jlg
add1tioll&1 clearances,
d we would be glad to do that 0 ra.l..... a ce va have
the ...c••••ry iDfo~tion. I would ope. of course, that tber. voul.d be ...ery
fev additional peral.sio
aeeded.
Ple.se let _ know i f I can do anytbiDg furtb.r.
to be.riDg fr_ you.

I shall 100

forward

SiDcerely.

erbert S. Bailey. Jr,
IlSlUr:eb
clo.ur..
Silent copies
---Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Professor Valentine Bargmann
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ESTATE OF" ALBERT EINSTEIN
55 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK 3, NEW YORK

January 14, 1966
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Th~ Instituto for Advanced Study
Prtnceton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
I attended th~ ses~ions at Unesco in Perls several weeks ago
F.nd was seriously di,turbed b,- s=e of the ramarks you lI.Cie
"bout Albert Einstein.
I wes

s~ri~~d by your stet~~ent in regard to the pUblicetion of Einstein' a works. T/hen you infonaed me in 195:; tJlat
the Institute for Advanced Study had decided to prepare an
edition of Einstein's scientific works for publicetion I p~
vised you that the Estate would meke the pertinent mpterial
svnilable for your project. I did so since there me no indicetion in your communicetions that Einstein's writings
would not be published in tlleir original form. In vie" of
TOur remarks in Paris I cannot maintain the unqualified permis~ion for republication. The Estate ~ not be able to
consider clearance for publication unless tile manuscript 1s
submitted for examination.

Sincerely yours,

t1h

~~'"

Otto Nathan
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24 Novedler 1965

Dear Dr. BargJllllnn:
Th attached is a list of permissions we
have received for publication in the Einstein
Collecta. It ill divid'ld into three sections,
periodical publication, lillted under the
periodicalsj book publication, listed under the
publillber; and newspaper publicatioo. In so
cases he s
publisher is involved in both of
the first
sections.
y I ask you to look
this oYer, arxi let
know i t anything strikes
you as wron

th tharits,
(
• Wilder Hobson)
Secretary to the Director
Dr. V. Bargmann
109 Fine Hall
Princeton University
Princeton, !lew Jersey
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ABHANDWNGEN DER DEUTSCIlEN roNSENGESELLSCHAFT
Bunsengeseilschaft fiir physikalische Chemie, Karlsruhe, Englerstrasse il, Germany
Zum gegenwartigen Stande des Problems der spezifischen warme.

7: 330-64

AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY BlLLETIN
American Mathematical Society, 80 Waterman Street, Providence, Rhode Island
Approval sigred by: J. H. Curtiss, Executive Director
Elementary derivation of the equivalence of mass and energy.

41: 223-30

ANGEWANDTE CHDUE (formerly Zeitschrift fiir Angewandte Chemie)
Redaktion Angewandte Chemie, Heidelberg, Ziegelhauserlandstr. 35, Gennany
Approval signed by Fr. Boschke
Theoretisches und Experimentelles zur Frage der Lichtentsehung. 40: 546
Gedenkworte auf Albert A. Michelson. 44: 658
Unbestinnntheitsrelation. 45: 23
ANNALEN DER PHYSIK
Johann Ambrosius Barth, Leipzig Cl, Salomonstrasse 18B, Germany
Approval signed by F. Schwarz
Folgerungen aus den Kapillaritatserscheinungen. 11:513-23
Therroodynamische Theorie der Potentialdifferenz zwischen Metallen und vollstandig
dissoziiertien LOsungen ihrer Salze, und eine elektrische Methode zur Erforschung
der Molekularkrafte. 8: 798-814
Kinetische Theorie des Warmegleichgewichtes und des zweiten Hauptsatzes der
Thermodynamik. 9: 417-33
Theorie der Grundlagen der Thermodynamik. 11: 170-87
Allgemeine rnolekulare Theorie der Warme. 14: 354-62
Uber einen die Erzeugung und Verwandlung des Lichtes betreffenden heuristischen
Gesichtspunkt. 17: 132-48
Die von der molekularkinetischen Theorie der Warme geforderte Bewegung von in ruhenden
Flussigkeiten suspendierten Teilchen. 17: 549-60
Elektrodynamik bewegter Korper. 17: 891-921
1st die Tragheit eines Korpers von seinem Energieinhalt abhandig? 18: 639-41
Eine neue Bestimmung der MolekUldimensionen. 19: 289-306
Zur Theorie der Brownschen Bewegung. 19: 371-81
'1beorie der Lichterzeugung und Lichtabsorption. 20: 199-206
Prinzip von der Erhal"bmg der Schwerpunktsbewegung und die Tragheit der Energie. 20: 627-33
Eine Methode zur Bestimrnung des Verhaltnisses der transversalen und longitudinalen
Masse des Elektrons. 21: 583-6
Plancksche Theorie der Strahlung und die Theorie der spezifischen Warme. 22: 180-90;
, Boo (Berichtigung)
Gultigkeitsgrenze des Satzes vorn thermodynamischen Gleichgewicht und die Meglichkeit
einer neuen Bestimmung der Elementarquanta. 22: 569-72
Meglichkeit einer neuen Priifung des Relativitatsprinzips. 23: 197-8
Bemerkling zur Notiz des Herm P. Ehrenfest: Translation deformierbarer Elektronen und
der Flachensatz. 23: 206-8
Die vom Relativitatsprinzip geforderte Tragheit der Energie. 23: 371-811
Elektromagnetische Grundgleichungen fiir bewegte Korper (with J. Laub). 26: 532-110;
27: 232 (Berichtigungen)
Die 1m elektromagnetischen Felde auf ruhende Kerper ausgeubten pondermotorischen Krafte
(with J. Laub). 26: 541-50
Bemerkungen zu unserer Arbeit: Elektromagnetische Grundgleichungen fiir bewegte Kerper
(with J. Laub). 28: 445-7
Bemerkung zur ArPeit von Mi.ri.manoff: Die Grundgleichungen. 28: 885-8
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ANNALEN DER PHYSIK (continued)
Uber einen Satz der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und seine Anwendung in der
Strahlungstheorie (with L. Hopf). 33: 1096-1104
. Statistische Untersuchung der Bewegung eines Resonators in einem Strahlungsfeld
(with L. Hopf). 33: 1105-15
Theorie der Opaleszen~ von homogenen Fllissigkeiten und Fltissigkeitsgemischen in der
Nahe des kritischen Zustandes. 33: 1275-98
Bemerkung zu dem Gesetz von Eetves. 34: 165-9
Beziehung zwischen dem elastischen Verhalten und der spezifischen orarme bei festen
Kerpern mit einatomigem Molektil. 34: 170-4; 590
Bemerkungen zu den P. Hertzschen Arbeiten: Mechanische Grundlagen der Thermodynamik.
34: 175-6
Berichtigung zu Meiner Arbeit: Eine neue Bestimmung der Molektildimensionen. 34: 591-2
Elementare Betrachtungen tiber die thermische Molekularbewegung in festen Kerpern.
35: 679-94
Einfluss der Schwerkraft auf die Ausbreitung des Lichtes. 35: 898-908
Thermodynamische Begrlindung des photochemischen Kquivalentgesetzes. 37: 832-8; 38: 881-4
Lichtgeschwindigkeit und Statile des Gravitationsfeldes. 38: 355-69
Theorie des !ltatischen Gravitationsfeldes. 38: 443-58
Antwort auf eine Bemerkung von J. Stark: Anwendung des Planckschen Elementargesetzes.
38: 888
Relativitat und Gravitation: Erwiderung auf eine Bemerkung von K. Abraham. 38: 1059-64
Bemerkung zu Abraham's Auseinandersetzung: Nochmals Relativitat und Gravitation. 39: 704
Einige Argumente fUr die Annahme einer molekular Agitation beirn absoluten Nullpunkt
(with o. Stern). 40: 551-60
Nordstremsche Gravitationstheorie vom Standpunkt des absoluten DifferentialkalkUls
(with A. D. Fokker). 44: 321-8
Antwort auf eine Abhandlung M. von Laues: Ein Satz der Wahrscheinlichkei tsrechnung
und seine Anwendung auf die Strahlungstheone. 47: 879-85
Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativitatstheorie. 49: 769-822
Uber Fr. Kottlers Abhandlung: Einsteins Kquivalenzhypothese und die Gravitation. 51: 639-42
Prinzipie11es zur allgemeinen Relativitatstheorie. 55: 241-4
Bemerkung zur Seletyschen Arbeit: Beitrage zum kosmologischen Problem. 69: 436-8
ANNALS OF MATHEMATICS

Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey
Approval signed by: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Darstellung der Semi-Vektoren als gewahnliche Vektoren von besonderem Differentiations
Charakter (with W. Mayer). 35: 104-10
Gravitational equations and the problems of motion (with L. Infeld and B. Hoffmann).
39: 65-100
Gravitational equations am the problems of motion II (with L. Infeld). 41: 455-64
Non-existence of regular stationary solutions of relativistic field equations (with
W. Pauli). 44: 131-7
Bivector fields I (with V. Bargmann). 45: 1-14
Bivector fields II. 45: 15-23
Gemralization of the relativistic theory of gravitation. 46: 578-84
Generalization of the relativistic theory of gravitation II (with E. G. Straus).
47: 731-41
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ARCHIVES DES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES ET NA. TURELLES
Societe de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle, Bibliotheque Publique et Universitaire,
Bastions, Geneve, Swi tzerlarxl
Approval signed by: Ch. Jung, le secretaire
Principe de relativite et ses consequences dans la physique moderne. 29: 5-28; 125-244
Theorie des quantites lumineuses et la question de la localisation de l'energie
electromagnetique. 29: 525-8
Forces ponderomotrices qui agissent sur les conducteurs ferromagnetiques disposes dans
un champ magnetique et parcourus par un courant. 30: 323-4
Bases physiques d 'une theorie de la gravitation (Translated by E. Guillaume). 37: 5-12
ASTRONOMISCHE NA.CHRICHTEN
Akademie-Verlag, Schiffbauerdamm 19, Berlin N.W. 7, Germany
Approval signed by: Prof. Dr. J. Wempe, editor of Astronomische Nachrichten
Bemerkung zu P. Harzers Abhandlung: Die MitfUhrung des Lichtes in Glas and die Aberration.
199: 8-10
Antwort auf eine Replik P. Harzers. 199: 47-8
Bemerkung zu der Notiz von W. Anderson: Neue Erklarung des k6ntinuierlichen Koronaspektrums.
219: 19
Antwort auf eine Bemerkung von W. Anderson. 221: 329-30
ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNA.L
University of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago 37, Illinois
Apprbval signed by: Adriaan Blaauw, Associate Editor
W. H. JuliUS, 1860-1925.

63: 196-8

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS
University of T.oronto, Toronto, Canada
Approval signed by: G. Robinson
Motion of particles in general relativity theory (with L. Infeld).

7: 209-41

DEUTSCHE PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHAFT, VERHANDIllNGEN
Verband Deutscher Physikalischer Gesellschaften, Braunschweig, Bundesallee 100, Germany
Approval signed by: H. Ebert
Beitrage zur Quantentheorie. 16: 820-8 (also listed as Berichte)
Experimenteller Nachweis der Ampereschen Molekularstreme (with W. J. de Haas). 17: 152-70;
203 (Berichtigung). Notiz zu unserer Arbeit, ibid., p. 420
Einfaches Experiment zum Nachweis der Ampereschen Molekularstreme. 18: 173-7
Strahlungs-emission und -absorption nach der Quantentheorie. 18: 318-23
Zum Quantensatz von Sommerfeld und Epstein. 19: 82-92
Lassen sich Brechungsexponenten der Kerper fUr Rentgenstrahlen experimentell ermitteln?
20: 86-7
Bemerkung zu Gehrckes Notiz: Uber den Xther. 20: 261

JAIIRHICH DER RADIOAKTIVITAT UND ELEKTRONIC
S. Hirzel Verlag, Leipzig C 1, Schuhmachergasschen 1-3, Germany
ApprOVal signed by: W. Kohler
Relativitatsprinzip und die aus demselben gezogenen Folgerungen.
(Berichtigungen)

4: 4ll-62; 5: 98-9
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE ET LE RADIUM
Journal de Physique, 12 Place Henri-Bergson, Paris 8, France
Approval signed by: C. Maurice Blondin
Deduction thermodynamique de la loi de l'equivalence photochimique.

3: 277-282

JOURNAL OF THE FRANKLIN INSTI'IUTE
The Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Approval signed by: Nancy S. Glenn
Physik und Realitat. 221: 313-47
On gravitational waves (with N. Rosen)
KOLLOID-ZEITSCHRIFT
Dr. Dietrich Steinkopff Verlag, Holzhofallee 35, Darmstadt, Germany
ApprOVal signed by: (illegible)
Bemerkung zur Abhandlung von W. R. Hess: Theorie der Viscositat heterogener Systeme.
27: 137 (1920)
KQ\oIINKLIJKE NEDERLANDSE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN, PROCEEDINGS
North Holland Publishing CompB.I\Y, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Approval signed by: (illegible)
Experimental proof of the existence of Ampere's molecular currents (with W.J. de Haas).
18: 696-7ll
Proefondervindelijk bewijs voor het bestaan der moleculaire stroomen van Ampere (with
W.J. de Haas). 23: 1449-1464
(NOTE; same paper as above)
Die Diracgleichungen fur Semivektoren (with W. Mayer). 36:497-516
Spaltung der nattirlichsten Feldglaichungen fur Semivektoren in Spinor-gleichungen vom
Dirac'schen Typus (with W. Mayer). 36: 615-9
MATHEMATISCHE ANNALEN
Springer-Verlag, (17a) Heidezberg, Neuenheimer Landstrasse 24, Germ8J\Y
Approval signed by: (illegible)
Formale Beziehung des Riemannschen KrUmmungstensors zu den Feldgleichungen der
Gravitation. 97: 99-103
Auf die Riemann-Metrik und den Fern-Parallelismus gegrUndete einheitliche Feldtheorie.
102: 685-97
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES PROCEEDINGS
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washingtol
Approval signed by: Josephine A. Williams, Director of Publications
On the relation between the expansion and the mean density of the universe (with W. de
Sitter). 16: 213-4

NATION AND ATHENAEUM (now New Statesman and Nation)
The New Statesman and Nation, Great Turnstile, London, W.C.l, England
Approval signed by: R.T. P(owis?)
(Report of lecture at King's College on the development and present position of relativity,
with quotations). 29: 431-2
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NATURE
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., St. Martin's Street, Londoh W. C. 2. England
Approval sigred by: (stamped)

A brief outline of the development of the theory of relativity (translated by R. W.
Lawson). 106: 782-4
Theory of the affine field. 112: 448-9
(Letter to Royal Society on the occasion of the Newton bicentenary). 119: 467
(Quotation from interview with (London) Daily Chronicle of Jan. 26, on the unitary
field theory, in advance of publication of his paper on the subject, Einheitliche
Feldtheorie). 123: 175
Science and Religion. 146: 605-7
NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN
Springer-Verlag, (17a) Heidelberg, Neuenheimer Landstrasse 24, Germany
Approval signed by: (illegible)
Max Planck als Forscher. 1: 1077-9
(Review of) H. A. Lorentz: Das Relativitatsprinzip. 2: 1018
Experimenteller Nachweis der Ampereschen Molekularstrome (with W. J. de Haas). 3: 237-8
(Review of) H. A. Lorentz: Theories statistiques en thermodynamique. 4: 480-1
Elementare Theorie der Wasserwellen und des Fluges. 4: 509-10
(Review of) H. v. Helmholtz: Zwei Vortrage iiber Goethe. 5: 675
Marian von Smoluchowski. 5: 737-8
(Review of) H. Weyl: Raum, Zeit, Materie. 6: 373
Dialog u1>er Einwande gegen die Relativitatstheorie. 6: 697-702
Priifung der allgemeinen Relativitatstheorie. 7: 776
Inwiefern lasst sich die moderne Gravitationstheorie ohne die Relativitat begrunden?
8: 1010-1
(Review of) W. Pauli: Rela tivitatstheorie. 10: 184-5
Emil WarbJ.rg als Forscher. 10: 823-8
Zum hundertjahrigen Gedenktag von Lord Kelvins Geturt. 12: 601-2
Ursache der Maanderbilding der Flusslaufe und des sogenannten Baerschen Gesetzes.
14: 223-4
Vorschlag zu einem die Natur des elementaren Strahlungs-emissions-prozesses betreffenden
Experiment. 14: 300-1
Newtons Mechanik und ihr Einfluss auf die Gestaltung der theoretischen Physik. 15: 273-6
(Note appended to a reprinting of Aragp's memorial address on Thomas Young before the
French Academy). 17,: 363
(Review of) S. Weinberg: Erkenntnistheorie. 18: 536
Zu Dr. Berliners siebzigstem Geburtstag. 20: 913
NORD-SUD
Carl Heymanns Verlag KG, Berlin, Charlottenburg 2, OIitenbergerstrasse 3
Approval signed by: (illegible)
Newtons 200. Todestag.

50. Jahrgang: 36-40

PHYSICA
Martinus Nijhoff, P.O.B. 269, The Hague Netherlands
ApprOVal signed by: director
'
Elektron und allgemeine Relativi tatstheorie.

5: 330-4

PHYSICAL REVIEW
American Institute of Physics, 57 East 55th Street, New York City
ApprOVal signed by: S. A. Goudsmit

Kn~~;e~g_~f past and future in quan1llm mechanics (with R. C. Tolman and B. Podolsky).
Can quantum-mechanical description of physical reality be considered complete? (with
B. Podolsky and N. Rosen). 47: 777-80
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PHYSICAL REVIEW, continued
The particle problem in the general theory of relativity (with N. Rosen).
Two-body problem in general relativity theory (with N. Rosen). 49: 404-5

48: 73-7

PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHA1"""'T MITTEIWNGEN
Physikalische Gese11schaft, Gloriastrasse 35, Zurich, Switzerland
Approval signed by: E. Bas
Quantentheorie der Strahlung.

16: 47-62

PHYSIKALISCHEN ZEITSOlRIIT
S. Hirzel Verlag, Leipzig C 1, Schuhmachergasschen 1-3, Germany
Approval signed by: W. Kohler
Neue elektrostatische Methode zur Messung kleiner Elektrizitatsmengen. 9: 216-7
Zum gegenwartigen Stande des Strahlungsproblel1l8. 10: 185-93
Entwicklung unserer Anschauungen tiber das Wesen und die Konstitution der Strahlung.
10: 817-25
Zum Ehrenfestschen Paradoxon. 12: 509-10
Zum gegenwartigen Stande des Gravitationsproblems. 14: 1249-66
Nachtragliche Antwort auf eine Frage von Reissner. 15: 108-10
Principie11es zur verallgemeinerten Relativitatstheorie und Gravitationstheorie.
15: 176-80
Ernst Mach. 17: 101-4
Quantentheorie der Strahlung. 18: 121-8
Notiz zu Schrodingers Arbeit: Energiekomponenten des Gravi tationsfeldes. Ill: 115-6
Bemerkung zu Schrodingers Notiz: LOsungssystem der a11gemain kovarianten
Gravitationsgleichungen. 19: 165-6
REVIEWS OF MODERN PHYSICS
American Institute of Physics, 57 East 55th Street, New York City
Approval signed by: J. M. Buchler, Edi tar
Influence of the expansion of space on the gravitation fields surrounding the
individual stars (with E. G. Straus). 17: 120-4; correcticns and additions, 18: 148-9
Gereralized theory of gravitation. 20: 35-9
REVUE GENERALE DE L'iSLECTRICITg
12 Place Henri Bergson, Paris 8, France
Approval signed by: C. Maurice Blondin
Sur la theorie synthetique des champs (with Th. de Donder).

25: 644-8

SCHWEIZERISCHE NATURFOOSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT, VERHANDWNGEN
Btichler and Co., Bern, Switzerland
Approval szgned by: Prof. J. de Beaumont
Physikalische Grundlagen und leitende Gedanken fUr eine Gravitationstheorie.
Gravitationstheorie. 96, 2: 137-8
Uber den Xther. 105, 2: 85-93

96, 2: 146
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SCIENCE
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D. C.
Approval signed by: .G. DuShane, Editor
(Letter to Royal Society on the occasion of the Newton bicentenary). 65: 1341-8
Establishment of an international bureau of meteorology. 65: 415-7
Appreciation of Simon Newcomb. (Translation of a letter to Newcomb's daUghter dated
July 15, 1926). 69: 249
Address at University of Nottingham. (Translated by Dr. 1. H. Brose). 71: 608-10
Thomas Alva Edison, 1847-1931. 74: 404-5
Gravitational and electrical fields. (Translation of preliminary report for the Josiah
Macy, Jr. foundation). 74: 438-9
(Reply to congratulatory adctesses at a dinner given by the California Institute of
Technology, January 15, 1931.) 73: 379
(Review of) R. Tolman: Relativity, thermodynamics and oosmology. 80: 358
Lens-like action of a star by deviation of light in the gravitational field. 84: 506-7
Considerations concerning the fundamentals of theoretical physics. 91: 487-92
SCIENTIA
Nicola Zaniche11i, La Direction Asso (Como) Italy
Approval signed by: Dott. Paolo Bonetti
ZUlU Relativitatsproblem.

15: 337-48

SCIENTIFIC MON'lHLY
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Approval signed by: G. DuShane,
The work and personality of Walter Nernst.

54: 195-6

SCRIPTA
The !"agnes Press, The He brew University, Jerusalem
Approval signed by: H. Toren
Beweis der Nichtexistenz eines ueera11 regularen zentrisch symmetrischen Feldes nach
der Feldtheorie von Kaluza (with J. Grommer). 1, no. 7, 5 pp
SOCIB'l']<; FRANCAISE DE PHlLOSOPHIE, IDLLETIN
Societe Francaise de Philosophie, Sorbonne, 17, Rue de la Sorbonne, Paris 5, France
Approval signed by: Suzanne Delorme, Secretaire
Theorie de relativite.

22: 97, 98, 101, 101, Ill, 112

TECHNION YEARBOOK (then known as the TECHNION JOURNAL)
American Society for Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Inc., 1000 Fifth Avenue,
New York City
Approval signed by: David C. Gross, Editor
Elementary derivation of the equivalence of mass and energy.

5: 16-17
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VIERTEWAHRSSCHRIFT FUR GERICHTLICHE MEDIZIN
Springer-Verlag, (17a) Heidelberg, Neuenheimer Landstrasse 24, Germany
Approval signed by:
(illegible)
Gibt es eine Gravitationswirkung die der elektrodynamischen Induktionswirkung analog
ist? 44: 37-40
YALE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY GAZE'ITE
Yale University Library, New Haven, Connecticut
Approval signed by: j)onald Gallup
Uber den gegenwiirtigen stand der allgemeinen Relativitatstheorie.

6: 3-6

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR ELEKTROCHEMIE
Blmengesellschaft fUr Physikalische Chemie, Karlsruhe, Englerstrasse ll, Germany
Theoretische Bemerkungen tiber die Brownsche Bewegung. 13: 41-2
Elementare Theorie der Brownschen Bewegung. 14: 235-9
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR MATHEMATIK UND PHYSIK
B. G. Teubner, Leipzig C 1, Goldschmidtstrasse 28, Germany
Approval signed by: (illegible)
Entwurf einer verallgemeinerten Relativitatstheorie und eine Theorie der Gravitation.
I. Physikalischer Teil von A. Einstein. II. Mathematischer Teil von M. Grossman.
Leipzig, Teubner. 38 pp. "'onderdruck aus Zeitschrlit fUr Mathematik und Physik 62:
225-61 (Physikalischer Teil, 225-44)
Kovarianzeigenschai'ten der Feldgleichungen der auf die verallgemeinerte Relativitatstheorie
gegrtindeten Gravitationstheone (with M. Grossmann). 63: 215-25
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHYSIK
Springer-Verlag, (17a) Heidelberg, Neuenheimer Landstrasse 24, Germany
Approval signed by: (illegible)
Quantentheoretische Bemerkungen zum Experiment von Stern und Gerlach (with P. Ehrenfest).
ll: 31-4
Bemerkung zu der Arbeit von A. Friedmann: Uber die Kriimmung des Raumes. ll: 326
Quantentheorie des Strahlungsgleichgewichts (with P. Ehrenfest). 19: 301-6
Theone der Radiometerkrafte. 27: 1-6
(Note appended to paper by Bose: W"armegleichgewicht im Strahlungsfeld bei Anwesenheit
von Materie). 27: 392-3
Bemerkung zu P. Jordans Abhandlung: Theorie der Quantenstrahlung. 31: 784-5
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GEORGE ALLEN & UNWIN LTD, 40 Museum Street, London, W. C. 1
Epproval signed by: P. Sherwin
M. Planck Where Is Science Going: Prologue, pp. 7-12; Epilogue, a socratic dialogue,
interlocutors, Einstein and Murphy, pp. 201-13
NOTE:

permission contingent on payment of $7.00 fee.
being made ll/65

Payment

JOHANN AMBROSIUS BARTH, Leipzig Cl, Salomonstrasse 18 B
Approval si gned by: F. Schwarz
Reichinstein Grenzflachenvorgange in der unbelebten und belebten Natur:

Geleitwort

G. BELL AND SONS LTD, York House, 6 Portugal Street, London, W. C. 2
Approval signed by: W. Granville
Sir Isaac Newton Optiks ••reprinted from the 4th edition, Londen, 1730:

Foreword, pp. vii-viii

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Pasadena, California
Approval signed by: Clark Millikan
Theodore von Karman Anniversa
Volume: Five-dimensional representat-ion of gravitation
and electricity with V. Bargmann and P. G. Bergmann), pp. 212-25
CRO'I'IN PUBLISHERS, INC., 419 Fourth Avenue, New Yorlc 16, New York
Approval signed by: Lucile Wilder
Saxe Commins and R. N. Linscott, ed. Man and the Universe, Random House:
space, ether and the field in physics, pp. 471-82
NOTE:

The problem of

copyright transferred to Crown Publishers, Inc. for use in
A. Einstein Ideas and Opinions, 1954. Credit to include
"From Mein Weltbild, Amsterdam, 1934."

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, 35 West 32nd Street, New York, New York
Approval signed by: Walter Yust

14th edition:

Space-time.

vol. 21, pp. 105-8

GLASOO~l,

UNIVERSITY OF, The University Library, Glasgow 2, Scotland
Approval signed by: R. O. MacKenna, Secretary of Publications Committee

A. Einstein The Ori . ns
A. Gibson Foundation,

General Theo
of Relativi
Lecture on the George
th, 1933. II pp. Glasgow University publications, no. 30)

VICTOR GOLLANCZ,LTD., 14 Henrietta Street, aovent Garden, London, W. C. 2
Approval signed by: Arthur A. Donigian, Attorney in Fact for Leopold InfeiLd, 207 Union
Street, Hackensack, New Jersey
L. Infeld The World in Modern Science:

Introduction, pp. 5-6
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THE GROLIER SOCIETY INC., 2 West u5th Street, New York 36, New York
Approval signed by: Kenneth D. Sultzer, Executive Editor
The Grolier Encyclopedia, 19u7 (actual date of issue 19u8):
Relativity, Vol. 9, p. 19

Einstein's Theory of

OHELL FUSSLI VERLAG, Zurich 22, NUschelerstrasse 22, Switzerland
Approval signed by: (illegible)
Concurring approval signed by: Emil Honegger, Susenbergstrasse 85, Zurich
E. Honegger, ed. Festschrift zum 70. Geburtstag von Prof. Stodola:
Stand der Feldtlleone, pp. 126-32

Uber den gegenwartigen

OXFORD, CLARENDON PRESS, Oxford, England
Approval signed by: J. K. Cordy
A. Einstein On the Method of Theoretical Physics.
delivered June 10, 1933. 15 pp.

The Herbert Spencer Lecture

PRENTICE-HALL, INC., 70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, New York
Approval signed by: Laura D. Hazard, Permissions Editor
Peter G. Bergmann Introduction to the Theory of Relativity:

Foreword, p. v

SIMON AND SCHUSTER, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, New York
Approval signed by: Arthur A. Donigian, Attorney in Fact for Leopold Infeld, 207 Union
Street, Hackensack, New Jersey
with L. Infeld The Evolution of Physics:
Relativity and Quanta. x, 319 pp.

The Growth of Ideas from Early Concepts to

SPENCER PRESS, INC., 153 North Mich igan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois
Approval signed by: Carroll Chouinard
American Peoples Encyclopedia, 19u8:
Vol. 16, col. 6ou-8

Relativity: essence of the theory of relativity,

SPRINGER-VERLAG, (17a) Heidelberg, Neuenheimer Landstrasse 2u, Germany
Approval signed by: (illegible)
A. S. Eddington Relativitatstheorie in Mathematischer Behandlung: Anhang: Eddingtons
Theorie und Hamiltonsches Prinzip, pp. 366-71
Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft zur Forderung der Wissenschaft, Festschrift ••• zu ihrem
zehnjanrigen Jubilaum: Einfache Anwendung des Newtonschen Gravitationsgesetzes auf
die kugelformigen Sternhaufen, pp. 50-2
A. Einstein Geometrie und Erfahrung, erweiterte Fassung des Festvortrages gehalten an der
preussischen Akademie, 20 pp.
1920
A. Einstein Ather und Relativitatstheorie, Rede gehaJ.ten am 5. Mail an der Reichs-Universitat
zu Leiden, 15 pp.
Erwin F. Freundlich Grundlagen der Einsteinschen Gravi tationstheorie (1916): Vorwort
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B. G. TEUBNER VERLAGSGESELLSCHAFT, Leipzig C 1, Goldschmidtstrasse 28
Approval signed by: (illegible)
Kultur der Gegenwart, III. Teil, 3. Abt. l.Band: Physik 2. Auflage 1925 Teubner, Leipzig
Theoretische Atomistik. pp 251-63 Redaktion von E. Lecher
Relativitatstheorie. pp. 703-13 Teubner, Leipzig
Theoretische Atomistik. pp. 281-94 Teubner, Leipzig
Relativitatstheorie. pp. 783-97 Teubner, Leipzig
TUDOR PUBLISHING COMPANY, 221 Fourth Avenue, New York 3, New York
Approval signed by: Paul A. SchUpp, Editor, The Library of Living Philosophers, Inc.
Paul A. SchUpp, ed. The Philosophy of Bertrand Russell, Library of Living Philosophers,
vol. 5: Remarks on Bertrand Russell's theory of lrnowledge, pp. 277-91
WEIDMANNSCHE VERLAGSBJrnHANDLUNG, Berlin, Charlottenburg 9
Approval signed by: (illegible)
H. Diels Lucretius, de rerum natura, lateinisch und deutsch:

Geleitwort, vol. 2, p. vi, a-b
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FRANKFURTER ZEITUNG, Frankfurt, Germa.ny
Approval signed 01: Raykowski, Frankfurter Societats-Druckerei Gesellschaft mit beschrankta
Haftung Zentralabteilung
(jber Kepler.

9 November 1930, p. 16, col. 3-4

'IHE MANCHESTER GUARDIAN, Manchester, England
Approval signed 01: (illegible), Acting Editor
Isaac Newton.

19 March, 1927.

(reproduced in Manchester Guardian Weekly, vol. 16, pp. 234-5)

THE TIMES, The Times Publishing Company, Limited, Printing House Square, London, E. C.
Approval signed 01: Ian Hinton
My theory.

28 November 1919, p. 13
The new field theory. 4 February 1929

VOSSISCHE ZElTUNG, Verlag Ullstein, Berlin-Tempelhof, Mariendorfer Dann 1/3
Approval signed by: Heinz U. Schl(?)
Relativitatsprinzip. 26 April 1914, pp. 33-34
Friedrich Adler als Physiker. Morgenausgabe (no. 295) May 23, 1917, p. 2
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P. ]. CONKWRIGHT,
CORDON HUBEL,

November 2, 1965
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Professor Valentine Bargmann
Department of Physics
Princeton University
Gentlemen:
I am enclosing a copy of a letter just received from Dr. Nathan.
You will see that he requires a full table of contents of the material
to be included in the proposed publication of Professor Einstein's
scientific papers, and he is not satisfied with the references in the
Schilpp volume. When we have the full table of contents, Dr. Nathan
apparently will discuss terms with us. It would seem to me worthwhile
to put together such a table of contents, and I could have it done from
the material available, but I think it would be better to have it done
under Dr. Bargmann's supervision. I hope that this can be done.
Dr. Nathan refers also to the permissions obtained in reply to
the letter sent out by Dr. Oppenheimer some years ago. It occurs to me
that this may be a sticking point in Dr. Nathan's mind, since I suspect
he resents the fact that that letter was sent. I do not see why those
permissions, to the extent that they are valid, should be turned back to
Dr. Nathan, since wbat we want is his permission in addition. There is
a matter of strategy here which Dr. Oppenheimer and I might perhaps discuss.
Certainly we should tell Dr. Nathan what
purpose the table of contents will be needed.
with Dr. Nathan ought not to take up in detail
individual papers, since these are undoubtedly

we plan to do, and for that
But I think our discussion
the question of rights in
very confused, bein~ in the
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Dr. Oppenheimer
Professor Bargmann

page 2

public domain in some countries and not in others, etc. What we want
from him is blanket permission to go ahead, to the extent that he is
able to give such permission' where any other permission is needed,
we should get it ourselves. Ordinarily I would prefer to have the
executor take the full responsibility, but since Dr. Nathan seems rather
uncooperative, and since he will surely not make an effort to get additional permissions on our behalf, I think we must do it ourselves.
How does this seem to you?
Sincerely yours,

~
J r.

HSBJr:eb
Enclosure
Dr Nathan's ltr
of 10-28-65
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
55 EAST IOTI:t STREET

NEW YORK 3, NEW YORK

October 28, 1965

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Mr. Bailey:
I appreciate your kindness in callin~ your letter of Uay 12. 1965. to my
attention. I suppose that I did not attend to it since I did not cuite
krow what ~l~ information you expected f~om me.
As I ~~ntioned before. the issues to be solved hetween us are/as far as I
can see,the ~uestions of copyrights and royalties. No fruitful discussion
see~S to be possible about there prohlems before you havc ~Ade a final
decision as to the contents of the pUblication. I had hoped that, in ti~e,
)'OU would be able to submi.t to me a Tabie of Contents indicating the titles
and the original sources of publication includin~ the publication year and
the publisher. It is almost impossible for me to work on the basis of the
list which ~~s attached to your letter which gives me~ely the numhers in
the Schilpp volume. It might also help if you would be able to let ~~ have
the pennissions .;hich were obtained in reply to Dr. Oppenheimer's request
SOlle years a~o.
I am severely hurdened with work and, being r.ithout any help or assistance,
am obliged to a9k that ol:he question) in regard to cop~'l"ights on Einstein's
works be suhmitted to me ~~th a9 much detailed information as is at all available. With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours,

Ii?

/:';4- .

otto Nathan
Trustee
ON:jl
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WILLIAM
P, ].

CORDON

c.

BECKER,

October 21, 1965

Dr. Otto athan
55 East 10th Street
New York, New York 10003
Dear Dr. Nathan:
I had heard that you were ill and so I was not surprised when
I didn't hear from you in response to my letter of Hay 12,1965.
Recently, however, I understand that Mr. Hubel bas been in touch with
you sbout translations of THE MEANING OF RELATIVITY, and I take this
to indicate that you have recovered. I trust that you were not seriously ill and that you are well now.
To save your looking for it in the papers that must have accumulated while you were ill, I am enclosing a copy of my letter of May 12.
Dr. Oppenheimer and I are both anxious to complete arrangements for
publication of Professor Einstein's scientific papers, and we hope to
have your views on this matter 900n. We would of course be glad to
meet with you, and I shall hope to hear from you before long.
Sincerely yours,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
aSBJr:eb
Enclosure
Blind copy:
J. Robert Oppenheimer
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1)

ar

• ",harOlt:

'l'h1s lettar will cc tituts your appointment, for a
period of one year, fro October 1, 1965 to
t bel' 30,
1966, u assistant to Professor Ear
nn to elp him in tbe
pI'
aUon of material to be published in Ule Einstein
Co1111cta. Your salary 1Jill be
a y ar, which I 01Ud
ropo e to pay to you in ten onthJ3 insta1.l.Dlents beginning
Octo 6l' 15, 1965. ..jhould you wish us to aka other arrangllJlleIlt&,
pl ase do DOt hesitate to let u know.

,sao

I add
t I &Ill ve
glad that you are a.ble to
ertake thi4 vorl<, which prolllises to bring the
blication
of
Collecta to a
ch earlier realization.

cod wishe ,

Robert

• Yitshalc Sharon
Palmer Laboratory
Princeton Un!versi ty
inetoton, «IV Jer
cc Professor
• Morgan - charge Publications Fund.

pcnheimer
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PALMER PHYSICAL LABORATORY
ParNCETON UNIVERSl'lY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

October 13, 1965

Dr. Robert J. Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Robert:
As I told you, I have asked Mr. Yitzhak Sharon
(address: Palmer Laboratory) to assist me in the work on the
Einstein papers. He started work on October 1.
An arrangement similar to
would be greatly appreciated, i.e.,
the academic year. (Sharon expects
shortly. His thesis, written under
vision, is completed.)

that with Prugovel(ki
a salary of $6,000 for
to have his degree very
Eugene Wigner's super-

Like Prugove~ki, Sharon is not an American citizen,
and i t seems that the wording of the letter of appointment
is of some significance, because he is allowed to take only
certain kinds of jobs. Your letter to Prugovec;ki was highly
satisfactory. Would you be kind enough to write to Sharon in
the same form?
With many thanks and best regards,
Sincerely yours,

V. Bargmann

)(
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Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
The Institute For Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
Enclosed is a draft of a letter that might be sent to Dr.
Nathan in reply to his letter of April l2. Please let me know
if you think it is satisfactory or could be improved in any ·.ay.
I am also enclosing for your convenience the tentative list of
papers to be included. This is the same list we were using in
1957, but Bargmann says it is still all right. I propose to
send a copy also to Dr. Nathan.
I shall be glad to have your comments on my proposed letter.
Sincerely,

9'j.~~.

HSBJr:eb
Enclosures

Herbert S. Bail~, Jr.
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DR AFT

Dr. Otto Nathan
55 East lOth Street
New York 3, New York
Dear Dr. Nathan:
I have discussed with Dr. Oppenheimer your letter of April 12.
After our correspondence in 1956-57 our project was temporarily laid aside
because there seemed to be no way to undertake the tremendous task of going
through Professor Einstein's published scientific writings carefully to
look for misprints and the like; probably you are aware that there are
many such errors of that kind in the printed works, and one would not
want to perpetuate them in a collected volume.

But this year the Institute

made it possible for Professor Bargmann to have as an assistant a physicist
who has been reading all the papers very carefully, consulting with Professor
Bargmann on all difficult questions.

Thus i t now SISsiE appears possible to

issue a collection of Professor Einstein's scientific papers in a carefully
prepared accurate text.
As to the copyright, we agree entirely that the situation varies
greatly with the different papers.
there are geographic differences.

Some are in the public domain; moreover
I suppose that most of the early papers

are still in copyright in Europe but not in the United States.

These are

matters that will have to be straightened out, but in any case we would want
the cooperation of the Estate.

We have hoped that you would join us, when

the time came, in wishing to see a collected edition of Professor Einstein's
scientific writings pUblished.

I see no reason why we cannot now proceed to

make arrangements for publication.

For such arrangements we will want to
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have permissions from you and also from those publishers who hold rights
and who have not yet answered Dr. Oppenheimer's earlier request.
You suggest that a lump sum payment might be preferable to a
royalty.

I would have no objection to such an approach, and indeed it

would have some advantages.

How would you like to proceed from here?

Perhaps you will want to suggest an appropriate sum, or would you like me
to do so?

The main thing is to agree on the basic plan; when that is done,

I am sure we will be able to provide an appropriate royalty either as a
lump sum or a percentage of list price.

I am enclosing a tentative list

of papers to be included, as nearly final as possible; you will see that we
are using the bibliography prepared by Miss Shields of the Princeton Library
(in the Schilpp volume) as a basis.

What is the next step?

I shall look forNard to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
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April 16, 1965

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
1 am enclosing a copy of a letter just received from Dr. Nathan
regarding Professor Einstein's scientific papers. 1 am somewhat at a
loss how to answer it, since the questions raised are rather vague. It
does not appear that Dr. Nathan is going to be immediately amenable,
but he seems to be open to proposals. The payment of a lu=p sum as
royalty would not offer an insuperable obstacle in principle, though of
course 1 don't know how large a payment Dr. Nathan has in mind.
1 am going to be away from Princeton all next week, but 1 shall
telephone you when 1 return and perhaps we can decide how to proceed.
Meanwhile 1 thought it would be well for you to have this letter.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,

,/
,//,j

I

H

Herbert S. Bailey,
HSBJr:eb
Enclosure

);.
:r:.

'j;~;y
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
55 EAST lOT" STREET
NEW YORK 3, NEW YORK

April 12. 1965

Eerbert S. Bailey. Jr.
Princeton University Press
Princeton. new Jersey

~r.

Dear

~r.

Bailey:

I received your letter of Maroh SO, 1965. Since I had not heard from
you about the Einstein project for almost eight yearA. I had assumed
that Princeton University Press had abandoned its plan to republish
Ein~ein's published writings.
I was interested to learn that this
is not the case. I was also interested to learn about the work that
is presently under way in preparation of the publication.
I have reviewed the previous correspondence in regard to the project
between Dr. Oppenheimer. yourself and myself and believe that the
Estate's position was stated with sufficient clarity in the various
communications which I addressed to Dr. Oppenheimer and yourself years
ago. The only cha~ge that has since occurred is the publication-under the Estate's auspices--of a microprir.t edition of all of Einstein's
scientific and non-scientific published writings, together with all translatione trAt were accessible to us.
The issues which were lett undecided between the Press and the Estate in
1~57 concerned copyrights, literary property and royalties.
It does not
appear to me that a discussion of these items could be fruitful before a
relatively final ~nuscript is available. which you indicate is not yet
the case. You seem to assume that the Estate owns the copyright on all
of Einstein's ~orks. This is not true as far as published writings are
concerned. In those cases. the Estate possesses the literary property as
long as the copyright in a specific pUblication has not expired--regardless
of whether the copyright is owned by the Estate itself or by a publisher
or cagazine editor. However, the Estate has always considered it necessary
that publication permission from the cOPJTight owners be arranged for.
even if the Estate. as the owner of the literary property. is prepared to
gr&nt republication privileges. Once the ~nuscript is completed. I suppose
that Princeton University Press--as. in your language, the primary party
in the pUblication projeot--will wish to examine these problems very
carefully. I do not know. of course, whether the permissions requested
by the Institute in 1956, to which our correspondence of September and
November of that year referred, were sought trom all the copyright owners
involved, whether they were granted as requested by the Institute and
whether they would satisty all neoessary requirements.
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As far as royalties are concerned, the Estate may suggest that the mode
of payment be given careful consideration. In view of its experiences
.. ith other publication projects over the last deC&.de, the Estate feels
that the payment of a lump sum before pUblication may be prefer~ble to
periodio payments during the publicationts lifetime of royalties expressed
in a given percentage of the retail sales prioe.
I shall look forward with interest to hearing from you again wheneTer you
feel that the time has como for further discussions of some of the points
mentioned a boTe.

Sincerely yours,
!)Ir)

,.
ON:jl

td-.

Otto Nathan
Trustee

-.
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3/22/65 - 4:50 p.m.

Mr. Bailey called to ask if the time of the meeting
with Miss D. (2:30 wed.) could possibly be changed
to ~ another day--; much to his embarrassment, he
discovered that ~~d. p.m. is the one time during the
week when he is not free.

Wed. morning, Thursday until 4:00, and Friday are
open.
I said I would call him tomorrow about this, after
speaking with you.

e/u;t:

~.'
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ar

ir.

iley:

Your draft letter to Dr. lathan se lIS just
about right to e. I have one sugges on: in
the second para aph.fro. the bottom of the
second page, I think we should not assume that
the
tate could not
e difficulties f"or our
publication, rot if" it does indeed oold all
cop"ligbts. i t will reduce the dirticulties to
one.
With

liJ

good wishes,

Robert Oppenheimer

• Herbert • Bailey, Jr.
Princeton Oniversit;y Press
Princeton, ev Jersey

.....

"
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March 26, 1965

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer

The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
I am enclosing a draft of a letter that might be sent to

Dr. Nathan with respect to the publication of Professor Einstein's
scientific papers. I should be glad if you would read it and let
me know whether you have any suggestions for changes.
I do not mean to press the question of the letters now, but
it seemed to me that perhaps an expression of interest in later
publication of the letters would predispose Dr. Nathan toward
publication of the scientific papers now. Also, of course, my
interest in publication of the letters is genuine.
I hope you will find the letter satisfactory, and in any case
I shall be glad to have your suggestions.
Sincerely,

9(!.~~.
Herbert S.
HSBJr:eb
Enclosure

Baile~ Jr.
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March 22, 1965

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
I have now had a chance to look further into the question of publishing
the Scientific Papers of Albert Einstein, and to make some rough estimates.
Of course at this point, without actual copies of the papers to be included,
it is difficult to provide anything more than approximations. tlevertheless
a general outline can be provided.
I believe that Professor Einstein's Scientific Papers will make four
volumes of approximately 500 pages each. Our publication cost would probably
be in the neighborhood of $75,000. We would, of course, assume this cost,
plus whatever royalty is to be paid. we would plan to print 5000 sets, and
we would put on an international prepublication campaign to sell them at a
list price of $40 per set. After publication the price would go to $50 per
set. This is on the assumption that a normal royalty of l~ would be paid.
If a hi~her royalty is required, the f~es would probably have to be adjusted,
but it is difficult to say exactly because the cost fi=es are so rough.
Nevertheless this should give you an idea of what we would be able to do, and
when we can have a complete set of the papers for estimating purposes we shall
be glad to make a firm agreement.
I would also like to keep in mind the possibility of issuing a single
volume of THE CHIEF SCIE1<"I'IFIC ! APERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN, probably somewhat
after publication of the complete SCIENTIFIC PAPERS. The sale of the fourvolume work is certain to be mainly to libraries, but a selective volume,
possibly also in paperback, would make the most important work widely available
to individuals and students. But the first thi~, of course, is to publish
the comprehensive set.
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Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
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I think i t is hardly necessary to point out that Princeton University
Press would be an appropriate publisher for Professor Einstein's Fapers.
Among other reasons, as a university press we keep our books in print much
longer than commercial publishers, reprinting them even in small editions
if necessary. It is difficult to say how long it would take us to sell
5000 sets of Professor Einstein's Papers, but you can be sure that we would
expect to keep the volumes in print for a very long time.
I shall look forward to discussing this with you.
Sincerely,

<yV/~~.
Herbert S. Bailey) Jr.
HSBJr:eb
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February 8, 1965

Dr. J .•.0 ert p nbe' er
e Institute for
vanced St.ld,y
Princeton, 'ew Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer,
I understand from rrofes r Bargmann t
t he ~s a?Jlng v ry good
progress in the project of ~repari
Pro essor ~instein's papers for
publicatio. TL~s is a roject that _ isc~ssed with Professor Bar~
'1ld with Dr. athan som ye rs ago, but at that time i t di not seem
ssible to make any progress. • ow I understand t t under t.. sponsorshi of t e Inatit te for
vanced Sti
the work is goin ahe ,and I
want to e ress to you the desire of Princeton 'niv rsity Press to
ve
the Einstein
pers . e same kind f f 11
blication that we are roviding
f r the Jefferson pa ers end t
t we ehall rovide f r he ils0n
pers.
The Trustees f tIe ress have specific lly encouraged e 0 ~9Ue this
m tter wit you, and I assurs you that if an arrangement can be made to
publish Professor Einstein's papers, we s~ll do our very best to do them
justice. Of course yOti know that ",e are publishers or Professor Ein tein IS
book, TH.S J
G
TITITY, and I thi'lk we ar well equip ed to do the
w rk properly.
I am wri ting to let you kno", 0 our interest,
I shall telephone
in t e hope of maki nf' an appoint1::ent to iscuss the matter
t you in the

near future.
Sincerely yours,

::::~. ~)v_
r,eb

•
o e
•
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

January 7, 1965

Dr. Rober t Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
I feel that you should have a report of our handling of the

Prugove~ki

manuscript _

When Professor Bargmann came to me after discussing the matter with you
I knew that Mrs. Gorman was not busy, at the time, and told him that we
would be glad to see what we could do for him. By the time Mr. Prugove~ki
brought the paper to us, Professor Yang had given some work to Mrs. Gorman
which prevented her from starting the typing. She passed the Prugove~ki
work over to Mrs. Lahman who typed six or seven pages before she, too,
became involved with work for Institute members. No other Mathematics
secretary was free at the time.
It was obvious, after a few days, that no one was going to be able to
get back to this work before the holidays and I called Professor Bargmann,
after discovering that Mr. Prugove~ki was out of town. He wanted me to
estimate the time it might take us to finish the job after the holidays.
I could not give him any assurance as we were all involved in work that
would continue after the start of the new year, and we never know in advance
what work will come in from our own members. He and I agreed that the
manuscript should be returned for other arrangements, and Jessie Slowen
delivered it to Fine Hall on December 22.
Very truly yours,

(?~DL~~
Secretary
School of Mathematics
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Tdtphon<" Holborn 8577 (3 lints)
and 8203

George Allen &
PUBLISHERS
All communicaftons IQ be
(Iddrrsud to the Compa"y

Unwin Ltd

f.5 EXPORTERS

4-0, Museum Street,
London, w.e.

K! !KS

Please qrlOle our reJerrnce

I

31st August, 1961-

Robert Oppenheimer '!:sq'l
The Insitute of Advanced Study,
Princeton,
r:ev' Jer sey,

U.S ••

Dear Sirs,
On 11 September 1996

we granted

you permission to reproduce extracts from
the undermentioned books in a work which
you had in preparation.

We cannot

trace that we have received the fee of
£

for which we asked and we

7.00.

shall be glad to know whether you have
yet used this material. If payment has
been made through someone else would you
please let us know.
Yours faithfully.
for GEORGE ALLEN & U!~lIN LTD.

\nillRE IS

SC~rCE

GO

~ f

G.

\
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8 July 1958

Memorandum to Mr. Morgan:

This will authorize you t 0 charge the Publications
Fund and pay Dr. V. BarllJllBJlIl the sum of $2,222.22. as salar.1 for
the months of July and August, during which time he "ill be
worldng on Professor Einstein's papers. Dr. Bargmann "ould like
to have this money deposited to his account at the Princeton
Bank and Trust ComPlU\Y.

Robert Oppenheimer
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NEXT WEEK WE'VE GOT TO GET ORGANIZED
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10 June 19!>7

l'Iemorandum to Ifr. l'Iorglllll

'1hia "ill autboriH TOU to charge the Publications fund and
to Dr. V. U"g:nann th •
ot t66.60. ThUI ripreSllDta
reimburseoent to Dr. Barg':l8Iln tor e%p8:0S a in photostating
ter:I.al 1'r= Annalen der Physik. per attached state!llent.
~

Itobert Oppenhe1mar
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May 28th,

AccountatlJ.

1957

Dr. Robert J. Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
With regard to the projected collection of Professor
Einstein's Scientific Papers, I wrote to Dr. Nathan asking him
to meet with Professor Bargmann and me at his convenience, either
in Princeton or in New York, sometime before August 1, when
Professor Bargmann will be going to Europe. I also told him that
while the Institute of course is deeply interested, as publishers
Princeton University Press would have the primary concern to make
sure that all rights were c~ar, and the like. Hence, the second
paragraph of his letter. I have replied saying that I hoped we could
get together in the fall, when rrofessor Bargmann returns.
I am sending copies of this letter and Dr. Nathan's letter
to Professor Bargmann for his information.
Sincerely yours,

C;¥.~~\fv.

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
HSB-B

~-
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Mr. Bailey (On:l.v.Press) called regarding
his letter which we received this morning.
He thought you might like to discuss that
matter before he leaves town on Saturday
for a two-week vacation.
vm

p.'YJ1.
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Executo
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stein

r. Nathan:

I am writ
to ac' owledge your letter of April 27th,
and to thank vou ror i
ing
or our deci ion with re rd
to any publi hed paper by Albert in tein whic th E~tat8
control. I hall continue to k ep ou 1n1'o=ed or an thin
derinite hich we
lL~ .er
e eernin t e pap rs or
rore or i t in.
ea
ile, tank 0 fo writin.
Sincerel

yours,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

RSB-B
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May 13, 1957
Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced StUdy
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
i r • Bailey has asked me to send you the enclosed

thermofax copy of a letter just received from Dr. Nathan,
executor of the Estate of Albert Einstein.
Cordi ally yours,

qfd.U~
JEB

~.~

Secretary
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December 6, 1956
Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear

D~.

Oppenheimer:

I am enclosing a cop of the latest letter I have
received from Dr. Nathan, and a copy of my reply.
Ilhen we know exactly what we want to do, and what cost may
be involved, I think it will be time to settle the matter with Dr.Nathan.
Meanwhile I hope he can be brought to take a more favorable view of our
project. Permission from the original publishers certainly strengthens
our position, but it is virtually certain that th~re will be some
material under Dr. Nathan's irect control, and I find that in many
cases courts have found that a magazine or ournal publisher is the
trustee of the author, even though copyrighting the material, and that
other publication rights remain with the author. This is different from
book publication, but I am afraid it does give some force to Dr.Nathan's
claim.
Essentially, however, I am sure it would be a mistake to
approach the project in a legalistic way, and Dr. Nathan must be
broucht to realize his responsibility to act as Professor Einstein
would have acted if he were still alive. Certainly we are not going
to cheat the Estate out of any financial rewards, and i f there is such
a possibility, the Estate should have its proper share. But we both
'know that this is going to be an extraordinarily expensive project, and
; it is quite doubtful whether receipts will cover costs, particularly
since we want to keep the price of the volum~down if possible.
Actually I believe that what is troubling Dp. Nathan is not
the interest of the Estate, but a matter of personal pride. His correspondence with the Scientific American on I.B.Cohen's article, which
you probably saw, indicates his wrathful possessiveness with regard to
anything concernin Einstein. He is a small man standing in a great
man's shoes, and he wants his position to be recognized. I think that
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2
by humoring him a bit he can be persuaded to cooperate. After all,
I don't think he 1s in a position really to oppose the project we
have in mind, and perhaps he only needs to be given an easy way
to come over to our side.
.lith best wishes,
Sincerely vours,

C)I;/.~~.
Herbert S. Baile!,Jr.
HSB-B
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Dear

1".

athan:

I
writing to acknowled e and thank you tor 0
tter of Dec mber 3rd, concerning t • publication rights in
Profes or Einatein's published writings. Our plans are not
yet definitely settled, and w eh 11 be in touc with you
again.
1

Sincerely yours.

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
B-B
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November 2g, 1956

Dr. J. Robert oppenheimer
The Institute for Advanced study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. oppenheimer:
I am enclosing a copy of a letter I have just received from
Dr. Nathan and a copy of my reply. I have been expecting Dr. Nathan
to make such a claim, and you will see that in my letter I have
tried to get him to pin down exactly what his claim is. I rather
think that he will decline to list the papers which he claims to
control, but will again make some very sweeping kind of general
claim. You will note that in my letter I have not acknowledged the
validity of his claim, but simply asked him to specify it. I hope
you will approve the manner of my reply.
I shall let you know what I he ar from Dr. Nathan. Perhaps
then it would be well to get together to discuss the next step. I
am confident that Dr. Nathan cannot really do anything to stand in
the way of publication 'of Professor Einstein'S Scientific ritings,
but I hope a direct conflict can be avoided.
lith best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

91J~~·

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

HSB:mg
Encs.
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ovember 27, 1956

Dr. otto Nathan
The Estate of Albert Einstein
55 E. lOth street
ell' York 3, ell' York
Dear Dr. Nathan:
I appreciate very IlIUM your writing to IIl8 concerning your
position with regard to the pUblication of Professor Einstein's
Scient1tic
i tings in the colleotion 1Ih1ch we have disoussed.
e
naturally do not want to do anything of which Dr. Einstein himself
would not approve, were he alive, and we lIOuld certainly hope that
his Estate would favor our plans. At the same t 1me, knowing that
you were proceding With a comprehensive collection of Professor
Einstein's published and unpublished writings, we planned to go
ahead with a less ambitious project, namely the published soientifio
writings. For this purpose we sought the permission of the original
publishers, just as you did for your comprehensive collection.
e
did not believe it would be necessary to ask for the formal permission of the Estate, though we intended to inform you fully of
our plans as soon as the final list of material to be included could
be settled.
In your letter you say that the Estat holds publication
rights in various of Professor Einstein's papers, and since we haye
already written to the publishers we feel it would be helpful to us
to know exactly whioh of Professor Einstein's papers the Estate
regards as literary property under its control. Presumably you have
such information ready at hand, and the list could rather easily be
made up by referring to the numbers in the bibliography of the
instein volume of The Library of Living Philosophers, and 1isting
the relatively small number of Papers published arterwlU'd. I should
be most grateful if you 1IIOuld send 111& suoh a list.
As you know, as soon as the question of Professor Einstein's
contribution to the Hadamard Volume was settled, we granted your
request to include various Einstein papers issued by Princeton university Press in your oomprehensive volume.. I trust that this matter
can be settled similarly and without difficulty.
Sincerely yours,
RSBtlIUt

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
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August 31, 1956

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Adv need Study
?rinceton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
I am enclosing herewith a copy of a letter I have
just received from Dr. Nathan, along with the carbon of
my own rpply. I still feel that without actually askin~
for Dr. Nathan's permi sion nd approval, which of course
we do not need>we can perhaps persuade him to look kindly
on our own project, and thereby avoid a clpsh which would
be unpleasant and unprofitable. Possibly you will want
to write him sayin~ that I have shown you his letter and
m repl. In any case I shvll keep you informed of an thin further that I hear from him.
Sincerel

ours,

C)/,/~~.

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
HSB!ll
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55 &. 10th St.
lIew Yorlt :5, N. Y.
August 27, 1956

0.

r. ~erbert S. Bailey, Jr.
~rlncctoD Un1.. rsi~y Press
Princeton, .~.

Yenr thanks for you let· er of A.ll;list ;:4, 1956, and for
your kineness in extendint ~prm_~sion 0 the Estate to inc~ude
in an edition of Ei:lste1n' s -olle~teJ works all of h~s matenaJ.
ftlr wbich Princetor. Un1ver,i ty i'ress owns the copyI"1ght.

....

I AS lIIUch 10teruted in the furLher- cor.tents of our letter.
Dr. Onenheilaer advilled lUI al.JIOs" e year ago that he and Professor
Bar~ considered disCUlSll1ng with Princeton Unl ....rsity Press
edition of E1.Datein' s collect~ or scientific writints, which they
contelltllated at the
As I have not receiftd ~ further 10fonu.tion aiDce, I do Dot know mether their p aDa han Il&tn~
and' mat the resent status of the project h.

an

ti...

I hop. TOll had a pleasant au-r.
With ltindeat regards.
Cordlall;y youre,

otto lIIathan
Executor

I

-
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RO talked to Mr. BaLley. Bailey will
get waivers. RO to write Nathan
later when we have a table of contents.
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J'Uly 31. 1956

Dr. J. Ro bert Oppenhe imer
Insti tum for Advanoed study
Princeton. New Jersey
Dear Dr. oppenheimer:
I am wri ting wi th regard to the 00 pyright si tuation in
oonneotion with the Einstein papers. I have been going through
the list which Professor Bargmann is seriously considering for
inclusion in the colleoted soientific papers. and I am writing
to put my oonclusions on paper for future reference. though I
also plan to discuss these with you directly.
Very, very few of the items on the list are under valid
United states copyright. since nearly all of them were originally
manuf'actured and published abroad. Nevertheless. although it is
very hard to be sure. it is likely that nearly all of them are
still protected under copyright in Europe. This is an important
consideration. sinoe the European market for the Einstein papers
will be important from every point of view. In addition~~Ubited
states has had a copyright treaty with Germany since 1892. mutually
recogni~ng copyrights, and a very large number of the items were
originally published in Germany. Many of these copyrights were
taken over by the Office of Alien Property in the Department of
Justice during the war. but I believe that nearly all of them have
been returned to the owners, when they could be located and identified. Most European countries. under the Berne.Convention. do not
require a formal notice of copyright in the publication itself, so
it is Virtually impossible to discover Whether a particular work is
copyrighted without digging into the records. and of course a great
many of the records have been destroyed.
In addition, I am sure it would be a bad policy for Princeton university Press or for the Institute for Advanced study to
take literary property without permission from the publishers,
even though the material may not be protected by international copyright treaties.
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Therefore I think the simplest and most effeotive prooedure
will be to begin by assuming that we shall have to get permission
to publish the various Einstein papers, and letters will have to be
written to the pUblishers unless permissions already seoured by Dr.
Nathan oan be used.
It is extremely unlikely that Dr. Nathan has exolusive permission to use any of this material, sinoe his form letter asks
only for authorization to go ahead With the oomprehensive oolleotion.
Therefore, exoept in so far as Dr. Nathan may have aoquired full
publishing rights, we are ih a position to go ahead independently.
I suspeot, in spite of Dr. Nathan's letter to the effeot
he is "now arranging for the publioation of Einstein I s oolla oted
wri tings, n that he has aotually only begun to aoquire permi ssions
and that he has not made any arrangements wi th publishers at all.
A duplioation of effort would be wasteful and undesirable in many
ways, so wouldn't it be well to infonn Dr. Nathan that we are planning to prepare and publish an edition of Professor Einstein's
JI soientifio writings~ Of oourse he already knows this, but wouldn't
l.v it be better to bring the matter to a head and saddle it than to
fprooeed independently on parallel lines~ I don't think Dr. Nathan
is in a position to keep us from going ahead or to make any real
trouble or even to oarry out his own projeot without some assistanoe,
partioularly if it has already been announoed that we are preparing
a oomprehensive edition of the soientifio papers.
At any rate this letter states the permissions situation as
I see it now, and as nearly as I oan detennine it without a tremendous
amount of digging.
Sinoerely yours,

91~~~-

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

HSB:mg
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!'like stopped in for authorization for Dr. Bargmann to have photostating
done in connection with the Einstein publication.
It will be some 2000 documents, which at 30i each (special low rate
from University) will be $600.
Charge publications fund?
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12 April 1956

Memorand1r.l to Mr. Morganl

This will authorize you to charge the Publications FWl and
pe.y Dr. V. BarllJll81ll1 the SUlll8 of .888.89 on J~ 1 t, 19.56; and
888.89 on August 1st, 19.56. This is his salary tor two contha '
work on Professor E1nstein's papers.

Robert Oppenhei::ler

•

•
•

Copy to Dr. Bargr:lann

,
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From a letter from Mr. Baile;r of the PriDceton UniTersiv Press dated
October 21,1955:
"I ba'Ye llpoken again with Pro!essor Bargaann about the
Einstein Papers, and he ill going to begin to go through the papers to
make a IIIOre definite sllection. When this bas been done, I ahall be allIe
to go into the . .tter again in IIIOre detail, and I will let ;rou know of an:r
developaents. "

,
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cc:.fir. Oppenheimer

JOURNAL D'ANALYSE MATHEMATIQUE
Jerusalem,
il/B, Rue Abrabanel

october

13, 1955

Professor Marston Morse
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.
Dear Professor Morse:

...
May I take this opportunity and ask you for
following favour.
I heard that there is a plan to publish the "Collec
Papers of Albert
Einstein". The Israel Scientific Press, a
r
sponsored
institution, is interested to participate in sue a
ect. They are
technically and financially able to do i •
rornis
em Il\Y help
for the technical editing and supervis·
0
d you know whom the
Press has to contact for full infor
i n a~.rventually discuss such
a participation? Thank you most sine elv';n advance •••

/s/

AmirA

B. A. ArnirA

Professor Morse answer

~

January

4, 1956

...
I am asking our secretary to find out i f she can where the
"Collected Papers of Albert Einstein" are to be pUblished. I think
Dt'. Oppenheimer will take the responsibility.

~(

,

,

u

fir
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Dear Prote••or \l8111
Your letter of J~ 24th
uat baft craned aine llqing that Dr.
Oppenhe1llllr bad wired Tell to TOur q._Uon.
I am to~ .encUng h:bI a copy of TOur
J~ 24th letter, and
_ball let TO
!mow U .oon u we
ft
further wo

Protellllor R ~ \l811
Berg.trulle 27
ZlIri

Swit.erland

Copy to Dr. Oppenheimer

lED

,£R' E Y

rCDY
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Bargstrasse 27
zurich
July 24, 1955

COPY

Professor Robert Oppenheimer
Director, Institute for Advanced study
Princeton, New Jersey
U. S. A.

Dear Robert ;
At the Relativity Conference in Bern (which, by the way, was unexpectedly
lively and interesting) I once mor spoke about the editing of Einstein's Collected
Works with Valentin Bargmann, Dr. Nathan, Pauli, Born and von Laue. They were of
the unanimous opinion that our Institute will have to tackle the task and that
they should be published by the Princeton University Press, assuming the Press is
prepared to do the job under reasonable conditions (I know that Mr. Bailey is
only too anxious to be asked for it).
SCepticism prevailed concerning inclusion of Einstein's scientific correspondence. For instance, Born said that practically all the many letters he had
from Einstein, even if they mostly were concerned with physics, contained also
personal matters, often in very blunt language, and that he was not willing to let
other people see them, to say nothing of having them published. However, the
establishment of an Einstein archive at the Institute was considered desirable) I
think, a beginning for that has already been made by Dr. Bar~, Bruria Kaufmann
and Miss Dukas.
Inclusion in the Collected Works of unpublished material was considered inopportune; exceptions could be made only after very careful investigation. The idea of
adding an English translation to the papers written in German found no support. The
Editorial Committee should be kept as small as possible, and since neither Laue nor
Born wished to participate, the final proposal foresaw as its members: Bargmann,
Pauli and myself.
What do you think of all this?" Bargmann will undoubtedly have to do the main
work. We all agreed that Bargmann and Dr. Nathan should get in touch with you as
soon as possible and prepare estimates on which a contract with the Princeton Press
could be based. (If a contract is drawn up to which you, Dr. Bargmann, and Dr.
Nathan agree, Pauli and I need not be consulted.)
With most cordial greetings to you and Kitty from Ellen and
(yours as ever)

lsi

Hermann

ItI Hermann Weyl
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22 Septelllber 1955

•

•

Dear Dr. Nathan I
I have your letter of September 20th, and understand
that the Estate is assuming no responsibility for the publication of a collection of Einstein's scientific works. The
responsibility for this pUblication :is being assumed by the
Institute for Advanced Study, under the editorial. supervision
of Professor V. Bargmann. It "i:u. probably be published by
the Princeton University Press. We have had the benefit of
consultation with Hermann Weyl, Max von Laue, Max Born, and
Wolfgang Pauli; and will continue to consult them on 8IT:f matters of policy which may ar:ise.
Should it appear desirable to include
unpublished scientific papers, or 8IT:f material
title to copyright is
sted in the Estate, we
communicate with you. These items will in 8IT:f
few, !Uld there may be nonej but on this matter
for me to give definite assurances.

8IT:f of Einstein 's
of which the

shal.l, of course,
case be very
it is too early

Sincerely,

•

Dr. Otto Nathan
55 East lOth Street
New York 3, New York

Robert Oppenheimer
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

55 East 10 street
New York 3, Hew York
September 20, 1955

Dr. Robert J. Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced s~
Princeton, Hew Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
I have given caretuJ. thought to the infoI'1ll!l.tion which
you conveyed to me over the telephone several days ago, and
would like to make a few additional remarks lest there be
8.I\1 room for misunderstandings which I am sure you are as
anxious to avoid as I am.
You advised me that you, Professor Bargmann, and several other friends of yours have reached definite conclusions about an edition of collected publications of Albert
Einstein, and that you and Professor Bargmann intend to discuss the project with Princeton Universi~ Press sometime
this week.
As you no doubt recall fro our discussion in June,
the Estate would be interested in sponsoring, or participating in, an all-inclusive edition of Einstein's works
which would be considerably more comprchensive than the
project described by you. Therefore, whUe the Estate
would not wish in 8.I\1 wq to argue about the merits of
an edition which you and your fellow-scientists consider
desirable in the interest of scientific research, it
would have to be understood that such a project would
be a private undertaking in 1ihich the Estate cannot assume 8.I\1 responsibility.
Should you wish to include in that edition 8.I\1 publications as to which the copyrights are owed by the
Estate, these would, of course, be made available for
your edition, assuming that the interests of the Estate
would be adequate~ protected by your project.
With kindest regards.
Sincere~

yours,

If;p ~.
otto Nathan
Executor
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June

3, 1955

Dr. Robert ~nhe1aer
Institute for Advanced study
Princeton, New JereeT
Dear Robert:

'!'his IIOrning I had a tan: wi til Valentine BargJllUl11 alld the
Trustee of Einatein's estate, Ir. )lathan, about the pUblication
of Einatein'a collected works. We see. to agree that it ill
d8llirable to baTe the. publ1ahed UJlder the auspices of the
Institute.
for baYing the papers publiahed in the ori«inal laJJgU&ge
onlT, BargUJlJl seelllld to favor the new that Engliah translations
should be added for thll papers in a foreign language.
I

UI

l"1nancing will probab17 cause no difficulties. All publishers
ve thought of either Princeton tJn1:nraitT Preas or Birlcblueer,
Basel. Birkhl1Uler eeea preferable to _ if thll papere in aer.an,
which forlll the ujori tT, are to be printed in GeruJl onlT.
An editiDg co8ittee should be IlIltabliehed. In the firat
place we thought of the following nIlMS: You, if TOU care,
Valentine BargUJlJl, H. P. Robertson, and JIITIlel! on this side of the
Atlantic; Max Born, Max Yon Laue, and Wol!gUlg Pauli on the other
aide. other _ a uy be added. The co_Utee would be responsible
for careful editing, but i t ahould aleo decide which uterial to
inclUde, in particular whether to include SOIl8 of Einetein's
scientific correspondence, and i t eo what.

Dr. Nathan and Dr. BargJllUl11 v1ll certai n17 approach TOU in
the near tu.ture, but I proll1ead the. te tell TOU of thie plan beforehand.
Sincere17 TOurs,

Hensa.nn We;yl

RWcdu

{
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Copy to Dr. Oppenheimer
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BERGSTRASSE 27
ZUR CH

July 24, 1955.
Professor Robert Oppenheimer
Director, Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey

U. S. A.
Dear Robert:
At the Relativity Conference in Bern (which, by the way, was
unexpectedly lively and interesting) I once mor spoke about the editing
of Einstein's Collected Works with Valentin Bargmann, Dr. Nathan,
Pauli, Born and von Laue. They were of the unanimous opinion that
our Institute will have to tackle the task and that they should be
published by the Princeton University Press, assuming the Press is
prepared to do the job under reasonable conditions (I know that Mr.
Bailey is only too anxious to be asked for it).
Scepticism prevailed concerning inclusion of Einstein's scientific correspondence. For instance, Born said that practically all the
many letters he had from Einstein, even if they mostl~cerned with
physics, contained also personal matters, often in ver~ blunt language,
and that he was not willing to let other people see them, to say nothing
of having them published. However, the establishment of an Einstein
archive at the Institute was considered desirable; I think, a beginning for that has already been made by Dr. Bargmann, Bruria Kaufmann
and Miss Dukas.
Inclusion in the Collected Works of unpublished material was
considered inopportune; exceptions could ~I be made only after very
careful investigation. The idea of adding an English translation to
the papers written in German found no support. The Editorial Committee should be kept as small as possible, and since neither Laue nor
Born wished to participate, the final proposal foresaw as its members:
Bargmann, Pauli and myself.
What do you think of all this? Bargmann will undoubtedly have
to do the main work. We all agreed that Bargmann and Dr. Nathan
should get in touch with you as soon as possible and prepare estimates
on which a contract with the Princeton Press could be based. (If a
contract is drawn up to hich you, Dr. Bargmann and Dr. Nathan agree,
Pauli and I need not be consulted.)
With most cordial greetings to you and Kitty from Ellen and
(yours as ever)

h,(~.

Hermann Weyl

Copy sent to Dr. Oppenheimer
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Dear Professor We,yll
A. 1 wrote

yOil

on Jll1y'

8th,

I forwarded ;your let.ter to Dr.
Oppenheimer
the West Indies. This
ote is
let you knew
t 11 ha

cabled that
is yes.

answer to your question
Sincer ly,
(l1rs. Wilder Hobson)
Secretary to til Director

Professor Hermann We,yl
Bsrgat.rasss 21
Zurich, Switzerland
p.s. Bast.

est.ings to Mrs. We,yl
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BERGSTRASSE 27
ZURICH

July 3rd, 1955
Professor Robert Oppenheimer
Director, Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, N. J.
U. S. A.

Dear Robert:
I don't know when and by which way this note will reach you.
For I hope that Kitty and you are now enjoying your cruising in the
Carribean.
I talked to Pauli about the publication, under the Institute's
auspices, of Einstein's Collected Works. He thinks, it ought to be
donei But like you, he is against inclusion of any material heretofore unpublished; for, if Einstein had not published it, he probably
did not want to see it published. Exemptions shpuld be made, if at
all, only after very careful examination. He is also critical of the
inclusion of scientific correspondence; selection, and only a selection
of letters could be considered, would be both difficult and arbitrary.
A systematic collection, on the other hand, had better be left to
posterity; one must leave some work to the antiquarians! Pauli consented to the idea of ~Editorial Board consisting of him, Laue and
Born, H.P.Robertson, Bargmann and me. In about a week the Relativity
Conference in Berne will start, where I shall probably meet all of
them; however, against prior announcements, Niels Bohr will not be
there.
By reading and by discussion with people here I made a feeble
attempt to find out what good representatives of modern history may
be available in England, France or Germany. I shall write about it
to EKa.
Els and George Placzek are here at present, George not in good
condition; he suffers from insomnia.
Good sailing to you and Kitty! and best regards from Ellen and
your

Hermann Weyl
copy

sent

to

RO
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8 July 1955

THL OIItF:l,;I"UA

Dear Professor We 11
This note is to let you know that we are
t...t:ter of uly 3rd on to Dr. Oppenheimer.
lm~DU1.d ha e it within two weeks. We have
Granada and t. Vincent, and i t
fly are having a wonderful time.

'V'n>........

P'rineet
the SVis lIIIIlllIl8r
'oleyl, and also
he is feeling be
ly yours,

(Mrs. :ilder Hobson)
cretary to the Director

~

Professor Hermann 'oleyl
rgstras
27
Zurich, witserland
~opy

to Dr. Oppenheimer
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Professor Robert Oppenheimer
Director, Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N.J.
U. S. A.
Dear Robert:
I don I t know when and by which way this note will
reach you. For I hope that Kitty and you are now enjoying
your cruiling in the Caribbean.
I talked to Pauli about the publication, under the
Institute's auspices, of Ehstein's Collected Works. He thinks,
it ought to be done. But like you, he is against inclusion of
any material heretofore unpublished; for, if Einstein had not
published it, he probably did not want to see it published.
Exemptions should be made, i f at all, only after very careful
examination. He is also critical of the inclusion of
scientific correspondence; selection, and only a selection of
letters could be considered, would be both difficult and
arbitrary. A systematic collection, on the other hand, had
better be left to posterity; one must leave some work to the
antiquariansJ Pauli consented to the idea of an Editorial
Board consisting of him, Laue and Born, H. P. Robertson,
Bargmann and me. In about a week the Relativity Conference
in Berne will start, where I shall probably meet all of them;
however, against prior announcements, Niels Bohr will not be
there.
By reading and by dis cussion with people here I made
a feeble attempt to find out what good representatives of
modern history may be available in England, France or Germany.
I shall write about it to EKa.

Els and George Placzek are here at present, George
not in good condition; he suffers from insomnia.
Good sailing to you and Kitty! and best regards from
Ellen and
your
/s/ Hermann W.
Hermann Weyl

